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EVALUATION OF THERMOCHEMICAL MODELS FOR

PARTICLE AND CONTINUUM SIMULATIONS OF HYPERSONIC FLOW

p

Iain D. Boyd t and Tahir GSk_en

Elorct Institute, 3788 Fabian Way

Polo Alto, California.

Abstract

Computations are presented for one-dlmensional,

strong shock waves that are typical of those that form

in front of a reentering spacecraft. The fluid mechan-

ics and thermoehcmistry are modeled using two dif-

ferent approaches. The first employs traditional con-

tinuum techniquesin solvingthe Navier-Stokesequa-

tions.The second approach employs a particlesimu-

lationtechnique (the directsimulationMonte Carlo

method, DSMC). The thermochemical models em-

ployed in thesetwo techniquesate quitedifferent.The

present investigationpresents an evaluationof ther-

mochemical models fornitrogenunder hypersonicflow

conditions.Four separatecasesareconsideredthat are

dominated in turn by vibrationalrelaxation,weak dis-

sociation,strong dissociationand weak ionisation.In

ncaz-continuttm,hypersonic flow, the nonequilibrium

thermochemical models employed in continuum and

particlesimulationsproduce nearlyidenticalsolutions.

Farther, the two approaches are evaluated success-

fullyagainst availableexperimental data for weakly

and stronglydissociatingflows.

Introduction

A space-vehiclepassing through the earth'satmo-

spherewill traverse a number of different flow regimes.

At lower altitudes,the fluiddensityissufficientlylarge

for the flow to be consideredin thermochemical equi-

librium. However, as the vehicleascends highez into

the atmosphere, the molecular collisionrate willfall,

and low-densityeffectswillbecome increasinglyim-

portant.

Continuum methods are successfullyapplied to

flows in which the collisionrate of the gas is sufli-

clentto maintain Boltzmarm energy distributionsfor

l_esearchScientist.Mailing address:

NASA Ames Research Center,MS 230-2,CA 94035.

TI'_ paper _s declared a work of the U.S. Government aud is not

subject to oopyright protection in the United States.

the variousthermal modes of the gas.Itisnot neces-

sarythat the temperatures associatedwith each ofthe

differentmodes bc equal,or that chemical equilibrium

prevails.Particlemethods, such as the directsimu-

lationMonte Carlo method (DSMC), are successfully

applied to flows in which a reduced collisionrate no

longer supports equilibriumenergy distributions.As

the numerical cost ofthistechnique isproportionalto

the fluiddensity,applicationhas been limitedto rar-

efiedflows.

The computation o£ flow propertiesfor the flight

trajectoriesof many Spa_ Vehicles willrequire the

use of both continuum and particlemethods men-

tionedabove. The interfacebetween the differentflow

regimes isthereforeofgreat importance. Clearly,itis

desirabletoobtainconsl/_cntresultswith thesenumer-

icalmethods in an overlapping near-continuum flow

regime. Although the thcim0chemical models em-

ployed in continuum and particlemethods are quite

different,under conditionsofthermochemical equilib-

zium they are expected to provide identicalsolutions.

The relationshipbetween the continuum and particle

simulationunder conditions of thermochemlcal non-

equilibrium,however, has not been investigatedprevl-

ously.Itisthereforethe purpose of the presentpaper

to study this relationshipby computing typicalby'

personlcflows with both the continuum and particle

simulationmethods.

Evaluation of the thermochemical models ismade

through the computation o£ four differentcases.The

flow conditionsin the studiesare given in Table 1

and axe chosen to examine the effectsof vibrational

relaxation,dissociation,and ionisation. These pro-

cessesare consideredinan accumulative sensethrough

a gradual increasein the initialenthalpy of the flow.

The continuum and particleapproaches employed in
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this work are briefly described below.

Table 1. Flow conditions.

Case U1 (m/s) 91 (kg/m s) p_ (tort) Un (m/s)
1 4000 1.75x10 -3 1.17 541

2 4800 4.67xI0-_ 31.2 480

3 7310 7.48xI0-s 5.00 496

4 10000 5.00xlO-4 0.33 640

Continuum .A.pproach

In the continuum formulation, the nonequilibriurn

gas model for air consists of eleven chemical species,

(N_, o,, _o, N, o, N_+, o +, No +, _r+, o+, e-),
and the thermal state of the gas is described by three

temperatures: translational, zotational and vibra-

tional (vibrational-electronlc). The governing Navier-

Stokes equations are supplemented by the equations

accounting for thermochernlcalnoneqnilibriurnpro-

cesses. The equation set consistsof fifteenpartial

differentialequations:elevenmass conservationequa-

tionsfor species,one momentum equation for quasi

one-dlmensionalflow,and threeenergy equations.For

this work, only nitrogen reactions are considered.

The thermochemistry model is basicallythat pro-

posed by Park. x-2 The relaxationtime forvibrational-

translationalenergy exchange is taken from Millikan

and White * with Park'smodificationwhich accounts

for the limitingcross-sectionat high temperatures.

Another of Park's modificationsconcerning the diffu-

sivenature of vibrationalrelaxationisnot included

to be consistentwith the currentparticlemodel. For

Vibration-Dissociationcoupling,the average removal

ofvibrationalenergy due todissociationistaken as30

percent of the dissociationenergy.I The chemicalre-

Particle Approach

The particlesimulationcode employed in thisin-

vestigationprovidesmodeling ofthe translational,ro-

tational,,vibrational,and electronkineticenergy dis-

tributions.These are complemented through simula-

tion of dissociative,recombinative,ionising,and ex-

change reactions.The code isvectorisedfor efficient

executionon a Cray-YMP. Descriptionof the vector-

i_ed implementation may be found in Rcfs. 7 and

8. The boundary conditionsemployed in the one-

dimensionalflow are reflectingpistonsset to the up-

stream and downstream velocities.The downstream

velocityis obtained eitherfrom the continuum cal-

culations,or from availableexperimental data. Pre-

vious DSMC simulationsof the relaxationsone be-

hlnd strongshockss were commenced at the point of

translational-rotationalequilibrium(where the ratioof

localto freestrearn densityisequal to 6). The present

simulationsrepresentan improvement inthat the com-

putation ofthe entireshock structureisincluded from

upstream to downstream conditions.Once the shock

reaches a specifiedlocation,small adjustments are

made to the coordinate system of the computational

grid tomaintain a steady shock position.

The rate of energy exchange between the transla-

tionaland rotationalenergy modes is simulated us-

ing the model of Boyd. _ The mecha_,ficsof rota-

tionalenergy exchange isperformed by the Borgnakke-

Larsen*° approach. The rate of energy exchange in-

volving the vibrationalenergymode issimulated using

a high-temperature model alsoproposed by Boyd. xx

The mechanics of vibrationalenergy exchange are

computed using two dlfrerentschemes. The firstagain

uses the Borgnakke-Larsen approach in with a con-

actionratesare prescribedby Park's model where the _ tinuousvibrationalenergy distributiondescribedby a

basicdissociationrate isassumed to be governed by

the geometric averageoftranslationaland vibrational

temperatures.

The numerical approach to solve the governing

equationsisfullyimplicitforfluiddynamics and chem-

istry.Ituses fluxvectorsplittingforconvectivefluxes,

and shock capturing.An adaptive gridstrategyisalso

implemented. For the computations in thlspaper, a

quasione-dlmensionalcode isused and a freestrearnof

pure nitrogenisprescribed.The detailsofthe numer-

icalmethod can be found in Refs.4-6.

number ofvibrationaldegreesoffreedom, _,,which is

fixed.The second approach, due to McDonald, t: al-

lows sampling ofpost-colllsionvibrationalenergy lev-

elsfrom the discreteform of the Simple Harmonic Os-

cillator(SHO). This approach does not require the

value of {, to be estimated for the whole flowfield.

Instead,iteffectivelyvaries_, according to the local

energy content of the flow,and is the preferred ap-

proach from a physicalstandpoint. The manner in

which the mechanics of energy exchange is performed

intheparticlesimnlationisshown by Lumpkin etal.ts
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Table 2. Lead_ng constants in chentlcal rate data (xnSJmolecule/s).

Number Reaction Continuum=

1. N= + N= --, N + N + N_ 1.1Oxl0 -s T -t'e

2. N2 + N -4 N + N + N 4.98x10 -s T -t'e

3a. N + + N_ -4 N + N= + 1.66xI0-is T °'s

3b. N + N2 + -4 N + + N= See Itefii

4a. N + N --* N= + + e- 7.31x10 -_s T _'_

4b. N_ + + e- --+N + N See l%ef.1

5. N + c- -_ N + + ¢- + e- 4.15xi04 T -_'s2

Particle 1_

{L17xl0-O T-t._

1.85xlO-S T-l.s
t

1.07x10-17 T-O.t8

2.37x10-ts T-O-i:

2.98x10-:o T o.77

8.88x10-_.o T-1.=s

1.00xl0-t4

Particle (prcscnt)

7.97x10-ts T-O._

7.14x10-s T-t.s

1.66x10-1a To._

2.34x10-t4 T-O.Sl

7.31xI0-=s T t.B

1.57xi0-n T o.s_

5.81xI0-8 T-1-o

to affectthe rateofzelaxatlon.Therefore,allthe rota-

tionaland vibrationalrelaxationmodels employed in

the particlesimulationsareadjusted tomatch the con-

tinuum valuesby the correctiondeveloped inRef. 13.

Dissociationreactions are modeled with the Vi-

hrationallyFavored Dissociationmodel (VFD) pro-

posed by Haas and Boyd. t4As itsname suggests,this

model includesthe important physicalphenomenon of

vibration-dlssociationcoupling.The model containsa

freeparameter ¢ which controlsthe degree ofcoupling

between vibrationaland dissociativerelaxationeffects.

Itwas demonstrated in Ref.14 that,by increasingthe

value of _b,it ispossibleto increasethe dissociation

incubation time in the simulation. Also in IteL 14,

through comparison with experimental data,the value

of¢ fornitrogen was determined assuming Borgnakke-

Larsen mechanics forvibrationalenergy exchange with

a fixed value for _,. In the DSMC code, the model

employed for the reverserecombination reaction ap-

propriate to VFD is that developed by Boyd. s All

other chemical reactions(ionisationand exchange re-

actions)are simulatedusing the stericfactordeveloped

by Bird.,_The inclusionofelectronsin the simulation

isdiscussedin detailin Ref. 16.

Chemical Rate Coei_clents

The ratecoefficientsemployed inthe reactionsofin-

terestin the presentstudy are givenin Table 2. These

are described in the usual A_rrheniusform:

k(T) = a Tb ezp(-Eo/kT)

where a and b are empiricallydetermined constants,

E, isthe activationenergy,and T isthe controlling

temperature. Three different sets of coefficients arc

given corresponding to those used in the continuum

code, in previous DSMC investigations,and in the

presentDSMC code. The valuesof the activationen-

ergy used in the threesetsof rate data arc unchanged

for each separate reaction. Therefore,the exponen-

tialterm in the Azrhcnius form has been omitted from

Table 2.

The rate expressionsemployed in the continuum

code are those recommended in the review by Park

el al.2 Generally,only the forward rate constantsare

specified.In the dissociationreactions,numbers 1 and

2,the controllingtemperature in the continuum two-

temperature approach isgiven by To=(TTo)½. For

nitrogen dissociation,the particlecode employs the

ratesofByron I_in the VibrationallyFavored Dissoci-

ationmodel (VFD). Itwas shown previouslyby Boyd s

that these rates,when used with the VFD model, are

capable ofreproducing vibration-dlssociationcoupling

observed at high temperatures.

The reverseratesforeach reactionare obtained by

evaluatingthe followingtemperature-dependent form

for the equilibriumconstantsproposed by Park I:

= + A,+ + +

where the A+ are constants and z=I0000/T. In the

continuum code, the valuesofA+ forreaction3 arc ob-

tainedfrom Kef. 18 whilethoseforreaction4 aretaken

from l_.ef.1. Unfortunately, thisform for the equi-

libriumconstant isnot mathematically convenientfor

implementation inthe DSMC chemistrymodels. How-

ever,a set ofreversereactionratesfor use in DSMC

has been proposed by Bird,toand thesehave been used

in a number ofstudies.Itispossibleto determine the

equilibriumconstants employed in Bird'sreactionset

by consideringthe ratio of the forward and reverse

ratesforeach reaction.This isperformed forreactions

3 and 4 of Table 2. The equilibrium constants em-

ployed by Bird and those used in the continuum code
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are shown as a function of temperature for these re-

actions in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. It should be

noted that the exponential term has again been omit-

ted for the sake of simplicity. For the charge exchange

reaction, it is found that the equilibrium constant em-

ployed by Bird is about 2 orders of magnitude higher

than the continuum expression. In the associative ion-

isation reaction, the equilibrium constant of Bird gives

valueswhich are again generallyhigher than the con-

tinuum model.

The goal of the presentstudy isto evaluatediffer-

encesin the chemical models employed in the contin-

uum and particlemethods. To limitthe number offar-

torsinvolvedinour comparisons,itisthe aim tomain- I0 -I

rainconsistencybetween the zclazationratesemployed

in the solutiontechniques.Therefore, a form for the

equilibriumconstant which takes the traditionalAt- _ q0-2
f_

c--

rhenlus form is fit as a function of temperature to o

Park's expression.The limitationon the type of At- O -3
E 10

rheniusform which may be used convenientlyinBird's 2
t.=

expressionforthe probabilityofchemical reactionIsis

discussedby Boyd and Stark.20The curve fitsforre- _- J0-4

actions3 and 4 are alsoshown in Figs.I and 2. The t_

resultingrate constants for the reversereactionsare -5

listedin Table 2. Generally,good agreement isob- I0

rainedbetween the new DSMC expressionsand Park's

results,particularlyover the temperature range ofin-

terest,i.e.from 10,000 to 20,000 K. Fig. 2.

For reaction5, the temperature dependent form

3
10

"_ 10 2

_ JO 1

•_ 10 0
A3

//

_" 10"1 [_-. Particle(Ref. 19)

10 -2 - .... Particle (present)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Temperature (K) x10-4

Fig. 1. Variation of the equilibrium constant with

temperature for reaction 3.

7

proposed in Ref. 2 is not Convenient for use in the

DSMC chemistry models. In Fig. 3, the forward rate

constantsemployed by Park and Bird forthisreaction

are shown as a function of temperature. Itisnoted

that Bird'sreactionratesare severalordersofmagni-

tude lower.Once again,a fitismade to Park's expres-

sionin an Arrhenius form which may be employed in

the particlechemistry models, The new form, which

isgivenin Table 2 an_mclu_cd in Fig. 3,givescloser

correspondenceto Park'sresultsover the temperature

range ofinterest.

i s:::: :.........................................

_- // _ Continuum (Ref. 1)
I_ .... Particle (Ref. "19)

hl "; P_rticle (present)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Temperature (K) x10-4

Variation of the equilibrium constant with

temperature for reaction4.

c-

O

O

cf-

E
C_

O

LL

Fig. 3.

0
10

Continuum (Ref. 2)

................ Particle (Ref. 19)

10-5 Particle (present)

10-lo

10 -15 I I I

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Temperature (K) x10"4

Variation of the forward rate constant with

temperature for reaction5.





Further analyses have been performed which improve

the correspondence between the chemical rates em-

ployed in continuum and particle simulation for all

reactions in air involving charged species and are re-

ported in Ref. 16.

Presentation of Results

Computations are performed for four different sets

of flow conditions for pure nitrogen and these are listed

in Table 1 in which subscripts 1 and 2 indicate up-

stream and downstream conditions_ respectively. The

upstream temperature is prescribed to be 300 K for all

cases. The upstream density together with the length

of the Computational domain simulated are chosen

such that the flows are in the near-contlnuum regime.

The different upstream flow conditions also provide

increasing enthalpy: thus, the flow behind the shock

is characterised in Case 1 by vibrational relaxation

processes; in Case 2 by weak dissociation; in Case 3

by strong dissociation; and in Case 4 by weak ion-

isatlon. The conditions in Cases 2 and 3 correspond

to those investigated experimentally by Kewley and

Hornung. _1 The results for each of these investigations

are describedin the followingsub-sections.

Case 1: Vibrationally_ Relaxing Flow

Density profilesfor the firstcase investigatedare

shown in Fig. 4. Very good agreement isfound be-

tween the continuum and particlesiurnulationresults.

Two differentDSMC computations are shown: the

firstcorresponds to the use of the Borgnakke-Larsen

approach (BL) for performing the mechanics ofvibra-

tionalenergy exchange with a constant number of vi-

brationaldegrees of freedom, _°-I._. This value cor-

responds closelyto that evaluated at the downstream

equilibrium temperature. The second solution em-

ployed the discretevibrationalenergy sampling ap-

proach for the Simple Harmonic Oscillator(SIIO) o£

McDonald z which automaticallyvaries_,. This isthe

firsttlme that comparison ismade between continuum

and particlesimulationsforvibrationalrelaxationbe-

hind a strong shock. Itisvery encouraging toobserve,

under near-continuum conditions,that the two meth-

ods givesuch closeagreement.

O
o--

or-

t-
o
n

8

2

0

Fig. 4.

!

0

V Particle (SHO)

I I I ]

1 2 3

Distance (cm)

Comparison of continuum and particlesolu-

tions of the localto upstream densityratio

for Case I.

10

o
x 8

6

o_ 4
E
I--

2

0

Fig. 5.

,v

I _ Tt (continuum)

/ Tv (continuum)A Tt (particle)
V Tv (particle)

I 1 | I

0 1 2 3

Distance (cm)

Comparison of continuum and particleso-

lutionsof the translationaland vibrational

temperatures forCase 1.

The variationin translationaland vibrationaltem-

peratures forthiscase are shown in Fig.5. The parti-

clesolutionsare obtained with McDonald's variable_,

model. Once again, very good agreement isobtained

between the two solutiontcchnlques.Temperature is

generallya much more sensitivequantity to simulate

than density. The closecorrespondence between the

continuum and particleresultsindicatesthat the vi-

brationalrelaxationmodels employed in each are very

nearly equivalent. This comparison thereforelends
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strong support to the use in the particle simulation

of the vibrational energy exchange probabilities devel-

oped for the DSMC method, Z1 the correction term

required to equate the continuum and particle relax-

ation rates, Is and the mechanics of vibrational energy

exchange. 12 It should be noted that the degree of dis-

sociation under these flow conditions is less than 1%.

Case 2z WeecJcly Dissoeiatlng Flow

The secondsetofconditionsconsideredhas an in-

creasedenthalpywhichgivesrisetoweak dissociation

behind the shock. This caseisof additionalinter-

estas itwas studiedexperimentallyby Kewley and

Hornung2x who employedinterferogramsto measure

thevariationindensitybehindstrongshocksofnltzo-

gen.The increaseinenthalpyisrevealedinthedensity

profilesshown inFig.6inwhich thenormalisedden-

sityrisereachesavalueofabout10atthedownstream

boundary.While both solutionsgivegood agreement

withtheexperimentaldata,itisclearthattheparti-

clesolutionprovidesthebettercorrespondence.The

DSMC profileisobtainedwiththevariable_omodel.

Comparisonofthetranslationaland vibrationaltem-

peraturescomputed throughthe shock areshown in

Fig.7. Again,a verygood agreementisobservedfor

thetwo setsofresults.Consideringtheexcellentagree-

mcnt obtainedinFig.7 between the continuumand

particlemethods,and alsoforthe caseo£vibrational

relaxation,itisconcludedthatthedifferencesobserved

inFig.6 must be due tothedissociationmodels em-

ployedin eachsimulationtechnique.This indicates

that the continuum two-temperaturemodel givesa

dissociationratewhich isslightlyslowerthan thatof

experimentand DSMC. In otherwords,fora weakly

dissociatinggas,whiletheeffectofdissociationon vi-

brationalrelaxationissmall,the effectof vibrational

relaxationon dissociationisoverestimatedin Park's

two-temperaturemodel.

The resultsforthemole fractionsofmolecularand

atomicnitrogenareshown inFig.8.As expectedfrom

thepreviouscomparisons,thereiscloseagreementbe-

tweenthetwo numericalapproacheswithDSMC pre-

dictingslightlymore dissociationthan isobtainedin

thecontinuumsolution.

12

._o
8

rr

r-

o 4

0

Fig.6.

12
(?,
o

_ 8

E 4
t-
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Fig. 7.

._ • Experiment
[ ---- Continuum

[] Particle (VFD, _bffi2)

I I 1 1, I

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Distance (cm)

Comparison of continuum and particle solu-

tions of the localto upstream densityratio

forCase2.

u

i

0.0

i Tt (continuum)

' Tv (continuum)
.,k Tt (particle)
V Tv (particle)

I I ! !

0.1 0.2

Distance (cm)

Comparison of continuum and particleso-

lutionsof the translationaland vibrational

temperaturesforCase2.

Case 3z Strongly DissoeiatlngFlow

The furtherincreasein enthalpyfor Case 3 gives

riseto strongerdissociationeffects.Once again,the

flowconditionsmodeledmatch thoseconsideredexper-

imentallyby Kewleyand Homung. n The experimen-

talprofdeofdensitybehindtheshockiscompared with

severaldifferentcomputationalresultsinFig.9/The

comparisonbetween the continuumsolutionand the

experimental data is excellent. Two di_erent DSMC

profilesarealsoshown inFig.9:thefirst employed
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_,=2 and _b=3. This representsthe model proposed

previouslyin Re£ 8. The second particlesimulation

employed the variable(o model and again used _=3.

For both of these DSMC modeling configurations,the

computed density profilellesa littlebelow both the

experimental data and the continuum solution.A fur-

ther DSMC solutionisgenerated in which the VFD

parameter _bisreduced to 2 for use with variable(,.

The resultsof thissimulationare compared with both

the experimentaland continuum profilesinPig.10. As

expected,a reduction in the value of_ reduces the
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Fig. 10. Local to upstream dcusltyratiofor Case 3:

particlesimulation employed new VFD and

exchange mechanics models.

degree of vibration-dlssociationcoupling which leads

to a slightlyincreased dissociationrate immediately

behind the shock, With this model con_guration,

the particlemethod provides excellentagreement with

both the experiment and the continuum solution.It

should be noted that thisisthe DSMC model config-

urationemployed in the computations for Case 2.

The translationaland vibrationaltemperature pro-

filescomputed with the continuum and DSMC tech-

niques are shown in Fig. 11. Generally, very good

agreement is observed between the two. There is a

noticeabledifferencein the pc_ Vibrationaltempera-

turcscomputed by the two methods. This has quite

significantimplicationsforthe estimationofradiative

emission in such flows.The dh%xencc is attributable

to dissociation-vibrationcoupling,i.e.how the vibra-

tionalenergy distributionisaiTectedby dissociation.

This processismodeled quite differentlyin the con-

tlnuum and particleapproaches. These resultsindi-

cate the need for experimental measurement ofvibra-

tionaltemperature profilesbehind shock waves under

conditionssimilarto those consideredhere. For com-

pleteness,the profilesofmole fractionsof the neutral

speciesare shown in Fig. 12. The stronger degree o£

dissociationfor these flow conditionsisvery evident

and, as expected, very good agreement isfound be-

tween the two solutions.
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For this strongly dissociating case_ it is found that

Park's two temperature model reproduces the experi-

mental data very well. It is very encouraging that the

two temperature model gives such a favorable com-

parison with the experimental data in strongly disso-

ciating flow as this is the regime for which the model

has been developed. Indeed, the present comparison

arguably provides the strongest evidence to date that,

despite its week theoretical basis, the two-temperature

model does produce adequate simulation of strongly

coupled vibration-dlssoclation processes. The present

investigationisunique in thatevaluationofthe model

isperformed through directcomparison with experi-

mental measurements of a fundamental flow quantity.

The mo_delwas previouslycalibratedagainstexperi-

mental data by Park I through comparison with ra-

diationemission spectra,and by Candler _= through

comparison with shock stand-offdistance.Due to the

excellentcomparisons between DSMC and experiment

inFigs.8 and 10,itisrecommended that McDonald's

coLLisionmechanics and the VFD model with 4=2 be

used forsimulatingnitrogendissociationwith the par-

ticlemethod.

Case..4: WeaJely Ior_s_a K Flow

The increasein enthalpy forCase 4 issufficientto

give riseto significantionllationciTectsbehind the

shock. In performing the DSMC computations of

the ionizedflowfield,a steady shock solutionis_st

obtained with the ionisingreactionsomitted. After

reaching thispoint, the iordscdspeciesare included

and a furthershort transientphase in the simulation

then allowedbeforesampling offlowpropertiesiscom-

menced. These proceduresare adopted because the in-

clnsiono£electronsin theflowEeldrequiresa reduction

in computational time-stepby two orders of magni-

tude. To compute the entlrcfiowfleldwith such a small

time-stepwould expend much largercomputational re-

sources.The comparison fordensityprofLlescomputed

with the numerical techniquesisshown in Pig.13. As

with the previous cases,good ag,recment isobtained

between the two solutions.The temperature proEles

computed with the continuum and particlemethods

for the translationaland vibrationalmodes are com-

pared inPig.14. The peak valuesforeach energy mode

arc in good agreement. It is 0bserved that the trans-

lationaltemperature shock computed with DSMC is

thickerthan the continuum result.This isdue to the

relativelylow upstream densityemployed in thisinves-

tigation.A more thorough analysisofsuch behavior

willform the basisoffuturestudy.The computed mole

fractionsforthe neutralspeciesobtained with the nu-

mericaltechniquesare compared in Fig. 15 and those

for the chargesspeciesare compared in Fig. 18. The

agreement which isgenerallyobtained isvery satlsfac-

tory.This comparison verifiesthat the new forms o£

the reversereactionratesemployed inthe particlesim-

ulationare nearly equivalentto the expressionsused
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in the continuum analysis.It should be noted that a

degzeeo£statisticalscatterisexhibitedby the DSMC

resultsfor the less abundant species. To assessthe

effectofusing the new reactionrates,a p_ticle simu-

lationisalsoperformed with Bird'srate data Ig. The

variationin the mole fractionso£ the charged species

computed in thisway are compared with the contin-

uum results in Fig. 17. None of the species profiles are

found to be in good agreement. With Bird's rates, the

most populous ion is N2 +, whereas the new particle

rate data agrees with the continuum solutionin giv-

ing N + as the most abundant ion. With Bird'srate

data,the mole fractiono£electronsatthe downstream

boundary is about 2.5xi0-s whereas the continuum

simulationgives a value o£ about 1.8_'I0-2. Ifitis

accepted that the rate coei_cientsprovided in Refs.i

and 2 are the more physicMly reMistic,theselargedif-

ferencesobserved with Bird'solderdata setmust call

intoquestionprevious DSMC investizationswhich em-

ployed those reactionrates.
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Concluding Remarks

This study was motivated by the requirement to

evaluatethe relationshipbetween continuum and par-

ticlesimulations of hypersonic flows in the near-

continuum regime. The resultsobtained in the in-

restitutionhave establishedthat a closecorrespon-

dence existsbetween the thermochemlcal noneqnillb-

zium models employed inthesesolutiontechniques.In

the case of vibrationalnoncquilibrium,the agreement

between the two setsof numerical resultsvalidateda

number of recentmodeling developments forcomput-

ing the rate and mechanics of vihratloualenergy ex-

change in the particlesimulation.In the casesofweak

and strongdissociation,both the continuum and par-

ticlemodels for vibration-dissociationcoupling were

successfullyevaluatedagainstexperimentaldata.This

isa most interestingresultconsideringthe largediffer-

ences in the dissociationmodels employed in the two

techniques.In the case of weakly ionisedflow,itwas

necessaryto develop new forms forsome ofthe chem-

icalrate constants for use in the particlesimulation.

These were developed so as to be he-,flyconsistent

with the continuum expressions,and alsoto be math-

ematicallyconvenientforuse in the particlechemistry

models. The next stageinthiscontinuinginvestigation

willbe evaluationofthesemethods forflowconditions

in the transitionregime,i.e.at higher Knudsen num-

bers. In such flows,rarefactioneffectsmay invalidate

use of the Navier-Stokes equations,and give riseto

largedifferencesbetween the continuum and particle

simulationresults.
#
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Abstract:

This paper describes the computational work be-

ing performed at Ames on the simulation of the 16"
Shock Tunnel facility. The paper describes the ap-

proach used and shows some preliminary results for

various flow transients. In particular, we describe the

numerical problems encountered during the compu-
tation of these flows, and the methods used to resolve

them. We also discuss the validity of _me approx-

imations used, notably concerning the reduction of

the problem into problems of smaller dimensionality,

or smaller size. We show how quasi-lD simulations

can be used to help design experiments, or to better
understanding the characteristics of the facility. An

application to the design of a non-intrusive diagnos-
tic is shown. The multi-dimensional flow transients

computed include the shock reflection at the end of

the driven tube, the shock propagation down the noz-
zle, and the breaking of the main diaphragm. The
interaction between separate flow events will also be
discussed.

I. Introduction

The Ames 16" faciIity, shown schematically in

Figure 1, can be considered as a typical example of a

shock-tunnel for hypersonic flows. The shock tunnel
is about 70 meters long, composed of a driver sec-

tion (17" diameter) filled with a light combustible

mixture, and a long driven tube (filled with the test

gas at low pressure). At the end of the tunnel is a
supersonic nozzle 6 meters long (1 m diameter at the

exit plane) and finally a test section. The complete

operation of the facility typically results in test times
of the order of 5 to 20 milliseconds: the time for the

main shock to propagate from the main diaphragm
to the end of the driven tube is of the order of 7 msec.

After partial reflection at the end of the driven tube,
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the shock interacts with the incoming contact discon-

tinuity (CD) which separates the test gas from the

driver gas. For 'tailored' conditions, there is no wave
reflected back from this interaction, and the flow be-

tween the CD and the nozzle is uniform and steady.
More detailed descriptions of a shock tunnel opera-

tion can be found for example in ref. [1]. The test
time is measured from the time the flow conditions

in the stagnation region become steady, until the CD
reaches _he end of _he driven tube, and the nozzle

flow becomes contaminated with the driver gas. A

flow 'quality' will be represented by the steadiness of

the stagnated flow, the low level of contamination of

the test gas by driver gas or impurities, as well as

the peak conditions (pressure, enthalpy) attainable

by the facility.

Numerical simulations are required to better un-

derstand the test flow conditions (temperature, mass

fraction profiles, time dependence, etc..) and sup-
plement the experimental knowledge: they are used

also to improve the design of the ex'periments or to

improve the tunnel operation characteristics. In or-

der to satisfy these objectives, several aspects of the

tunnel operation need to be simulated. Modeling
the entire facility from the driver to the test section

requires us to grid a physical length of about 50 me-
ters; yet, important flow features such as shock and

contact discontinuities (CD) should be resolved with

good accuracy, i.e. a few mm in the axial direction.
The spatial stiffness is then of the order of 104; this

is a conservative estimate, since the boundary layers

also need to be resolved in some cases, requiring grid

spacing as low as tens of micrometers in the radial
direction. The modeling of the shock-tunnel facil-

ity falls into the general category of multiple scale

problems, and calls for appropriate special numeri-

cal methods which we will hint at in this paper.

The complete operation of the hypersonic facility

also involves a large number of different physical pro-

cesses at work, some of which are not well understood

or are very difficult to compute. The combustion

process in the driver gas requires a good description





of theenergydepositionandflamepropagation;the
maindiaphragmrupturewouldrequireusto under-
standthematerialdeformationup to theplasticity
limit. Thepenetrationof the'jetof drivergasinto
thedriventubeisaproblemof3D,turbulent,multi-
scalemixing.Thetemperaturesaresufficientlyhigh
thatsomewallablationtakesplaceandcontaminates
theflow. Finally,radiativeeffectsmayneedto be
considered,andlowdensity,thermalnonequilibrium
gasmodelsmayberequiredin thenozzleexpansion.
A multiplicityofCFD tools must therefore be made

available to study the effects of each of these phe-

nomena.

The problem is compounded by the lack of cru-

cial experimental data: such phenomena such as di-

aphragm rupture are difficult to observe, and only

rough estimates of the process time and energy scales
can be made available and approximately correlated

with the experimental data. Ablation of the tun-

nel material is also a very complex physical process,

which may depend on the microstructure of the ma-
terial itself.

Solving this problem will require us to develop

and test appropriate numerical techniques, decom-
pose and reduce the problem accordingly, and de-

velop and test various physical models. Simplifica-

tion of the problem can be accomplished first by 'di-
mensional reduction', i.e. solving the problem in in

a reduced number of dimensions. Quasi-lD simula-

tions have low computational time and memory re-

quirements, and therefore can be used for a large
number of computations, such as those required for

design and sensitivity studies. It will be important
to verify the accuracy of these simulations, and to

estimate the quality of information which can be ob-
tained from them.

In a typical cartesian tradition, decomposition

of the problem into several independent sections is

usually attempted. This we regard as 'causality re-

duction'. This approach requires several approxima-
tions and simplifications, and its validity needs to be

more clearly justified. For example, the time evolu-
tion of the flow in the test section clearly requires

us to accurately compute the unsteady flow in the

stagnation region, including gas/wall interactions,
shock/boundary layer interactions. The shock/CD

interaction is also very important, and this requires

us to know very well the shape of the CD. Going

back further, the shape of the CD will be influenced

by the earlier process of flow establishment from the

main diaphragm rupture and thereon. But the de-

tails of the diaphragm rupture will depend on the

pressure rise in the driver gas, and this requires us

to model first the turbulent flame propagation in the
driver tube. The logical sequence of events, i.e. from
driver tube combustion to flow expansion into the

test chamber, is unfortunately the most difficult to

compute, since it requires us to be able to model the

most complex phenomena at first. Therefore we have

to sacrifice some degree of detail in order to obtain

practical answers in reasonable time. By causally re-

ducing the problem, we loose accuracy but gain in
efficiency: the method can still be used to examine

the important physical effects (i.e. sensitivity stud-

ies) in an efficient way.

In this paper, we will discuss these methods and

the preliminary results. The following questions
must be addressed:

• what improvements in numerical techniques are

required.

• how accurate are the results from reduced (1D)
models.

• how significant are the causal influences of var-
ious sections of the tunnel.

• what physical phenomena are important and
how to model them.

The last item on our list will not be discussed

here. In this paper, we will concern ourselves primar-

ily with the numerical techniques, and the evalua-
tion of the approydmations commonly made in shock-
tunnel simulation. The obvious intent of the devel-

opment of this numerical capability is to provide an

array of numerical tools for better understanding of
the facility operation, and the design of new test con-

ditions and diagnostic procedures. The combined fo-
cus of both experimental and numerical tools leads to

superior measurement capability, and is an approach

practiced at NASA-Ames [2].

II. Numerical Techniques

"vVe have already mentioned that the spatial and

time stiffness can be quite large; fortunately the CFD

community has developed an arsenal of techniques
which can potentially be used to reduce the severity

of the problem. First, we observe that the flow dis-

continuities are few and generally well localized: it
is therefore unnecessary to simultaneously carry the

same resolution requirements in all regions of the fa-

cility. We can rely on several techniques of dynamical





gridrefinementtocarrythis task.Second,theprob-
lemcanbeapproximatelyseparatedin threeparts.
Thecombustionprocessin thedrivergasproceeds
independentlyof thedriventube,andcanbecom-
putedseparatelyif necessary(throughoutthispaper,
it will besimplymodeled).Sincetheflowis mostly
supersonicin thenozzle,thereisnobackwardinflu-
enceof theflowfromthenozzleto thetubes.It is
thereforeadequateto computeat first theunsteady
flowin thedriveranddrivensections,includingthe
nozzleandupto thethroat;theflowsolutionat the
exit planecanbestoredaccordingto the required
spatialandtimeaccuracy,andusedasunsteadyin-
flowconditionfor theremainderof thefacility,i.e.
nozzleandtestsection.Thisallowsusalsoto switch
betweendifferentphysicalmodels(e.g.nonequitib-
riumthermodynamics)anddifferentdimensionalities
(3Dversus2Daxi-symmetricor2Dversus1D).

Anotherimportantquestionconcernsthechoice
of numericalmethod:althoughweare interested
in the unsteadyflowmotion,the flow timescales
that needto be resolvedmaybe largecomparedto
thetimescalefromthestabilitylimit of anexplicit
scheme.This is trueespeciallyfor a clusteredvis-
cousgrid.Animplicitmethod,if time-accurate,can
potentiallybeusedfor thisproblemaswell. How-
ever,thereis ahugecostassociatedwith the inver-
sionof theblock-tridiagonalmatricesfromtheLHS

of the system of equations, especially when multi-

ple species are present. Our experience showed that

even when only two species are considered (driver

gas/driven gas), the implicit method needs to be ex-
ecuted at a CFL number >_ 5 for better performance
than the explicit method. Due to the severe nature of

the problem (pressure ratio, shock speed), this CFL

value is generally too large for these transient flows.
However, the viscous terms alone can be treated im-

plicitely, and show greater stability than the convec-

tive terms: our method therefore performs an Opera-

tor Splitting between convection, viscous dissipation
and chemistry. The viscous terms are treated im-

plicitely, and the inversion of the 3 x 3 (in 2D) block
tridiagonal matrices is sufficiently fast to be justified.

The chemistry is also treated point-implicitely, and

the algorithm is also very fast. When the chemistry
is extremely stiff however, linearization errors will

reduce the stability of the point-implicit algorithm.

For example, let us consider air (79% No, 21% Os)
suddenly raised to 100 arm and 6000 °K: at con-

staat volume, the system reaches equilibrium within

a fraction of a microsecond. Attempting to solve
imp]icitely the chemistry in one iteration and with a

time step larger than __ 2 10 -8 sec would lead to very

unstable and unphysieal solutions. The initial evo-

lution from the highly nonequilibrium state needs to
be time-resolved more accurately: our algorithm sub-

iterates (more precisely, 'sub-cycles') the chemistry,
i.e. integrates over a given time interval At with vari-

able steps _¢. The sub-step is initially estimated from

the rate of change of the species, then is stretched in

a fixed proportion for the subsequent sub-iterations:
5t n+l = (1 + a)St '_, with a >_ 0. Each sub-iteration

is solved point-implicitely. The change in tempera-
ture is also estimated at each sub-iteration from the

change in chemical energy. Figure 2 shows a sample

computation (a = 0.5) for this highly nonequilib-
rium case. The 'exact' time evolution is also shown.

The integration intervals are At = 5 10 -7 seconds.

One can see that the variable step solution is off in

the equilibrium region until the end of the first inte-
gration interval, at which time the thermodynamic

state of the gas is re-analyzed and a more accurate

calculation of the temperature is performed. The

sub-iterated solution then quickly matches the exact
solution.

To maintain good accuracy, the relative changes

in temperature estimated during the chemistry
should be limited. A chemical time scale is there-

fore defined as the time during which the chemical

reactions induce a relative change in temperature of

5%t . The effect of chemistry on the flow dy-

namics occurs principally through the temperature
change, and this time step limit provides us with

a criterion for accurate coupling of the chemistry

and flow dynamics. If there is no monitoring of the
chemical time scale and no enforcement of this time

step limit, an instability generally develops rapidly,
especially in cases of stiff chemistry; this instabil-

ity can occur for both a fully-coupled approach or

the Operator-Splitting approach. The case of very

stiff chemistry would seem therefore to be very in-

efficient: this corresponds basically to a very poor
resolution of the chemical relaxation distance, such

as the one behind the primary shock. However, it
is possible to somewhat rescale the chemical time

scale without changing the solution too much. Let
us suppose that we want to resolve the flow dynamics

on the order of a convective time-scale At¢on,, but

the chemistry is so stiff that accuracy and stability

considerations restrict us to (for example) a global
time scale _ 0.0iAt¢o... We can artificially rescale

the chemistry by 10, and the stability limits lead us

"['This number may be varied, according to the desired
accuracy and/or the stability. It is our e.xperience that in
most cases, the maximum relative change allowed should be
less than 10_.





to a timescaleO.iAtco.v,whichwecan better af-

ford. This rescaling can be done locally, depending
on the stiffness ratio: this will affect slightly the so-

lution, for example by over-estimating the chemical

relaxation length behind a shock, but the difference

may be practically insignificant for very stiff cases.

The technique is easily implemented by restricting

the integration interval (it becomes 5 10 -8 sec in our

example): the insert in Figure 1 shows the results
of this rescaling approach. _¥e see tha_ _he original

transients are still reproduced, and the solution still

converge to the exact solution. This sub-iterated al-
gorithm, with or without the rescaling option, is used
in all our calculations.

The spatial stiffness can be solved by various tech-

niques of dynamic grid adaption. In the driver tube,
strong gradients and discontinuities exist only dur-

ing the combustion process. After rupture of the

main diaphragm, only weak gradients subside, and

this section of the facility does not require high reso-

lution. The spatial accuracy is required for the prop-
agating shock and CD, down the driven tube. One

possible technique is to dynamically compress and

stretch the grid points to accumulate them in the

required regions. This technique can work well in
one dimension and is easy to implement: care must

be taken however to prevent sudden jumps in spac-

ings, or accuracy will be 10st. The technique may be-

come more problematic in two or more dimensions,

as some flow features (including the CD) may have
more complex shapes: the grid can become distorted,

and can affect the solution. Another technique, pio-

neered by a group at Livermore [3], consists of adding
smaller scale grids in regions of interest. These grids

can be exact sub-scale replicas of some regions of

the coarse, background grid: the flow variables can

be transferred between grids in an exactly conser-

vative way. This way, the grids are never distorted
and their motion can be computed very quickly, with

minimal overhead. An example is shown in Figure 3:

the propagation of the primary shock and CD down

the driven tube is computed in a one-dimensional

model. A first calculation used a constant spacing
grid, with about 1000 points for the whole tunnel.

A second calculation used a background grid for the

whole tunnel with 250 points, and a high resolution

grid super-imposed on it: the latter moves along with
the shock, with a sliding motion. The sub-scaled grid

had a size of 800 grid points, and the scale ratio be-

tween the two grids was 20 to 1. Flow values within
the background cells are computed by volume aver-

aging of the sub-scaled cells present, if any. While

both calculations used approximately the same num-

bet of points, it is dear that tile second method has
a much higher local resolution, and the sharpness of

the CD is dramatically improved.

Another method, which we will be testing in the

future, uses non conservation of the number of grid

points. Unstructured grids can be manipulated to
accumulate points in the regions of interest, either

by grid displacement or by dynamic subdivision.

The singular axis was found to be another recur-

rent problem during the computation of flow tran-
sients: the simulation of the shock reflection at the

end of the driven tube, for example, initially showed

a strong conical shock structure near the axis with

the apex of the cone leading the overall structure (see

Figure 4). This peculiar formation can also be seen
for example in the results of P. Jacobs [4]. This struc-

ture is possible only if a very intense and high veloc-

ity jet of gas is produced and maintained on the axis:

this is a highly singular and unphysical behaviour.
Close examination of the numerical results indeed

showed an excessively large axial velocity component

in a single cell close to the axis. Because this high

velocity jet was present in one cell only, and did not

show signs of diffusion, we were convinced that it
is the result of a numerical error. A similar phe-

nomenon can be observed also in the propagation of

the main shock down the nozzle [5], and can be seen
at the axis or in some cases near the walls. This phe-

nomenon was observed only for axi-symmetric flows,

and when a second-order accurate scheme (with min-
imal dispersion) was used. It was finally related to

the aspect ratio of the grid cells: indeed, the problem

disappeared when the aspect ratio of the grid cells

was adjusted to lower the radial gradients. If the
spacing is such that Ax << At, the flow features

are smooth and accurate. If Ax > Ar an instability

may develop in some regions of the flow. We assume

the problem comes from the axi-symmetric pressure
correction term, which is not part of the monotonic

(TVD) fluxes and acts as a non-conservative momen-
tum source term. This pressure correction term is a

result of the formulation of the Euler equations for
an axi-symmetric problem, and can be easily visu-

alized with the following finite-volume description.

Let us consider a cell in a cylindrical geometry, de-

scribed schematically in Figure 5. As one approaches
the axis, tile ratio of cell side surface to cell volume

behaves as 1/Ax for the axial direction, while it is

exactly 0 for the radial direction. There is a contribu-

tion to the radial momentum density from the pres-
sure on the sides of the cells in the azimuthal direc-

tion. This contribution is proportional to 1/At. It is





clearthat whenthecellsareclusteredneartheaxis,
thecontributionfromthenon-conservativemomen-
tumsourcetermmaybecomedominant,andthere-
forethereisnoguaranteethatanon-oscillatorysolu-
tioncanstill beobtained. The problem usually dis-

appears when the grid is relatively coarse in the ra-
dial direction, near the axis, in which case the source
term ceases to be the dominant contribution. This

observation also applies to other cases, such as the

computation of shock layers on blunt axi-symmetric
bodies. In most unsteady cases or for steady flows,

the radial gradients will be weak near the axis. One

particular exception would be the propagation of a

shock ring towards the axis: this is such the case
in the reflection of the primary shock in the tunnel,

from the upper section of the end wall. Figure 6

shows a time sequence for the same case as Figure 4,

but for a grid coarsened near the axis: we see that

the instability is effectively removed. A similar im-

provement can be obtained by reducing the spatial

order of accuracy in that region.

The general effect of the grid structure or aspect
ratio on the flow solution should never be under-

estimated, especially in the severe cases we are con-

cerned with. Although we may see unstructured

grids as a potentially useful tool for the flows of in-
terest here, their effect on the flow solution will have

to be carefully evaluated.

The flow expansion in the supersonic nozzle is one

of the easier tasks to perform: the transient flow sim-

ulation is required to examine the steady flow estab-
lishment time in the test section, and to verify that

the flow does not choke during that time. This is

particularly relevant for large objects or for massive

gas (fuel) injection. Since the nozzle is evacuated to

very low pressure before the rupture of the secondary
diaphragm, the flow propagating down the nozzle is

preceded by a high velocity jet. The mean free path

in that region can be quite large (_ 3 mm for P = 100

milliTorr), and strictly speaking the Navier-Stokes
equations cease to be valid in this low-density re-

gion prior to the shock. By attempting nevertheless
to solve the flow dynamics with the Navier-Stokes

equations, we are experiencing strong viscous effects

which operate on a very short (- 10 pico-second)

time scale. Although the viscous fluxes are computed

implicitely, it is necessary for stability reasons to ar-
tificially reduce the strength of these viscous effects

in that region. This is easily accomplished by us-

ing a numerical switch that effectively and smoothly

removes the gradients on a scale smaller or compa-
rable to the mean-free path during the calculation

of the viscous fluxes. This switch will effectively re-

duce the spreading of the shock into the low density

gas. The shock thickness will therefore be under-
estimated. The cutoff length scale can be adjusted

arbitrarily: in Figure 7 we show the effect of the cut-

off choice (0.1 versus 10 mean free paths) on the solu-

tion, for two cases of nozzle pressures. The change is
dramatic for the first case (100 #Tort) and unnotice-

able for the second (100 milliTorr). Nevertheless, for

the latter case, which is also the case we will be using

throughout the remainder, the viscous time scale is

reduced by a factor of 5 by choosing the higher (10

m.f.p.) cutoff value.

Using all the modified techniques now at our dis-

position, we are able to sucessfully compute the tran-
sient flows in the nozzle and driven tunnel at the

rupture of the secondary diaphragm (see Figure 6).

Different grids were used for the driven tube and

nozzle regions, and no subscaled grids were used for

this particular case: both regions were coupled at
each iteration. The results of the computation for

the nozzle flow (Figure 8) are in good qualitative

agreement with an experimental schlieren of a simi-
lar problem shown in Figure 9, taken from ref. [6].

Both show the curved leading shock, and a complex

structure behind it, dominated by a Mach disk, it-

self supported by oblique shocks emanating from the

nozzle walls. Although the initial conditions for these
two flows are very different, the similarity between
the two structures lead us to conclude that they are

examples of a general pattern. Details of the con-

ditions (pressures, geometry, etc..) may change the
relative strength and position of the shocks, with-
out modifying the overall configuration. A snaphost
taken at later times would show that near the exit

plane of the nozzle, the primary shock straightens
out and becomes normal. If one was to perform an

unsteady computation in the test chamber assuming
a normal shock at the inflow, the calculation would

be in error by leaving out the complex shock struc-

ture which propagates immediately behind the lead-

ing shock. This is shown for example in Figure 10,
where a cone has been used as testing body.

III. Dimensional Reduction

When test times are large compared to the tran-

sients, it seems appropriate to compute the nozzle

flow for the steady state, without having to perform
the calculation time-accurately for tens of millisec-

onds. This allows us to use many numerical tech-

niques to make this computation more efficient, rvVe
have done several such computations, solving for the





full Navier-Stokes equations, but for limited regions
at a time. The computation proceeds on a subset

of the whole nozzle grid, until convergence is ob-
tained. The subset then moves further down the

nozzle; the procedure is similar to the displacement

of a 'window' along the flow direction. This proce-

dure is half-way between a global calculation and the

PNS method; although less efficient than the PNS
method, it is more flexible and allows us to correctly
_reat embedded recirculation zones or other unex-

pected subsonic regions which may occur. It was

observed that the convergence rate and the compu-
tation time are dominated by the chemistry in the

boundary layer, and the downstream propagation of

chemical changes in the low velocity sublayer. Al-

though the calculation does not display severe in-
stabilities such as may be the case for the transient

flows, it is still desirable to coarsen the grid in the

radial direction near thc axis, to avoid 3purious fluc-

tuations in pressure.

The steady nozzle flow computations are usually
done to obtain estimates of the flow conditions at the

exit plane, in particular temperature, Mach number,

pressure and species concentrations. Since it is gen-

erally assumed that the flow is nearly uniform at the

exit plane, it seems that simple one-dimensional com-

putations should be adequate. We have performed
such computations using a quasi-lD version of our

code, and compared the results. The effect of the

boundary layer is expected to be the major contri-

bution to any potential disagreements between the
quasi-lD solution and the 2D axi-symmetric solu-

tion. This effect is taken into account by effectively

modifying the nozzle profile and its area. By con-

sidering the inviscid core only, the quasi-lD method
can approximately take into account the constricting

effect of the boundary layer by assuming a new noz-
zle shape for which the effective radius is a constant

fraction of the real nozzle radius. The dependence

of some flow quantities on the effective nozzle area is

shown in Figure 11. It is clearly apparen_ that the

static pressure has the highest sensitivity to the ef-
fective nozzle area, and therefore to the boundary

layer thickness. Temperature and species concen-

trations are less sensitive to the area variation, and
additional uncertainties about the chemical rates or

contaminants are likely to cloud the issues: the static

pressure is therefore an important variable to mea-

sure at the nozzle exit. The comparison with the 2D

axi-symmetric results is shown in Figure 12, where

again the sensitivity of the static pressure is clearly
demonstrated. The best agreement is obtained for

an effective nozzle radius of 87% the real radius (i.e.

a boundary layer thickness approximately I3% the

nozzle radius). Notice also that the static pressure
is the only variable that still displays significant ra-

dial fluctuations within the inviscid core, at the exit

plane. A multi-point measurement of this variable is
therefore doubly informative, as far as code valida-

tion is concerned. In Figure 13 we show the radial

profile of Temperature and NO concentration at sta-

tion code-named N3 (2.37 meters downstream of the

t]2roat) and the e.,d_ plane. All the species profiles
are relatively unchanged between N3 and the nozzle

exit, except atomic nitrogen N, which is present in

very small amounts. Owing to the high reactivity of

N, this result is not surprising: most of the chem-
istry is frozen before station N3, and this is especially

true of NO. The temperature variation between N3

and the exit plane is therefore due to hydrodynami-

cal effects only.

NO is a relatively important specie to measure

(it effectively ties up a significant amount of oxygen
and has a noticeable effect on ignition delays), and it

can be done easily with a laser absorption method. A

computational study of this diagnostic technique can
also be done to help design the experiment. The com-

puted high resolution spectrum of the NO(7) band
system is shown in Figure 14, with and without the

boundary layer. The intensity at peak absorption of

the (0, 0) band changes by a factor of _ 3 when the
boundary layer is removed. A precise measurement

of the core flow must avoid the uncertainty caused by

the boundary layer: this can be simply done by pro-

viding an optical wave guide that protects the beam

from the boundary layer. Although this protrusion

is likely to disrupt the flow, the effect may be small

enough or irrelevant at the exit plane. We can now
look at the effect of core flow variation by comparing

the intensity for the 2D solution (without BL) and
a quasi-lD solution. The result is plotted in Fig-
ure 15-a as the ratio of intensities between the two

cases. Surprisingly, the error is less than 10% for the

most sensitive lines. At the exit plane (Figure 15-b),
the results are even better, with deviations less than
2%! This seems to indicate that this measurement

can yield useful information on the core flow, with-

out having to worry too much about details of the
radial fluctuations within the inviscid core.

IV: Causality Reduction

In the previous section we have seen that dimen-

sional reduction of the problem can still yield some
useful results, and quasi-lD calculations can help de-

sign and understand the facility operation and exper-





imentaldiagnostictechniques.Someflow features
arelost in this reductionprocess,for examplethe
shockstructurethatpropagatesdownthenozzle.If
oneweretocomputethetransientflowinsidethetest
section,onewouldrequireapriorcomputationofthe
transientnozzleflow.This is anexampleof causal
interactionbetweentwodifferentregionsof thefa-
cility.Thecomputationof thetransientnozzleflow
canbedoneby assumingconstantstagnationcon-
ditions,or startingfroma uniformshockimpinge-
mentontheendwalIof thedriventube. Forlater
times,thepropagationof thereflectedshockin the
driventubemustbefollowedaccurately:thisentails
theinteractionof theshockwith theboundaylayer
andwith thecontactdiscontinuity.If thisnumeri-
calsimulationis donewithsufficientdetail,wecan
gatherinformationon theeffectof boundarylayer
andCDshapeonpressurewavegenerationandflow
contamination.Theshapeofthecontactdiscontinu-
ity mayhoweverdependonits earlyhistory,i.e. on
themaindiaphragmruptureitself.This isanother
exampleof causalinteraction,whichforcesto model
thediaphragmruptureandsubsequentevolution,in
orderto at leastestimatetheeffecton CD shape.

This is another difficult problem which will require

a lot of effort: the calculation done so far is only a

first attempt at solving the problem, which helped

us identify the areas where further improvement is

necessary.

Although the opening and petaling of the steel di-

aphragm is a fundamentally 3-dimensional process,
it is not required at this stage to include this compli-

cation. The problem is therefore reduced to a 2D

axi-symmetric problem, and the diaphragm open-

ing is reduced to a case of time varying boundary
condition. The driver and driven tubes are grid-

ded as two separate regions: between them, the
boundary condition is set as a reflecting wall for

some of the grid cells, and a patching condition for

the grid cells within the opening. The distribution
of patched/reflecting boundary points changes with

time; in this first attempt, the grids are assumed

fixed in time, i.e. the opening proceeds in steps, one

grid point after another. If the grid had sufficent res-
olution in the radial direction, this would be a good

approximation to a continuous process. Some effects

are ignored in this approximation. First, the physical

boundary (steel) between the two regions is changing
in time, due to the distortion of the diaphragm (the

petaling); its dynamics should be modeled as well,

and this will require a major effort in the future. We
also assumed that the diaphragm is initially vertical,

while in reality it is to some extent assuming a hemi-

spherical shape, due to the pressure rise in the driver
tube. Since we are only interested at this point in

testing the numerical capabilities, this is not a con-
cern.

In Figure 16 we show the temperature contours
of the flow transient, taken at three different times

after the start of the opening of the main diaphragm.

At 30 }Lseconds, the primary shock is just past the

contracting section of the driven tube, immediately
followed by the contact discontinuity and a hot layer

of driver gas. The opening at that time is still small

(about 1/6 'h of the driven tube diameter). Notice
that between the hot, sheared gas layer and the open-

ing is a weak shock (blue contours in the figure) is

emanating from the diaphragm opening. This is the
result of the step in diaphragm opening: as one more

cell of the driver section is put in contact with the
driven tube, the sudden change in local boundary

condition creates this weak shock. This purely nu-

merical effect was difficult to estimate a priori, and

is an interesting observation in itself: it forces us to
reconsider the technique for future computations, in

order to have a smoother, continuous opening. At a

later time (54/_seconds), the primary shock has trav-
elled further down the driven tube and significantly

straightened. Oblique shocks reflected from the walls
of the constricting section interact near the axis to

form a strong mach disk. The shear layer has at-

tached itself to the walls, and the driver gas behind

the primary shock has developed a concave shape
near the axis. At 70 #seconds, the primary shock

is completely planar, the mach disk has shrunk, and
a very complex flow structure follows the primary

shock and CD. Since the stepwise diaphragm open-

ing has produced spurious shocks, it is difficult to

identify the real physical effects. Presumably, this

structure is actually simpler (at least in this 2D ap-

proximation). We can safely assume that a few main
conclusions can be drawn from this preliminary re-
sult:

• the primary shock becomes planar very rapidly

(__60pseconds).

• a complex and unsteady flow structure, domi-

nated by a mach disk, is formed behind the CD

• the CD itself develops a complex shape.

The last item can be more clearly demonstrated in

Figure 17, which shows the CD and the main shock,
for the same time sequence. It is clear from Figure

17-c that the CD is definitely non-planar; indeed, it is

likely that from that moment on, the CD evolution

will be dominated by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities,





andwill not recoveranideal,planarshape.

The remainderof the simulation,i.e. the full
propagationof thisstructuredownthewholelength
ofthedriventube,wouldtakeaconsiderableamount
of CPU, and has not yet been attempted. Future

work will focus again on the diaphragm opening and

on a numerical technique that more accurately de-
scribe it. It is important also to point out that this

calculation is difficult for an additional reason: as

the diaphragm opens, there is a strong jet of gas
that flows through a small opening in a ideally re-

flecting surface. This jet has a tendency to entrain

some flow around the opening, producing an artifi-
cial 'cavitation' near the surface. The same numer-

ical phenomenon can be also observed occasionally
near the base wall of a wedge in a hypersonic flow,

for example. This numerical instability can be re-

moved by enhancing the numerical diffusion in that

region. This was done so in our case. This will also
affect the diffusion of the driver gas into the driven

tube, and therefore the extent of mixing and shape of

the contact discontinuity. This transient flow must

therefore be recomputed with special care.

Another example of causality relation concerns
the influence of the combustion process in the driver
and the flow in the driven tube. Pressure fluctua-

tions are experimentally observed in the driver tube,
Which seems to indicate that the combustion is not

a uniform process, and that some pressure waves are

bouncing back and forth in the driver tube. These
waves can travel down the driven tube after opening,

and influence the pressure field in the stagnation re-

gion. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 18, where

the pressure histories at two locations are compared

with the computations: Figure 18-a shows the pres-
sure history a few centimeters upstream of the main

diaphragm, in the driver tube. Figure 18-b shows
similar profiles near the end wall of the driven tube.

Pressure fluctuations with a sine shape have been

superimposed in the driver tube at the moment of

diaphragm rupture; the amplitude of this fluctuation

was chosen to match the experimental observation in
the driver tube. These quasi-lD computations show

a very good agreement with the experimental traces

when the fluctuations (of the right phase) are super-

_mposed. The agreement is notably much better than

without these fluctuations (Figure 18-b). It is clear
that the combustion process in the driver tube has a

strong influence on the flow conditions in the stagna-

tion region, and should also be modeled and better
understood. These calculations were performed by

G. Wilson at NASA-Ames, using a quasi-lD code:

additional details on the modeling will be presented

in the future [7].

These results are another example of the useful-
ness of dimensional reduction: it also shows that with

some clever modeling, one can causally reduce the

problem and retain an accurate description of the
system. This should also help in understanding the
conditions for better reproduction of test runs, and
for more uniform flow conditions. This is another

difficult task, which involves the modeling of energy

deposition, initiation of deflagration and flame prop-

agation. An effort ill that direction is planned.

V: Conclusions and b'_lture Plans

From these preliminary results, we can draw the

following conclusions:

• The flow conditions are very severe and put

enormous strain on the accuracy and stability

of the current numerical techniques. Further re-
search into the improvement of the numerical

techniques is desirable.

• The validation of the CFD capabilities will re-

quire some difficult measurements, including

high resolution video recording of the tran-

sient processes, such as secondary and main di-

aphragm rupture.

• The numerical modeling of the facility, even

with simplistic assumptions (quasi-lD), can

greatly benefit the design of experiments, diag-
nostic procedures, new test conditions, and un-

derstanding of the tunnel performance.

• The computation of separate regions of the facil-

ity treated as independent is an approximation
at best. The influence of remote and past events

on the overall flow structures is not negligible,
and must be estimated. The separation of the

facility flow into separate regions can be used for

the estimation of various physical phenomena.

The most immediate challenge still concerns the
opening of the main diaphragm. The preliminary re-

sults shown here suffer from an inadequate treatment

of the unsteady boundary condition, and must be

recomputed more accurately. Other challenges that
await us concern the importance of various physical

effects, such as shock-BL interactions at the end of
the driven tube, and wall chemistry and ablation and

resulting flow contamination. These three topics will
be addressed in the future.
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Figure 1: Schematic (not to scale) of Ames 16" Shock Tunnel facility. All dimensions are in cm.
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Figure 2: Computation of stiff chemistry. The open symbols are obtained when the implicit chemistry

solver is sub-iterated with an increasingly large sub-step. The temperature change is also estimated at each

sub-step. The integration proceeds until At = 5 10 .7 seconds, which is an assumed global time step. Deviations

from the 'exact' solution at times greater than 10 -r seconds are due to an error in the estimate of temperature.

As the first integration is terminated, a more accurate estimate of the temperature (including variations of the

specific heat) is made, and the solution quickly converges to the correct one. The insert shows the effect of

rescaling of the chemical time scale: here the integration proceeds only to 10% of the global time step. The

integration during the second global step also quickly converges to the exact solution.
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_'""'"": /_sec after shock arrival. The shock comes from

the left, instantaneously ruptures the secondary di-

aphragm, propagates down the nozzle and is partially
reflected back into the driven tube. Cells are clus-

tered near the axis, the calculation ida' for inviscid,

non-reacting flow, spatially 2'_-order. The conical
structure is believed to be an artifact from the nu-

merical method.
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Figure 5: Schematic of finite-volume computational cell in cylindrical geometry. Surface to volume ratios
are independent of the wedge angle. The momentum source term in the axi-symmetric formulation of the Euler

equations is proportional to dSk, and behaves as 1/At near the axis.

...........

Figure 7: Effect of viscosity for low nozzle pressures. The top section shows the results for a cutoff of

gradients at a scale comparable to 0.1 mfp. The bottom section uses a cutoff at 10 mfp. The case on the left
is for a nozzle pressure of 100/_Torr, the case on the right is for 100 milliTorr (the experimental condition for

the 16" shock tunnel). The cutoff allows greater stability and greater time steps in computing implicitely the
viscous terms. The contours shown on the right hand side show that for our case of interest, the results are
insensitive to the choice of cutoff.
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Figure 8: Nozzle flow transient (Mach contours). The curved primary shock can be identified on the right.
Weak oblique shocks are emanating from the walls and converge to form a strong (upstream facing) roach disk

on the axis, and reflect back. Strongly sheared flow is visible between the primary shock and the first oblique
shocks. A contact discontinuity behind the primary shock has been numerically diffused beyond idenitification.

A small vertical break in contours is due to an interpolation error by the graphics, between two different grids.

Figure 9:Experimental shadowgraph, taken from [6]. The upstream facing shock and the attached oblique
shocks are clearly defined in this picture. Contact discontinuities are also very clear, and show strong vortices.

All features of Figure 8 are contained in this picture.
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t = 1.275 ms
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NOZZLE

t - 1.675 ms

Figure 10: Interaction in test chamber (Mach contours). In this example, as the primary shock diffracts at

the end of the cone, the remainder of the shock structure has just reached the apex of the cone. For this case,

steady flow over the testing body is achieved within 400 pseconds.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of various flow quantities to effective nozzle area. The nozzle shape is replaced by

a modified nozzle contour from the throat on, by removing a fixed fraction of the radius (i.e. the 87% nozzle

removes 13% of the radius), to account for the boundary layer. Examination of the plots shows that the static

pressure is the most sensitive variable, and therefore the most useful variable to determine ex-perimentally.
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Figure 14: Computed Intensity at station N3, with and without the boundary layer. Figure 14-a (top),
shows the intensity in absolute value, with the boundary layer included. Figure 14-b (bottom), shows the ratio
of computed intensity wi_h the boundary layer, versus the computed intensity wi_houi boundary layer. A similar
plot for the e.x.it plane would show a ratio at peak absorption of 0.2.
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Figure 15: Comparison of quasi-lD and axi-symmetric cases (without BL). Figure 15-a (top) shows the ra-

_io of the computed intensity for the quasi-lD solution (87%) versus the computed intensity for the 2D solution

at station N3. Figure 15-b (bottom) shows a similar quantity for the exit plane.
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Figure 18: Comparison between experimental and computed pressure traces at two locations. Figure 18-a

(top) shows the comparison at a few cm upstream of the main diaphragm in the driver tube. Figure 18-b (bot-

tom) shows the traces for a point near the end of the driven tube. Significantly better agreement is obtained

after assuming an ad-hoc pressure gradient within the driver tube, at the end of combustion.
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DECOUPLED PREDICTIONS OF RADIATIVE HEATING IN AIR

USING A PARTICLE SIMULATION METHOD

Iain D. Boyd* and Ellis E. Whiting"

Eloret Institute, 3788 Fabian Way

Palo Alto, California.

Abstract

The radiative emission along the stagnation stream-

line and the radiative heating at the stagnation point

of a blunt-nosed vehicle entering the Earth's atmo-

sphere at hypersonic speed are estimated using a par-

ticle simulation technique with decoupled radiation.

The fluid mechanics of the weakly ionized flow is

computed using the direct simulation Monte Carlo

method, DSMC. Analysis of radiation is decoupled

from the flowfield and is estimated using NEQAIR,

a computer code written by Park. The results are

compared with previous DSMC computations which

employed a simplified, coupled radiation model. The

effects of recent advances in modeling relaxation and

dissociative behavior with the DSMC technique are as-

sessed in terms of radiative emission. It is found that

the introduction of the new models decreases the pre-

dicted total radiative heating at the stagnation point

of the vehicle by a factor of 15. The DSMC approach

is also compared with a continuum flow model: in each

case prediction of radiation is decoupled from the flow-

field. Similar sets of vibrational and chemical rela_x-

ation rates are employed in these simulations. Despite

large differences in the computed flowfield, which ex-

hibits strong thermo-chemical nonequilibrium, the to-

tal predicted radiative heating estimates agree within

a factor of 2.

Introduction

The motivation for the present study arises from

the requirement for accurate radiation estimates for

hyper_oonic flight vehicles. These are necessary for ad-

equate thermal protection of the spacecraft during en-

try into the Earth's atmosphere. A previous study for

the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) has been re-

* Research Scientist. Mailing address:

NASA Ames Research Center, MS 230-2, CA 94035.

This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and iB not
mubject to copyright protection in the United St,.tes.

ported by Whiting and Park 1 in which flowfield data

were obtained using the Navier-Stokes equations at the

lower altitudes traversed by the AFE during its sweep

through the upper atmosphere. However, at higher

altitudes, numerical difficulties were found in obtain-

ing solutions. These difficulties are presumed to arise

from the failure of the Navier-Sto_kes equations when

the Knudsen number of the flow is too high.

The primary aim of the present study is to obtain

radiation estimates using a particle simulation method

for low-density, hypersonic flows in which strong effects

due to thermo-chemical nonequilibrium are present

and to compare the results with those from Ref. 1 for

continuum flow. This is accomplished using the di-

rect simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC) to pre-

dict the one-dimensional flowfield along the stagnation

streamline. The radiative emission is then computed

using the computer code NEQAIR 2 with the radiation

decoupled from the flowfield solution.

This is the first time that radiative heating has been

estimated from DSMC computations using the ap-

proach in which radiation is decoupled from the flow-

field solution. A new particle simulation code has been

developed for the study. The code contains many re-

cent developments which have improved considerably

the modeling of thermo-chemical relaxation with the

DSMC technique.

The new code is first evaluated through comparison

against previously published particle computations of

hypersonic, low-density, radiating flow. These previ-

ous DSMC computations employed simplistic thermo-

chemistry models, and the effect of the introduction of

the improved models is assessed. Additionally, com-

parison is made between the new code and continuum

techniques for flow conditions corresponding to a tra-

jectory point of the AFE vehicle. The continuum code
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is SPRAP (Stagnation Point Radiation Program) writ-

ten by Park 3 which solves the Navier-Stokes equations.

Radiative emission for these continuum calculations is

also decoupled from the flowfield solution.

Description of the Particle Simulation

The particle simulation code for computing one-

dimensional shock waves in air is highly vectorized,

and has been extended from the implementation for a

reacting gas described by Boyd 4 to include electrons

and ionizing reactions. An eleven species (N2, N, 02,

O, NO, N_ +, N +, O_ +, O +, NO +, E-) real air model

is employed. The code contains many recent model-

ing developments which have improved the ability of

the DSMC technique to simulate thermochemical re-

laxation phenomena.

The code simulates rotational 5 and vibrational 6 en-

ergy exchange using probability functions which are

evaluated using the energy of each collision. These

represent an improvement on previous models in which

constant probabilities were applied. The code employs

the Vibrationally-Favored Dissociation model of Haas

and Boyd v and a corresponding recombination model. 4

From the DSMC simulation, it is assumed that the vi-

brational and electronic temperatures of the gas are

equal for the purposes 9f computing the radiative emis-

sion. Therefore, it is expected that the improved phys-

ical models employed in the DSMC code may affect

significantly the total radiative heating predicted.

The introduction of electrons into the code requires

special consideration. Due to their very low massy

the collision rates associated with electrons are about

two orders of magnitude higher than those associated

with the heavy species which occur in air. This re-

quires the use of a numerical time-step which is two

orders of magnitude smaller than would be employed

were the electrons absent from the flowfield. In the

present implementation, this problem is solved by us-

ing a time-step based on the heavy species to move the

particles through the flowfield, and then subdividing

the time-step into one hundred sub-steps to perform

the collisions. Charge-neutrality is enforced through-

out the flowfield by forcing each electron to remain

in the same computational cell as the ion with which

it was initially formed. While this is physically un-

realistic, this approach should not affect the predic-

tion of radiative emission to any great extent. Also,

any charged particles which collide with the cold sur-

face of the vehicle are assumed to recombine to the

neutral species. The special considerations described

here for simulating charged species add a significant

numerical overhead to the calculations (although the

DSMC code is still highly vectorized). This overhead

is minimized by initially running the DSMC code with-

out the charged species until a steady state is reached.

The ioniziti6n and charge-exchange reactions are then

turned on, and the system is allowed to reach a new

steady state, before sampling of flow variables begins.

Two different sets of chemical rate data are em-

ployed in the DSMC code. The first corresponds to

that used by Moss el al.. s This set was implemented

without coupled vibration-dissociation: In addition,

for each reaction, the reverse rate expressions were de-

termined by evaluating the electronic partition func-

tions in the equilibrium constants at a fixed tempera-

ture. The second set of rate constants is based on those

employed by Whiting and Park in the continuum code

SPRAP. In their analysis, the reverse reaction rates are

obtained by evaluating temperature-dependent curve

fits for the equilibrium constant. The curve fits take

the following form proposed by Park3:

K_(T) = ezp(A1 + A_ln(z) + A3z + A42 + Asz 3)

where the Ai are constants and z=10000/T. Unfortu-

nately, this form for the equilibrium constant is not

mathematically convenient for implementation in the

DSMC chemistry models.

The goal of this part of the present study is to evalu-

ate differences in the chemical models employed in the

continuum and particle methods. To limit the num-

ber of factors involved in these comparisons, it is the

aim to maintain consistency between the relaxation

rates employed in the solution techniques. Therefore,

a form for the equilibrium constant which takes the

traditional Arrhenius form is fit as a function of tem-

perature to Park's expression. This approach has been

very successfully applied by Boyd and GSkc;en g to the

ionizing reactions for N2. By achieving good corre-

spondence between the two sets of chemical rate con-

stants, very good agreement was obtained for flow so-

lutions to hypersonic shock-waves in N2 using parti-

cle and continuum methods. For air, good agreement

is generally obtained between the new DSMC expres-
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sions and Park's results over the temperature range of

interest, i.e. from 10,000 to 20,000 K.

Description of NEQAIR

The code employed to estimate the radiative emis-

sion from the flowfield solution is called NEQAIR and

was developed originally by Park. 2 NEQAIR calcu-

lates the nonequilibrium electronic excitation of the

species in the flow and the radiation emitted by those

species. A principal assumption made in the code is

that the quasi-steady state (QSS) model may be used

to determine the population of each electronic state of

a species after the species density is found from the

reacting-flow solution.

The QSS model assumes that the individual rates

of populating and depopulating each electronic state

are much faster than the rate of change of the pop-

ulation of the state itself. Thus, the population of a

state is given by the difference of two large numbers

that are about equal. This assumption is not valid in

the flow immediately behind the shock wave where the

populations of the excited states are low and increas-

ing rapidly. However, as the excited states become

populated, the species begin to emit radiation, and by

the time the radiation reaches a significant level, the

assumption is reasonably valid.

As the QSS model is applied after the chemistry

portion of the calculation is completed, the electronic

excitation processes are assumed to be independent of

the chemical reactions. This simplifies the"calculation

enormously. The QSS model allows a separate effective

electronic temperature to be defined for each excited

electronic state. These temperatures are defined by

comparing the population of an excited state to the

population of the ground state. At each flowfield data

point, the QSS model implemented in NEQAIR em-

ploys the translational and vibrational temperatures

from the DSMC or continuum simulation. In addi-

tion, the QSS model assigns many temperatures for

electronic excitation (one for each excited electronic

state of every species).

In the estimation of radiative emission from the

flowtield solution, NEQAIR is executed over 12 differ-

ent spectra/regions which are listed in Table 2. These

have been determined by Whiting and Park 1 to be

those which make significant contributions to the total

radiative heating for hypersonic flows of air. The fol-

lowing molecular bands have been included: N2 + (1-),

N2 (1+), N_ (2+), N2 (BH1), NO/?, NO'f, 02 (SR).

The ultimate test of such codes is how well the re-

sults compare with experiment. Park 1° has compared

calculated radiative results with shock-tube, ballistic-

range, and Earth-entry data covering a wide range of

flight conditions and finds good agreement, generally

within a factor of two.

Results and Discussion

This section is divided into three sub-sections. In

the first, comparison is made between the new code

and DSMC computations reported previously by Moss

el al.. s A number of different comparisons are made

to examine the ability of the new code to reproduce

exactly the results of Ref. 8 using the same physical

model and chemical reaction rates. Specifically, the

DSMC code employs constant rotational and vibra-

tional collision numbers of 5 and 50, and the chemical

reaction rates from Ref. 8 with the degree of vibration-

dissociation coupling set to zero. The second subsec-

tion investigates the effects of employing the improved

physical models. For this purpose, the DSMC code

employs variable rotational and vibrational collision

numbers, vibrationally-favored dissociation, and the

new chemical rate constants derived from the contin-

uum expressions. In the third sub-section, comparison

is made between the DSMC code using the new models

and the continuum computations of Ref. 1.

Comparison with Previous Results

Usinj_ Old DSMC Models

The new code is first assessed through comparison

with DSMC computations presented by Moss et aL s

for the AFE at an altitude of 78 km (the flow condi-

tions are given in Table 1). The free-stream tempera-

ture and Knudsen number were 188 K and 1.2x10 -3 re-

spectively. For compatability with the study reported

in Ref. 8, constant rotational and vibrational collision

numbers of 5 and 50 are employed. Also, the chemi-

cal reaction rates from Ref. 8 are used, the degree of

vibration-dissociation coupling is set to zero, and the

shock standoff distance is specified as 0.110 m from

the body. A total of 1,000 computational cells and

over 100,000 simulated particles are employed in each

of the calculations reported in the current work.

The temperatures computed in the present study
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(lines) are compared with data taken from Ref. 8 (sym-

bols) in Fig. 1. It is clear that significant thermal

nonequilibrium effects are present. In comparison to

the profiles from Ref. 8, the present temperatures are

slightly higher. This effect is at least partially due to

the absence of radiative cooling in the current work.

The mole fractions of the major species computed in

the present study (lines) are compared with data taken

from Ref. 8 (symbols) in Fig. 2. The present study is in

very good agreement with the solutions from Ref. 8. In

addition to the general form of the computed profiles

shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the peak electron temperature

of about 18,000 K and the maximum electron mole

fraction of about 0.013 are in good correspondence to

the results of Ref. 8.

The radiative emission along the stagnation stream-

line given by NEQAIR for the present DSMC flowfield

solution is shown in Fig. 3. This profile compares quite

well with the profile given in Ref. 8, although the peak

value is somewhat larger in the present study. Integra-

tion of the spontaneous emission along the streamline

to the body gives a one-dimensional radiative flUX of

64.8 kW/m2/sr, which is about a factor of 1.6 greater

than the result of Moss et al.. The difference may

partly be accounted for in terms of radiative cooling

which is omitted in the present calculations by estimat-

ing radiative emission decoupled from the flowfield.

Considering the significant differences in the radiation

models employed in the two studies, the agreement is

acceptable.

The radiative heating at the stagnation point due to

the radiative flux given above is found using a spherical

cap model I. First, the infinite slab result is obtained

for the total radiative heating flux at the stagnation

point by multiplying the one-dimensional value by 27r

for the optically thin gas part of the spectrum, and by

for the self-absorbing regions. The spherical cap re-

sult is then computed as about 80% of the infinite slab

value 1. This procedure gives a total radiative heating

value of about 340 kW/m _, which is a very high value.

This value is even higher than the convective heating

rate reported in Ref. 8 as 248 kW/m 2.

The contributions to the total radiative heating

made by the various spectral regions which are ana-

lyzed are listed in Table 3 under Old Model. The rea-

sonable agreement found between the present DSMC

results and those obtained in Ref. 8 for the radiative

flux, indicates that the decoupled approach to radia-

tion assumed in this study is an appropriate solution

method for these flow conditions. In addition, analysis

of the rate of loss of energy from the flowfleld showed

that only about 0.2% was due to radiative emission.

This confirms that simulation of radiation coupled to

the fluid mechanics is unnecessary for these flowfields.

Comparison of Old and New DSMC models

Having established that the new DSMC code pro-

vides solutions which are similar to previous studies,

when using similar models, it is appropriate to assess

the effect on the radiative emission by the introduc-

tion of the improved physical models, Specifically,

variable rotational and vibrational collision numbers,

vibrationally-favored dissociation, and the new chemi-

cal rate constants derived from the continuum expres-

sions are implemented. The translational and vibra-

tional temperatures computed with the DSMC code

using the old and new models are shown in Fig. 4 for

the same conditions considered in the previous subsec-

tion. The relaxation zone is much larger with the im-

proved models. Note that the vibrational mode using

the new model does not equilibrate with the transla-

tional mode until the body surface is reached. This is

due mainly to the use of the variable vibrational col-

lision number. This quantity is a strong function of

temperature, and only reaches a maximum of about

50 at the peak translational temperature. For most

of the stagnation streamline, the vibrational collision

number is greater than 100 which reduces significantly

the rate of equilibration of the vibrational mode.

The species which radiate most energy in the ultra-

violet region of the spectrum (0.11-0.18p m) are atomic

nitrogen and oxygen. The variation in the mole frac-

tions for these species is shown in Fig. 5. With the

new, improved models, the rise in N and O due to

dissociation is retarded significantly due to the use of

the vibrationally-favored dissociation models and the

lower vibrational temperatures. The strongest radi-

ator above 0.2 pm is N_ + and its variation in mole

fraction computed with the old and new DSMC mod-

els is compared in Fig. 6. The rise in N2 + is faster

with the old models although behind the shock the

two solutions show general agreement.

The profiles of radiative emission are compared in
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Fig. 7. The peak emission obtained with the new

models is significantly lower than that computed with

the previous models due to the lower electronic tem-

perature, which is set equal to the vibrational value

in NEQAIR. The computed three-dimensional inte-

grated radiative heating at the stagnation point is only

about 23.4 kW/m 2 for the new model which is a fac-

tor of about 15 smaller than that predicted by the

old model. The contributions to the total radiative

heating made by the various spectral regions which

are analyzed using NEQAIR are listed in Table 3 un-

der New Model. The very large difference obtained in

the radiative heating estimates using the old and new

thermochemistry models demonstrates the sensitivity

of the calculations to the physical models.

Comparison with Continuum Results

The DSMC code using the new models is applied to

the flow conditions examined by Whiting and Park 1,

which are given in Table 1. These are slightly different

from those investigated in Ref. 8. The most important

difference involves the shock standoff distance which is

significantly larger in Ref. 1 (0.188 m) than in Ref. 8

(0.110 m). The freestream temperature is 188 K and

the Knudsen number is 1.7x10 -3. The DSMC compu-

tations again employed the energy-dependent proba-

bilities of rotational and vibrational energy exchange,

and the vibrationally-favored dissociation model dis-

cussed by Boyd. 4 The vibrational and chemical rate

constants are made" consistent with those employed in

the continuum simulation as discussed earlier.

The continuum results taken from Ref. 1 were com-

puted using SPRAP which was developed by Park. 3

This code computes the viscous, one-dimensional, con-

tinuum flow behind an infinitely thin normal shock

wave using the approach described in Ref. 3. The so-

lution for the one-dimensional, uniform ares duct may

then be transformed to represent the flow along the

stagnation streamline of s spherical body. The initial

flow conditions immediately behind the shock -are de-

termined from the Rankine-Hugoniot shock-jump rela-

tionships, assuming that the vibrational temperature

remains at the free-stream value. A viscous shock layer

treatment is applied for computation of the boundary

layer which forms next to the cold wall of the vehicle.

It is assumed that the flow in the boundary layer is

chemically frozen with a ratio of specific heats equal

to 11/9. Further, the wall is assumed to be noncat-

alytic for the dissociation reactions and fully catalytic

for the ionization reactions. In this approach, a two-

temperature dissociation model is used in generating

the reacting flow behind the normal shock wave. This

model equates the molecular rotational temperature to

the kinetic temperature of the atoms and molecules,

and also equates the electron kinetic and electronic

temperatures to the molecular vibrational tempera-

ture. In the two-temperature model, all molecules

have the same vibrational temperature, the degree of

ionization is small, and the chemical reactions occur

in the ground states of the atoms and molecules.

The computed temperature profiles are compared

in Fig. 8. The two-temperature continuum approach

provides a translation-rotation value, and a vibration-

electron-electronic value. The particle DSMC ap-

proach provides separate values for the translational,

rotational, and vibrational energy modes and equates

the electronic temperature to the vibrational temper-

ature to calculate the radiation.

The temperature profiles exhibit many differences.

The DSMC solution shows considerable shock thick-

hess and structure which is omitted in the continuum

calculation. In the DSMC computation, there is a sig-

nificant region of the shock where the translational

and rotational modes are not equilibrated, thereby

casting doubt on the validity of the continuum two-

temperature approach at least at these low densities.

The rise in vibrational temperature predicted by

DSMC is slower than that computed in the contin-

uum simulation. Further, the DSMC method pre-

dicts a higher degree of nonequilibrium between the

vibrational mode and the translational and rotational

modes all along the stagnation streamline. The rea-

sons for these differences in the two solutions are not

clear at this point. The factors involved include dig

ferences in simulating viscosity, thermochemistry, and

transforming a one-dimensional calculation into a stag-

nation streamline flow. These factors need to be in-

vestigated more thoroughly.

The mole fractions of atomic nitrogen and oxygen

computed with the continuum method and the DSMC

code for these conditions are compared in Fig. 9.

Generally, the agreement is quite good except within

the shock wave itself which is omitted in the con-
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tinuum code. In the continuum technique, it is as-

sumed that no chemical reactions occur upstream of

the shock standoff location. The DSMC computation

indicates that significant chemical activity does take

place through the shock. This is due to the finite

thickness of the shock-wave and to diffusion effects.

Thus, the rise in atomic mole fractions computed by

DSMC preceeds the continuum results by a significant

distance. The profiles computed by the two methods

then follow similar paths until the last few centimeters

next to the body, where the continuum code assumes

the flow to be chemically frozen. The variation in mole

fraction of N_ + computed with the two techniques is

shown in Fig. 10. The rise in N2 + predicted by DSMC

occurs in the thick shock-front and therefore leads the

continuum solution. Behind the shock, the DSMC re-

sults provide a higher concentration of N2 + than the

continuum data.

The spontaneous radiative emission profiles ob-

tained from the continuum and DSMC solutions are

compared in Fig. 11. The peak emission obtained

with the new DSMC models is significantly lower than

that computed with the continuum method, due to the

smaller electronic (vibrational) temperature.

The integrated radiative heating at the stagnation

point computed with "the DSMC calculation is about

47 kW/m 2 while the continuum solution gives a value

of 75.5 kW/m _. The contributions to the total radia-

tive heating made by the various spectral regions are

listed in Table 4.

Despite the large differences observed in the flow-

field solutions, it is interesting to note that the con-

tinuum and DSMC total radiative heating estimates

lie within a factor of 2 of each other. It is also worth

noting that by increasing the shock standoff distance

from 0.110 m (from Ref. 8) to 0.188 m (from Ref. 1)

the total radiative heating predicted by the new DSMC

thermochemistry models is doubled, indicating nearly

linear scaling between these two quantities.

For the sake of completeness, the flow conditions

investigated in Ref. 1 were also computed with the

old DSMC thermochemistry models. The difference

in flow quantities computed with the old and new

models was similar to those shown in Figs. 4 through

6. The flow quantities were again interpretted in

terms of total radiative heating at the stagnation point

using NEQAIR. The solution obtained with the old

DSMC thermochemistry models gave a radiative heat-

ing which was ten times higher than that predicted

with the new models.

Concluding Remarks

A new approach has been evaluated for predict-

ing the radiative heating of a blunt-body entering the

Earth's atmosphere. In this approach, the fluid me-

chanics of the flow along the stagnation streamline was

predicted using a particle method (the direct simula-

tion Monte Carlo method, DSMC), which is decoupled

from the radiative emission.

Comparison was made with a previous DSMC cal-

culation which employed outdated thermochemistry

models together with a simplified, coupled radiation

model. For the purpose of this comparison, the present

DSMC computation also employed the old DSMC

thermochemistry models. These two very different ap-

proaches gave agreement to within a factor of 2 for the

total radiative heating at the stagnation point. This

is viewed as acceptable considering the differences be-

tween the radiation models employed. The decoupled

approach gave the higher value which was attributed

in part to the absence of radiative cooling.

For the same flow conditions, the use of new DSMC

thermochemistry models led to a decrease by a factor

of 15 in the total radiative heating at the stagnation

point. This drastic reduction in heating illustrates the

sensitivity of the computed data to the physical models

employed in the simulations. It is proposed that the

new thermochemistry models, which have been suc-

cessfully evaluated in previous studies, should provide

more realistic simulation results. This decrease in ra-

diative heating indicates that it is not necessary to cou-

ple radiation to the fluid mechanics under these flow

conditions. To attain greater confidence in the numer-

ical simulations, it is clear that experimental data is

required for the validation of these physical phenom-

ena.

k further comparison of the new DSMC chemistry

models with a continuum calculation gave agreement

within a factor of 2 for the total radiative heating,

despite considerable differences in the flowfield solu-

tions. The main conclusion of this study is that there

remains a large degree of uncertainty in the applica-

tion of state-of-the-art numerical methods for the pre-
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diction of radiative heating to hypersonic vehicles fly-

ing in low-density regions of the Earth's atmosphere.

Considering the importance of such heating to many

future aerospace projects, there is a need for continued

numerical and experimental investigation in this area.
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Table 1. Freestream conditions.

Source Altitude Uoo (m/s) poo (kg/m 3)

Ref. 8 78 km 9110 2.75x10 -5

Ref. 1 80 km 9756 2.05x10 -s

Table 2. Spectral regions analyzed with NEQAIR.

Region (#m) Description Absorption

0.1130-0.1140 N atomic lines Yes

0.1160-0.1170 N atomic lines Yes

0.1170-0.1180 N atomic lines Yes

0.1195-0.1205 N atomic lines Yes

0.1240-0.1250 N atomic lines Yes

0.1294-0.1314 N and O atomic lines Yes

0.1315-0.1325 N atomic lines Yes

0.1323-0.1333 N atomic lines Yes

0.1405-0.1415 N atomic lines Yes

0.1490-0.1500 N atomic lines Yes

0.1740-0.1750 N atomic lines Yes

0.2000-2.0000 Molecular lines No

Table 3. Total raitiative heating (in kW/m _) using

DSMC for the flow conditions from Ref. 8.

Region (#m) Old Model New Model

0.1130-0.1140 3.11 0.08

0.1160-0.1170 4.19 0.16

0.1170-0.1180 2.30 0.08

0.1195-0.1205 6.07 0.21

0.1240-0.1250 3.65 0.14

0.1294-0.1314 8.23 0.24

0.1315-0.1325 3.16 0.23

0.1323-0.1333 2.37 0.07

0.1405-0.1415 3.13 0.28

0.1490-0.1500 11.94 0.72

0.1740-0.1750 19.30 2.21

Sub-Total 67.5 4.42

0.2000-2.0000 272.2 19.0

Total 339.7 23.4

Table 4. Continuum and DSMC contributions (in

kW/m _) of the various spectral regions to the total

radiative heating at the stagnation point for the flow

conditions from Ref. 1 at an altitude of 80 km.

Region (#m) Continuum New Model

0.1130-0.1140 0.44 0.20

0.1160-0.1170 0.76 0.50

0.1170-0.1180 0.32 0.27

0.1195-0.1205 0.84 0.46

0.1240-0.1250 0.92 0.40

0.1294-0.1314 0.76 1.13

0.1315-0.1325 0.76 0.61

0.1323-0.1333 0.52 0.19

0.1405-0.1415 0.84 0.70

0.1490-0.1500 2.84 , 1.65

0.1740-0.1750 5.36 4.73

Sub-Total 14.4 10.8

0.2000-2.0000 61.1 36.2

Total 75.5 47.0
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a numer-

ical methodology for simulating the time-dependent

reacting flow inside the entire length of several types

of high enthalpy pulse facilities. The numerical ap-

proach uses a finite-volume TVD scheme for the quasi-

one-dimensional Euler equations coupled with finite-

rate chemistry on a moving mesh. A Riemann solver

is incorporated for tracking contact discontinuities.

Several numerical difficulties encountered in simulat-

ing pulse facility flows are discussed and the numeri-

cal techniques chosen to overcome these problems are

presented. Comparisons of experimental and compu-

tational pressure traces are made for three different

experimental facilities; the NASA Ames electric arc

driven shock tube facility (from cold driver shots), the

NASA Ames 16 inch combustion driven shock tun-

nel, and the HYPULSE expansion tube. The com-

parisons help validate the numerical methodology and

add to the understanding of the flow inside these facil-

ities. Differences between the quasi-onezd!mensional

solutions and the experiments are used to suggest im-

provements that multi-dimensional simulations might

provide.

Introduction

The high enthalpy pulse facilities considered in this

work are experimental apparatus designed to create

hypersonic flow. The term "pulse" is used because

these facilities are capable of creating the desired flow

conditions for only short periods of time (on the order

of milliseconds). The present work investigates shock

tubes, shock tunnels (without pistons), and expansion

tubes which represent only a few of the many differ-

ent types of pulse facilities. At the core of each of

*Research Scientist, Member AIAA. Mailing ad-

dress: NASA Ames Research Center, MS 230-2, Mof-

fett Field, CA 94305

Copyright @1992 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
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these facilities is a shock tube, which makes the cur-

rent methodology applicable to several devices.

A primary motivation for simulating the flow in-

side a high enthalpy pulse facility is to help predict

important operating characteristics such as the stag-

nation properties and the chemical composition of the

test flow which are often difficult to measure. Know-

ing these quantities is important for interpreting the

experimental data obtained from these facilities. For

example, the shape/angle of shock waves or the ig-

nition properties in a combustor can be affected by

test gas that has become contaminated or dissociated

during the operating sequence of a facility. Numerical

simulations that are able to quantify such effects can

make the experimental data more valuable. They can

also be used to investigate ways to increase a facility's

performance or operating envelope.

Computing the unsteady flow inside a high enthalpy

pulse facility is challenging because the flow can be sig-

nificantly influenced by strong shock waves, gas inter-

faces, high temperature effects, chemical kinetics, and

viscous interactions. In addition to these complexi-

ties, there is often a large disparity of length scales.

For example, a facility may be tens of meters in length

while the length scales of some of the physical phenom-

ena such as the chemical kinetics may be less than a

millimeter. This requires flnding_a way to resolve the

small scale physics while still economically simulating

the large scale flow.

Because of the large length scales of the facilities

being considered in this work (in one case over 50 m),

an unsteady quasi-one-dimensional compressible flow

formulation has been adopted. The lower computa-

tional requirements of the one-dimensional approach

compared to multi-dimensional simulations allows the

computations to be advanced over long distances in a

practical amount of computer time and also allows for

the use of a relatively complicated gas model.

Several recent works have also used one-dimensional

simulations to look at high enthalpy pulse facilities.



Grothet al. 1 used a sophisticated gas model to com-

pute the complete unsteady performance of an impulse

tunnel. Their work clearly shows the usefulness of one-

dimensional simulations of a complete facility. How-

ever, that work differs from the present research be-

cause instead of having gas interfaces, the facility that

they simulated uses a piston to separate the driver gas

and test gas. As a result, several of the primary phys-

ical phenomenon and numerical concerns are differ-

ent. Another work by Malls et al. _ contains quasi-one-

dimensional simulations of a free-piston shock tunnel

using a Lagrangian scheme.

The numerical approach taken in this work has

been to solve the unsteady quasi-one-dimensional Eu-

let equations coupled to a detailed finite-rate chem-

istry model. An upwind TVD scheme is used to com-

pute the bulk of the flowfield and a Riemann solver

is included for tracking gas interfaces. This hybrid

scheme is applied on a moving mesh. One goal of

this work is simply to investigate whether this kind

of approach can consistently predict some of the de-

tailed flow features within large facilities that operate

by rupturing diaphragms. There are concerns that the

deformation and instabilities of contact discontinuities

are so severe and unpredictable that the current ap-

proach with its simplifications and ideal treatment of

the gas interfaces may not be helpful. With this over-

all objective in mind, some of the finer points of the

physical modeling have been kept relatively simple and

show what is possible rather than what is best. For in-

stance, viscosity and heat conduction models are not

as sophisticated as they might be and the provision

for vibrational nonequilibrium is included in the fluid

equations but is not utilized.

This work begins by presenting and discussing sev-

eral numerical difficulties, which are considered to be

common to simulations of high enthalpy pulse facili-

ties. This is followed by a description of the mathe-

matical and numerical formulation. Then, numerical

computations are compared to experimental data from

a shock tube, a shock tunnel, and an expansion tube.

In addition to validating the numerical approach, these

simulations demonstrate the physical understanding

that can be gained with quasi-one-dimensional model-

ing. Specifically, the computations are used to predict

the following phenomena: the influence of initial con-

ditions on the interaction of the reflected shock with

the contact discontinuity (tailoring behavior); the in-

fluence of pressure non-uniformities in the driver sec-

tion (a situation often seen in combustion drivers) on

the reflected shock region; and the influence of a finite

diaphragm opening time on the chemical composition

of expansion tube test conditions.

Numerical Issues

Two numerical issues encountered in this work are

discussed in this section so that the reasons for adopt-

ing tlle present numerical scheme can be understood.

One issue is the performance of numerical schemes on a

flow started by instantaneously removing a diaphragm

which separates two regions with a very large pressure

difference, and the other is the smearing of gas inter-

faces by numerical diffusion.

All the pulse facilities considered in this work begin

by bursting a diaphragm which separates a high pres-

sure driver section from a low pressure driven section.

One-dimensional simulations of the unsteady flow cre-

ated by this type of initial condition are not uncom-

mon and plots of the resulting shock, contact discon-

tinuity, and expansion fan are often presented in the

literature when the merits of a numerical scheme are

being investigated. 3'4,s These investigations, however,

are usually for relatively low pressure ratios across the

diaphragm (ratios less than 10). Initial pressure ra-

tios in a hypersonic pulse facility may be over 10000

in which case it has been found that special care must

be taken.

Figure 1 shows temperature profiles from simula-

tions of a perfect gas in a 2 meter shock tube which

began with driver conditions of 1 atm and 300K and

driven conditions of.1 atm and 300K (initial pressure

ratio 10). The computations were made using Harten

and Yee's upwind TVD scheme 4 at CFL number 0.65

on several different equally-spaced grids. All of the so-

lutions are similar with the major difference being the

degree of resolution of the contact discontinuity (and

to a smaller extent the sharpness of the shock). The

similarity of the solutions and their convergence to-

ward a single solution gives confidence in the accuracy

of the computations. In contrast, Figure 2 depicts tem-

perature profiles resulting from the same initial con-

ditions except that a driver pressure of 1000 atm was

used (initial pressure ratio 10000). Under these con-

ditions, the solution changes significantly with each

refinement of the mesh and even a 3200 point grid is

unable to support an accurate solution. In this ease,

not only does the resolution of the features change with

the grid, but the shock propagation speed changes as



well.Investigationswithseveralfirstandsecond-order
schemesincludingaRiemannsolverresultedinsimilar
resultswiththeconclusionthathighergridresolution
is requiredat the diaphragmastheinitial pressure
ratio is increased.

This conclusion is supported by using a highly clus-

tered grid at the diaphragm for just the initial part of

the solution. To avoid the small time step and high

cost that a fine spacing imposes, the grid spacing is

allowed to expand as the solution progresses until an

equally-spaced grid is attained. The temperature pro-

files with an initial spacing of 2.5 #m at the diaphragm

location (a 400,000 point equally-spaced grid would be

required to get this spacing) are shown in Figure 3

for grids of 200, 400, and 3200 points along with the

equally-spaced 3200 point solution from Figure 2. The

plot shows that with the initial clustering the propa-

gation speed of the various features becomes nearly

the same for all the grids and that a very accurate

solution is reached more quickly than on the equally-

spaced grid (it is not shown but an 800 point solution

is nearly the same as the 3200 point solution).

The other numerical issue mentioned above is the

smearing of gas interfaces by numerical diffusion. The

smearing increases as the grid becomes coarser and

also increases as the distance the interface travels be-

comes greater. The latter property is a concern when

the length of the facility being simulated becomes

large. When an interface is poorly resolved, the result-

ing artificial diffusion can lead to nonphysical spikes or

valleys near the interface (see Figure 2) and if species

concentrations change across the interface, nonphysi-

cal mass transfer can occur. Such behavior can pose

additional problems if chemical kinetics are being in-

cluded in the simulation because nonphysical chemical

reactions may occur.

Although some numerical algorithms produce less

interface smearing than others, all are less than satis-

factory without the presence of a fine grid in the region

of the interface. However, this increases the mesh size

and reduces the time step. Another way to avoid the

problem is to track the contact discontinuity and elimi-

nate the interface smearing completely. This approach

is particularly well suited to one-dimensional problems

because the interface cannot become distorted and so

the tracking algorithm can remain relatively simple•

Given these observations, a tracking scheme was de-

veloped for this work. The scheme utilizes the same

TVD method for all of the flowfield except at gas in-

terraces where a Riemann solver is used. The details

of the scheme are given later.

Results using the tracking scheme on the case with

a pressure ratio of 10000 are presented in Figure 4 on

grids of 200 and 400 points. Also included in the figure

is the well resolved 3200 point solution from Figure 3.

The solutions obtained with the tracking scheme also

utilize initial clustering at the diaphragm since the

tracking algorithm does not remove the requirement

for high resolution at this location when there are high

pressure ratios. As before, the minimum spacing is

increased as the solution proceeds. The effectiveness

of tracking the contact discontinuity is clearly seen.

There is no smearing of the contact discontinuity and

both the 200 and 400 point solutions closely match the

3200 point solution without tracking. The points are

plotted for the 200 point solution showing that there

are no points within the gas interface. The scheme

with front tracking required a reduced time step for

the first 50 time steps but otherwise was run at the

same CFL number.

Not all of the improvement from the interface track-

ing seen in Figure 4 is due to the removal of numerical

diffusion across the contact discontinuity. Some of the

improvement is simply due to increased grid resolution

at the interface. By moving the mesh with the inter-

face, the initial clustering at the diaphragm follows

the interface. Therefore, a side benefit to tracking the

contact discontinuity is that it provides an easy way

to concentrate grid points where they are needed.

Governin_ Equations

The fluid dynamic equations for the quasi-one-

dimensional Euler equations witli-chemical and vibra-

tional nonequilibrium and approximations for viscous

and beat-conduction losses are written in the following

form:
OU 10FS
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The variable S represents the cross sectional area of

the duct and is a known function of x. The other terms
_8

are the density of each species pl with p = _i=1 pl,

the pressure p, the velocity components u and v, the

vibrational energy per unit volume E_, and the total

energy per unit volume E. The source terms wi repre-

sent the production or destruction of species i through

chemical reactions, and the term w_ is the source term

for vibrational energy. The source term A is due to

area changes and Fw_n and Qwon represent the losses

in momentum and energy due to viscosity and heat

conduction per unit volume, respectively.

The pressure is given by the equation of state for a

thermally perfect gas mixture,

tl$

P = E PIRT' (3)
i=t Mi

where R is the universal gas constant and Mi is the

molecular weight of species i. The total energy is writ-

ten as

E= Epcv,T + E,,+,I + hP(U +v2)+
i=1 i=1

(4)
In Equation (4), the first term is the sum of transla-

tional and rotational energies per unit volume for each

species (cv is the translational and rotational specific

heat). The second term Ev+et contains the sum of

the vibrational energies for all the species containing

vibrational modes plus the sum of the energy in the

excited electronic modes. The vibrational and elec-

tronic modes are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium

at a vibrational-electronic temperature To. The vibra-

tional energies are computed assuming harmonic oscil-

lators with corrections for anharmonic effects applied

to species that may be present in large mass fractions

and have significant anharmonic terms (N_, 02, H2,

and H20). Electronic modes are included for only O2,

O ,and N. The last two terms in Equation (4) are the

kinetic energy and the chemical energy per unit vol-

ume. The thermodynamic data are from the JANAF
tables, s

The vibrational source term w_ is in the form of

Landau-Teller relaxation. In this work, very fast re-

laxation rates are specified so that the gas is essentially

in thermal equilibrium (i.e. To = T) at all times. The

source term due to area changes A is written

The source term modeling the boundary layer fric-

tional loss F,_au is written in the following form

4f pulul
Fwall --

D 2

where f is a friction coefficient and D is the tube di-

ameter. The rate of heat transfer to the gas from the

wall Q_n is given by

Ot

where Tw_t_ is the wall temperature and c_ is a heat-

transfer coefficient. The expressions for Fwan and

Q_tr are very simple and the coefficients in this work

are adjusted by making comparisons to experiment for

one case and then using those coefficients for all other

cases. A more complex treatment of these terms is

found in Groth et al.. 1 In whatever way these terms

are defined, they are still engineering approximations

for multi-dimensional phenomena and probably need

to be "tuned" for each particular facility that is in-

vestigated. The application of these kinds of simple

models to flows that have large boundary layers in re-

lation to the tube diameter may not work at all (i.e.

a satisfactory model for the low density, high velocity

flow in the acceleration section of an expansion tube

has not been found for this work).

Chemistry Model

The chemistry mechanism is based on the hydrogen-

air combustion mechanism (including the species

and reactions within the hydrogen peroxide and

NOr supplements) recommended by the NASP rate

committee. 7 The hydrogen species are included for

the purpose of simulating facilities with combustion

-drivers. in addition, helium is included since ihiS light

gas is often used in pulse facilities. The complete set

includes 14 species (He, N,., 0_., H2, NO, OH, NO2,

HNO, H02, H20, H_.02, N, O, H) and 32 reactions,

each of which may proceed forward or backward. He-

lium is added as an inert species with a third body

efficiency in termolecular reactions of 1.0. An air re-

action mechanism is obtained by setting the species

containing hydrogen to negligible levels.

The equilibrium constants for each of the reac-

tions are calculated from standard Gibbs free energy

for each species which, in turn, are obtained from

the NASA Lewis polynomials for thermochemical data

found in Appendix 2 of the NASP rate committee re-

port. These polynomials are valid from 200 to 6000 K.



Plotsextrapolatedto 7000K showthat thepolynomi-
alsarestill wellbehavedout tothistemperature;how-
ever,curvefits to highertemperaturesarenecessary.
Notethatthesecurvefitsareusedonlyforcomputing
theequilibriumconstantsfor the purposeof finding
backwardrateconstants.Internalenergyvaluesdo
notrelyonthesecurves,insteadtheyarecomputedin
themannerexplainedin theprevioussection.

Numerical Method

The gas dynamic equations are solved by using an

explicit finite-volume form of the Harten-Yee upwind

TVD scheme 4 which gives second-order spatial and

temporal accuracy. Tracking of gas interfaces and

a moving grid are incorporated for the reasons de-

scribed in the section on numerical difficulties, The

combined TVD/tracking scheme is relatively straight-

forward. The upwind TVD algorithm is used to calcu-

late the flux across all of the interior cell sides except

for at gas interfaces where a l_iemann solver is applied

(see Figure 5). Tracking other features such as shocks

is not necessary because modern flux-splitting or flux-

differencing methods capture these features quite well.

The Riemann solver provides the local fluid velocity at

an interface so that the cell side associated with the

interface can be moved with it (i.e. it is tracked). As

the interface moves, all the other points in the com-

putational domain are moved in an organized way so

that a distributed mesh is retained. Several minor

changes are required to the TVD algorithm to account

for changes in the inviscid flux due to the motion of

the grid. Note that with the approach just outlined,

a contact discontinuity behaves as any other interior

part of the simulation (i.e. waves are allowed to pass

through the interfaces).

Because it is prescribed that there is no mass flux

across an interface, only two quantities need to be cal-

culated by the Riemann solver. These two quantities

are the local fluid velocity and the local static pressure.

The inviscid flux vector at the contact discontinuity

Fed is written:

Fed = (O,O,...,O,p',O,p'u*) (5)

where p* and u* are supplied by the Riemann solver

and the cell side is translated at tile velocity u*. These

two quantities are generally the first two quantities

computed by such a solver and only constitute a frac-

tion of the computational work usually associated with

such a solver. Therefore, there is little, if any, increase

in cost introduced by the interface tracking.

The procedure for the Riemann solver to obtain u*

and p* was taken from Jacobs s and generalized for

a multicomponent mixture. A MUSCL interpolation

is used to achieve a higher order spatial accuracy. A

modification is made in the TVD scheme for the cell

sides adjacent to a gas interface so that the computa-

tional stencil does not cross the interface. The effect

of the Riemann solver, which is first-order in time, on

temporal accuracy has not been formally established.

No noticeable change in accuracy has been observed by

incorporating it with the second-order upwind TVD

algorithm. Tests of temporal accuracy were made by

comparing solutions with and without tracking at var-

ious CFL numbers.

The motion of the computational mesh is dictated

by both the motion of gas interfaces and the require-

ment to have very fine grid initial spacing at di-

aphragm locations. Because interfaces are tracked,

cells initially associated with a region of gas (such as

the driver or driven gas) remain associated with that

region. Therefore, when the driven section is com-

pressed by the incident shock, the cells become com-

pressed too. This has the positive result of producing

a fine mesh at the reservoir region of a shock tube or

shock tunnel. However, in some cases, the grid spacing

can become so small (and the time step so small) that

the solution becomes very expensive. In such cases,

the difficulty can be avoided by turning off the track-

ing and the grid motion (reverting to the TVD scheme

on a fixed grid for all cells) when a reasonably fine grid

has been created. In this way, the driven section grid

is allowed to become fine enough to satisfactorily "cap-

ture" any gas interfaces but not so fine as to make the

time step unpractical.

The source term due to the area change is treated

in an explicit manner, however, the source terms rep-

resenting the finite-rate chemical kinetics and vibra-

tional relaxation are often large and make the algo-

rithm too stiff to be advanced explicitly. To avoid

this stiffuess, a fully-coupled point-implicit treatment

of these source terms is implemented. The extra cost

of inverting a singe block matrix at each cell is more

than offset by the increase in the size of the time step

that this allows.

Shock Tube Simulation

The first pulse facility considered is the NASA Ames



electric-arcdrivenshocktubefacility2,1°Thisfacility
hasseveraldifferentconfigurationsandhasalargehy-
pervelocityoperatingrangeusingits arc-driver;how-
ever,in thiswork,severalshotsusinga coldhelium
driverwith nitrogenin thedrivensectionaresimu-
lated.Theseshotsweremadewithacylindricaldriver
of.76m (2.5feet)in lengthand10cm(3.93inches)in
diameter.Thedrivensectionwas4.02m (13.17feet)
longwith thesamediameterasthedriver.A single
self-breakdiaphragmseparatedthedriveranddriven
gases.

Threedifferentrunconditionsaresimulated.All of
theshotshada nominal3.96MPa(575psi)coldhe-
liumdriver.Theinitial nitrogendrivenpressureswere
differentfor eachshot. Driventubepressuresof 300
torr, 100torr, and20torr wereusedwhichresulted
in incidentshockspeedsof approximately1250m/sec,
1550m/sec,and 1950m/sec,respectively.Theini-
tial conditionsprescribedforthesimulationswerethe
samewith theadditionalspecificationof adriverand
driventubetemperatureof 300K (theexperimental
driverpressurewasnotknown).Thetemperaturesbe-
hindthereflectedshockrangebetween1400-4500K,
sothe vibrationalexcitationanddissociationof tile
nitrogendrivengasis important.Figure6a-cshows
experimentalandcomputedsidewallpressuretraces
2.5cmupstreamof thedrivensectionendwall.Each
of theplotshasthesamescalingsothat therelative
changescausedbythedifferentdriventubepressures
canbeeasilyidentified.Thesourcetermsfor viscos-
ity orheatconductionwereturnedoffto demonstrate
whatkindofresultscanbeexpectedfrompurelyinvis-
cidone-dimensionalflow.Eachofthesimulationsused
350points(halfin thedriverandhalfin tiledrivensec-
tion)andrequiredapproximately5 minutesof CPU

time on a single processor on the NASA Ames Cray

Y-MP.

Several of the major events are labeled in the Fig-

ure 6. These include the passage of the incident and

reflected shocks, the arrival of the rarefaction wave

(which has reflected off the opposite end of the facil-

ity), and the presence of reflected waves off the contact

discontinuity. Agreement between the experiments

and the computations is relatively good. Certainly, the

general changes in the pressure traces due to reflected-

shock/contact-discontinuity interaction (in off-tailored

conditions) are captured for all three cases. As ex-

pected, the experimentally measured features associ-

ated with the the contact discontinuity (such as waves

which have interacted with it) are smeared because

the interface is non-planar and diffuse while the same

features in the simulations are sharp because the in-

terface is tracked. The position of the pressure trans-

ducer within the boundary layers further contributes

to the smearing of the experimentally observed fea-

tures. Shock/boundary-layer interaction of the re-

flected shock is large and the one-dimensional formu-

lation cannot capture such effects. The overshoot just

after the arrival of the reflected shock is from the

lambda shock formed at the foot of the reflected shock

(see Figures 6b,c). The 20 torr driven case is expected

to be influenced most by boundary layer effects be-

cause tile shock speeds are highest and the density

is the lowest. This is the case in which the largest

differences are seen between the experiment and the

computation.

As an aid to understand the features seen in the

pressure traces, a computed x-t diagram of density

contours for the 20 tort case is presented in Fig-

ure 7. Note that a vertical line of data from this plot

yields a trace at a given location. Included in the fig-

ure is an enlargement of the driven section endwall.

The enlargement shows the reflected shock being par-

tially transmitted through the contact discontinuity

and partially reflected back toward the endwall. This

occurs several times and each successive interaction

further slows the interface down until it is brought

to rest. This type of off-tailored interaction (with re-

flected shocks) is referred to as an overdriven case.

Shock 'l'hmnel Simulation

The next facility considered is NASA Ames 16-inch

combustion-driven shock tunnel, u,12 In a shock tun-

nel the high-pressure, high-temperature region of stag-

nated gas (created at the end of a shock tube by the

reflection of the incident shock) is expanded through a

nozzle to obtain supersonic/hypersonic flow. Figure 8

contains a schematic of the facility. The driver and

driven tubes are 21.3 m (70 feet) and 25.9 m (85 feet),

respectively. The inside diameter of the driver tube

is 43.18 cm (17 inches) and the inside diameter of the

driven tube is 30.48 cm (12 inches). The name of the

tunnel is derived from the 16-inch naval guns which

were used to construct the driver. The nozzle is 5.9

m (19.35 feet) in length and the Mach number at the

nozzle exit varies between 5 and 7.

The driver tube is operated by burning a mixture of

hydrogen and oxygen with helium or nitrogen added as



adiluent.Themixtureisignitedbyheatingthinwires
strungdownthelengthof thedriverwith a voltage
dischargefroma capacitorbank.Post-burnpressures
aretypicallybetween300and600arm.A singleself-
breakdiaphragmisusedwhichisdesignedto rupture
nearthepeakofthepressurerise.Thedrivensectionis
usuallyfilledwithair between100and300tortwhich
providesincidentshockspeedsaround3km/sec.The
highpressureandtemperaturereservoircreatedwhen
thisshockreflectsofftheendwalllastsfor 10-30msec
andcanproduce2-10msecof uncontaminatedflow
dependingontheconditions.

Thesimulationspresentedfor thisfacilitywillcon-
centrateonthe effectthat the driverconditionscan
haveonthereservoir.Manycombustiondrivenpulse
facilitieshavefoundthat it is verydifficult to ex-
perimentallyproduceuniformburningof the mix-
turewhichthencausesnon-uniformpost-burndriver
conditions.13Sometimesthesenon-uniformitiescanbe
severe;however,a burningprocedurehasbeendevel-
opedfor theNASAAmesshocktunnelthat produces
only mild pressureoscillations(10-15%of thepost-
burnpressure)thatarereproducibleinamplitudeand
phasefromshotto shot.

Figure9showspressuretracesfromarelativelylow
pressureconditionin whichthediaphragmwaspur-
poselykeptfrombreaking(i.e. a closeddrivershot).
Thetracescorrespondto thethreepressuretransducer
locationsin thedriverdepictedinFigure8(DR1,DR2,
andDR3).Theyall showa pressurerisedueto com-
bustionoverthefirst 20msfollowedbyoscillationsat
thepost-burnpressure.Thetracesrevealthat when
the pressurereachesa maximumat oneendof the
tube,it is at a minimumat theotherend.Thepres-
surein thecenterofthedriverremainsfairlyconstant.
Thistypeofbehavioriscausedbythedrivergastrans-
latinginonedirectiondownthetube,comingto arest,
andthentranslatingbackagain.

Thepressuretracesin thecloseddriverexperiment
wereusedtofindanapproximatemodelfortheflowin
thedriver.It wasfoundthatatthepointin timewhen
thediaphragmregion(DR3)experiencesa pressure
maximum,thatthedriverflowfieldcanbemodeledby
a sinusoidalpressureanddensitydistribution(with
aconstanttemperature)superimposedontheaverage
post-burnconditionsasplottedinFigure10.Thefluid
isassumedto beat restthroughoutthedriverat this
pointandtheamplitudeof thesinewaveis deduced
fromtheexperiments.Usingtheapproximateflowfield

shownin Figure10asinitial conditionsfor a closed
driversimulationresultsin thepressuretracesshown
in Figure11.Thesecomputedtraceshavegoodqual-
itativeagreementwith theexperimentaltracesshown
in Figure8. Thepressurewavessteepenwith time
andthemiddletracehastwicethefrequencyof the
endtraces.

Havingestablishedsomeof the qualitiesof the
driver,theconditionsandresultsforanparticularshot
arepresented.Thecaseof interestuseda pre-burn
drivermixtureof

2H2+ 1.1702+ 9.36He

at a pressureandtemperatureof 740psiand300K.
Thedrivensectionwasfilledwithair at 220tort. Al-
thoughthepre-burnconditionsarewellknown,the
simulationsrequirethepost-burnpressure,tempera-
ture,andspeciesmassfractionsastheinitial condi-
tions. Obtainingtheseconditionsby simulatingthe
timedependentignitionandcombustionof themix-
ture is a multi-dimensionalproblembeyondtheca-
pabilitiesof a onedimensionalformulation.There-
fore,post-burnequilibriumconditionscorresponding
to thepre-burnmixturearefoundusingacodecalled
STANJAN.14By this method,the idealpost-burn
pressureandtemperaturefor themixtureaboveare
430atm(6300psi)and2690K. Asacorrectiontothe
idealconditions,apressureandtemperatureof90%of
thesevalueswereusedin thesimulation.Thispartic-
ularlossvaluehasbeenfoundtoworkwelloverawide
rangeoffacilityoperatingconditionsandaccountsfor
lossesduetophenomenasuchasheat-conductiondur-
ingthe20msburningprocess,lateralwaves,anden-
ergyabsorbedbythediaphragmeupture.

Figure12a,bshowexperimentalandcomputedpres-
suretracesatlocationsjustupstreamofthediaphragm
(DR3)andnext to the driventubeendwall(DN5).
Thefigureincludesonesimulationthat beganwitha
uniformdriverandonethatbeganwiththesinusoidal
pressuredistributionshownin Figure10.Thisinitial
sinusoidalpressuredistributionwitha maximumoc-
curringatthediaphragmlocationwhenthediaphragm
ruptureswasdeducedfrom theexperimentaltraces
whichshowthat this is almostalwaysthecase(it is
logicalthat thediaphragmbreakswhileexperiencing
a pressurepeak).Thetimebasisfor thesimulations
andtheexperimentwerealignedby placingthestart
of thesimulationat thepressuredropcorresponding
to thediaphragmruptureat DR3(at approx.29ms).



It canbeseenthat theinitial conditionsthatinclude
thedriverpressuregradientsgiveamuchbetterover-
all agreementwith theexperimentandrevealhowthe
driverpressureoscillationseffectthepressurein the
reservoir.Suchafindingwouldbedifficultwithouta
simulationof thewholefacility.

Thesharpdropandthenrisein pressureseenat
DR3immediatelyafterthediaphragmbreakisdueto
therapidareachangebetweenthedriveranddriven
tube(theareachangesby almostafactorof2). The
dropexistsin both the experimentalandsimulated
tracesbut is muchlargerin thecomputations.The
largedifferencesbetweentheexperimentandsimula-
tionsmayexistin the diaphragmregionbecauseof
twodimensionalandviscouseffectscausedbythearea
change.It wasfoundthat havingrapidareachanges
increasedthe requirednumberof grid pointsfor a
smoothsolution.Thesesimulationsused600points
andrequiredapproximately40minutesof CPUtime
on theNASAAmesCrayY-MP.Solutionswith 1200
pointsgavenearlythesameresults.

Theviscouscoefficientwassetsothat thesimu-
lationswouldduplicatethe attenuationof the inci-
dentshockasmeasuredby pressuretransducerslo-
cateddownthelengthofthedriventube.It was found

that a single value of this coefficient was adequate for

a variety of facility operating conditions. The coeffi-

cient for heat loss was set so that closed driver simu-

lations would predict a pressure loss over time similar

to that observed in experiments (see Figure 9). Only

one value of the heat-conduction coefficient was used

for a variety of conditions. With the heat-conduction

coefficient set in this way, the simulations Showed that

heat-conduction was not a relatively important aspect

of the modeling for this particular facility.

Results for the nozzle region of the facility are not

included, except for a few comments, because of space

constraints. Including the nozzle region of the facility

is simply done by including the area changes associated

with the nozzle. Corrections to the nozzle geometry

must be included to account for the effect of the large

boundary layers in the nozzle.

Expansion Tube Simulation

A unique feature of the expansion tube among dif-

ferent types of pulse facilities is that it theoretically

avoids stagnating the flow within the facility and,

therefore, avoids any excitation and dissociation of the

test gas. If this can be done, experimental conditions

matching the freestream conditions seen by a flight

vehicle can be produced, is Figure 13 depicts the com-

ponents and ideal operating sequence (using an x-t

diagram) of the ltYPULSE expansion tube which was

previously the NASA Langley expansion tube. x6,17 It

is composed of the following three sections: a driver,

an intermediate section (containing the test gas), and

an acceleration section. For the particular case consid-

ered here, the driver was 2.44 m (8.01 feet) in length,

the intermediate section was 7.49 m (24.57 feet), and

the acceleration tube was 14.62 m (47.96 feet). The

diameter of the driver is 16.51 cm (6.5 inches) and the

diameter of the intermediate and acceleration sections

is 15.24 cm (6 inches). The facility is driven by com-

pressed helium, and the gas mixtures and pressures

in the intermediate and acceleration tube are varied

to achieve the prescribed test conditions. Typical test

times are from 200 to 600 microseconds.

As in the previous facilities, the operation of the ex-

pansion tube begins by rupturing a diaphragm (in this

facility a double diaphragm) separating the driver gas

from the test gas. An incident shock wave travels into

the test gas, compressing it. At the end of the inter-

mediate tube, a secondary diaphragm is encountered

and is ruptured. This creates a second incident shock

and a second expansion both of which travel down the

acceleration tube. The secondary expansion is prop-

agating upstream into the test gas but is convected

downstream in the supersonic flow. The unsteady ex-

pansion of the test gas creates the high velocity test

conditions. Data is taken at the end of the acceler-

ation tube in the gas between the secondary contact

discontinuity and the tail of the secondary expansion.

In this ideal operating sequence, n° stagnation regions

are created and, thus, there are no high-temperatures

to dissociate the test gas.

Several numerical simulations are presented for the

HYPULSE facility at a single operating condition.

One simulation is for the ideal operating conditions

as explained above and the others investigate the ef-

fects of a delayed opening of the secondary diaphragm.

This latter situation is studied because there is clear

evidence from the pressure transducers positioned near

the secondary diaphragm that the diaphragm does not

open instantaneously. Several works have studied the

effect of the finite opening time on test flow properties

such as wall pressure, pitot pressure, and velocity. 16,1s

However, the effect of this behavior on the flow qual-

ity with regard to species concentrations has not been



studiedin detail. A delayin thediaphragmopening
causestheprimaryshockto reflectoffthediaphragm
andcreateasmallstagnationregionofhotgasin the
intermediatetube(thetestgas).Thiswillproducedis-
sociationofthetestgaswhichcouldimpactthequality
oftheflow.Thefinite-ratechemistrycapabilityin the
presentcodeallowstheamountof dissociatedspecies
in thetestflowcreatedfromsuchnon-idealbehavior
to beestimated.Thefiniteopeningtimeof thedi-
aphragmis simulatedbynotingthetimeof arrivalof
theprimaryshockat thesecondarydiaphragmand
theninstantaneouslyremovingthediaphragmwhena
specifiedtimehaselapsed(i.e. 10microseconds).No
viscousor heat-conductionsourcetermsareincluded
becausethevalidityof thesetermsisquestionablefor
thehighspeed,low densityflowin theacceleration
tube.Someindicationofthecharacterandsizeofthe
viscousphenomenawhichoccurinsidethe accelera-
tion tubeisshownin theaxisymmetriccomputations
of Jacobs19whosimulatedtheHYPULSEfacilityus-
ingaperfectgascode.

FortheparticularHYPULSEconditionsofinterest
here,thedriverwasfilledwith unheatedheliumand
both theintermediateandaccelerationsectioncon-
tainedair. Thereportedinitial driverpressurewas
37.9MPa(5500psi), the intermediatesectionpres-
surewas3426Pa(.497psi),andtheaccelerationsec-
tionpressurewas7.2Pa(.001psi). Thesesameval-
ueswereusedin thesimulations.Theinitial temper-
aturesusedin thesimulationswere380K,292K,and
292Kforthedriver,intermediate,andaccelerationsec-
tions,respectively.Thetemperatureofthedriverwas
notmeasuredin theexperimentsbut isknownto be
somewhathigherthanroomtemperaturebecauseof
Joule-Thomsonandcompressionheating.16A driver
temperatureof 380Kwasadoptedbecausethis tem-
peratureproducedprimaryshockspeedsin theinter-
mediatetubethatwerecloseto thosemeasuredin the
experiment.

Figure14containsanx-t diagramofthelogarithm
of densityfor theflowwithintheexpansiontubewith
a 10microsecondopeningtimefor thesecondarydi-
aphragm.This flowcanbecomparedto theidealx-t
diagramin Figure13. Theenlargementof thesec-
ondarydiaphragmregiondepictsthe incidentshock
reflectedby therigiddiaphragmandshowsthat the
reflectedshockis veryquicklyweakenedby thesec-
ondaryrarefactionafterthe diaphragmis removed.
However,asseenin the full scalediagram,there-

flectedshockis still able to causea significantdis-
turbancewhenit reachestheprimaryinterface.Part
of thewaveis transmittedthroughtheinterfaceand
part is reflectedin theformof theshock.Thiskind
ofinteractionisobservedandcomputedin Millerand
Shinn.is

Figure15containsa experimentalwall pressure
tracefortheconditionsmentionedabove.2°Figure16
containscomputedpressuretracesat thetestsection
for theidealcasewith nodelayin theopeningof the
secondarydiaphragm,a casewitha 10microsecond
delay,anda casewith a 25microseconddelay.The
computedpressurevaluesareslightlyhigherthanthe
experimentalvalueswhichisexpectedsincenoviscous
correction(noshockattenuation)is includedin the
simulation.All ofthecomputationsgivesimilarpres-
suretracesexceptforthepresenceof ashockthathas
reflectedofftheprimaryinterfaceforthe25microsec-
ondcase.Forlongeropeningtimes(notshown),this
reflectedshockovertakesthetestflowandeffectsthe
testtime. Theseresultsmatchtheexperimentalob-
servationsof MillerandShinnis whichweremadeby
increasingthesecondarydiaphragmthicknessto ex-
perimentallyincreasetheopeningtime.In theirwork,
thewallpressureswerenotgreatlyeffectedbythedi-
aphragmthickness,butothersquantitiessuchaspitot
pressuredidchange.

A furthervalidationof thecomputationsis made
by comparingexperimental21andsimulatedpressure
tracesfromalocation3inchesdownstreamofthesec-
ondarydiaphragmfoundinFigures17and18,respec-
tively.Thepressurespikein Figure17whichoccurs
just afterthepassageofthesecondaryshockiscaused
bythefinitediaphragmopening._ote thatcomputed
tracewithaninstantaneousdiaphragmopeninghasno
pressurespike.Similarexperimentalplotsfordifferent
gasesanddiaphragmthicknessesarefoundinMiller.16
As thediaphragmopeningtimeis increased,thesize
of thedisturbanceincreases.Evenwith theverysim-
plemodelfor theopeningtimeusedin thiswork,the
qualitativefeaturesof thedisturbancecomparewell
with theexperiments.A quantitativecomparisonof
themagnitudeandthelengthof timeof thedistur-
bancecanbeusedto estimatethesizeof an "equiv-
alentopeningtime"usingthecurrentmodel.In this
way,thetypicalopeningtimepresentin theexperi-
mentsappearsto bebetween10and25microseconds.

Figure19containstracesof O mass fractions from

the simulations. The large amount of monatomic oxy-



genimmediatelybehindthesecondaryshockiscaused
bytheveryhighaccelerationgastemperaturebehind
thesecondaryshock.The regionof thetestgasis

behind the secondary interface and is labeled in the

figure. For the ideal case there is very little dissocia-

tion, as expected. However, for both the 10 and 25 mi-

crosecond opening times there is a significant amount

of dissociation in the test gas. The computed traces

of NO mass fractions, which are not shown here, show

that this molecule is present in significant amounts, as

well.

The high mass fractions of dissociated species in the

test flow originate at the secondary diaphragm from

dissociation behind the reflected primary shock. The

high temperatures and pressures behind the reflected

shock bring the gas to the equilibrium conditions al-

most immediately. These high mass fractions persist

until the test region because the secondary expansion

freezes the chemical composition before full recombi-

nation can occur. The simulations indicate that be-

cause the expanded test flow originates from gas im-

mediately adjacent to the secondary diaphragm, the

area affected by a reflected shock does not have to be

large to significantly impact the test conditions pro-

vided by the facility.

The computations presented here were calculated

with a mesh of 1400 points. Nearly identical results

were obtained with 700 point and 2800 point grids.

Solution times for the 1400 point mesh were approxi-

mately 20 minutes on the NASA Ames Cray Y-MP.

It is recognized that much more could be said about

the expansion tube simulations and better modeling

could be made in several areas: a more sophisticated

diaphragm opening model could be used (the rupture

process is surely a multi-dimensional phenomenon),

bbundary layer effects could be taken into account,

and finite-rate vibrational relaxation could be incor-

porated. However, the current results agree with ex-

periments closely enough to suggest that significant

concentrations of dissociated species may be created

in the test gas for even relatively small finite opening

times of the secondary diaphragm and suggest that

further investigations should be carried out.

Conclusion

A quasi-one-dimensional methodology for numeri-

cally simulating the flow inside high enthalpy pulse

facilities was presented. The numerical formulation

solves the Euler equations with 14 species equations

with fully-coupled finite-rate chemistry. A mov_mg

mesh and tracking of gas interfaces were included to

overcome some of the numerical difficulties associated

with these types of flows. The value of simulating the

flow inside a complete facility using the current nu-

merical approach was demonstrated by computing the

flows through three different types of pulse facilities. A

simulation of a helium driven shock tube showed that

computations can be used to predict the off-tailored

behavior of shock tubes and tunnels. Computations

of the flow through the NASA Ames 16-Inch com-

bustion driven shock tunnel showed the influence of

non-uniformities in the driver section on the reservoir

conditions. Finally, the effect of finite secondary di-

aphragm opening times on the chemical composition

of the test flow in the HYPULSE expansion tube were

investigated.
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VALIDATION OF THREE-TEMPERATURE NOZZLE FLOW CODE NOZ3T

Seung-Ho Lee, Eloret Institute, Palo Alto, CA
and

Chul Park, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA

Abstract

A computer code NOZ3T which calculates one-dimensional flows of partially dissoci-

ated and ionized gases in an expanding nozzle developed earlier is validated in this work

by comparing with three sets of existing experimental data. The code accounts for the

differences among the translational-rotational, vibrational, and electron-electronic temper-
atures. Certain reaction rates are assumed to be controlled by vibrational and electron-

electronic temperatures. The calculations are compared with: the electron temperature

and number density data taken in a shock tunnel at CALSPAN during the 1960s, the

mass-spectrometric data taken in an arc-jet wind tunnel at AEDC during the 19G0s, and

the spectroscopic data taken in an arc-jet wind tunnel at Ames Research Center recently.

The results show that the three sets of data can be numerically reproduced by using the

code. Typically, vibrational temperature is slightly higher than translational-rotational

temperature, and electron-electronic temperature is considerably higher than vibrational

temperature. Atomic oxygen concentration at the end of expansion is significantly smaller

than that calculated by the conventional one-temperature model.

Method

A computer code NOZ3T has been developed in Ref. 1. This code enables one-

dimensional calculation of a flow expanding through a convergent-divergent nozzle in the

dissociated and ionized regime. It accounts for three temperatures, that is, translational-

rotational, vibrational, and electron-electronic. The interactions among these three tem-

peratures are calculated generally using the model described in Ref. 2. However, three

different innovations have been made. First, the forward rates for the reactions

N2+O_NO+N

NO+O_O2+N

are assumed to be determined by the electron-electronic temperatures. This is because

these reaction rates are controlled mostly by the concentration of electronically-excited

O-atoms. Second, radiative loss is accounted for. Third, reactions involving NO2 and N20

are accounted for.

Results

Ames Arc-Jet Data - An experiment has been conducted recently at NASA Ames

Research Center to determine temperature of the freestream flow in the test section of an

arc-jet wind tunnel. The tunnel was operated at the stagnation chamber pressure of 2.5

arm, and enthalpy of about 45 MJ/kg. Emissions from the Gamma and Delta bands of





NO moleculesaremeasuredspectrographicallyin the test section. The results showedthat
the rotational temperature is about 600 B:, the vibrational temperature is about 900 K,
and the electronic temperature is about 7000K for the experimental condition. The code

NOZ3T is run to numerically reproduce these measured values. By dividing the vibrational

relaxation time value of Millikan and White by 107, the observed values are reproduced

numerically by the NOZ3T code.

CALSPAN shock tunnel data - The temperature and number density of electrons had

been measured along an expanding nozzle of a shock tunnel at CALSPAN (Refs. 3 to 5).

The experimental data are reproduced by NOZ3T. The comparison between the measured

and the calcualted values is given in Figs. 1 to 3. As seen in these figures, NOZ3T can

reproduce the experimental data fairly well. Here again, vibrational temperature is higher

than the translational temperature, and electron-electronic temperature is higher than

vibrational temperature.

AEDC arc-jet data - Concentration of O, N, N2, 02, and NO had been measured in

the test section of an arc-jet wind tunnel at AEDC (Refs. 6 and 7). Using the NOZ3T

code, the measured data have been numerically reproduced. Comparison between the

experimental and the theoretical results is given in Figs. 3 to 6. In these figures, the solid

curves represent the theoretical values obtained using the conventional one-temperature

model. As seen in these figures, one-temperature model is not able to reproduce the

measured data. The present three-temperature model can reproduce the data fairly well.

It is important to note that measured concentrations of atomic oxygen is less than those

calculated by the one-temperature model. The three-temperature model correctly predict

this trend.

Conclusions

Using NOZ3T code, it is possible to numerically reproduce the three existing ex-

perimental data in which the nonequilibrium thermochemical state of the gas has been

determined at the exit of a hypersonic nozzle. Generally, vibrational temperature is higher

than translational-rotational temperature, and electron-electronic temperature is higher

than vibrational temperature. Concentration of atomic oxygen is less than that calculated

by the conventional one-temperature model in typical environments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for shock

tunnel flow with nitrogen; settling chamber conditions: p = 17.1 a tm, T = 7200 I,_ (Ref.

4)

Figure
tunnel

Figure
tunnel

2. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for shock

flow with oxygen; settling chamber conditions: p = 25 atm, T : 4950 I( (Ref. 5)

3. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for shock

flow with air; settling chamber conditions: p = 25 atm, T = 7200 K (Ref. 3)

Figure 4. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for

arc-jet flow with air; nitrogen and oxygen atoms (Ref. 6 and 7).

Figure 5. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for

arc-jet flow with air; nitric oxide (Ref. 6 and 7).

Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental data and the present calculation for

arc-jet flow with air; nitrogen and oxygen molecules (Ref. 6 and 7).
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Computational Study of a Lunar Return Aerobrake Concept

* tSusan (Tokarcik) Polsky and Ethiraj Venkatapathy

Eloret Institute, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Michael Tauber #

NASA Ames Research Center

Moffeu Field, CA 94035

Abstract

The flow field around a proposed lunar retttrn aerobrake is examined computationally assuming viscous,
laminar flow and utilizing an effective y approach to incorporate real-gas effects. The flow fields for three cases
are calculated with both an axisymmetric and a three-dimensional formulation. The three vehicle configurations
have braking panels extended 50 ° , 55° , and 60° to the inflow (zero lift configurations). The resulting
axlsymmetric and 3-D flow fields are examined, and it is shown that despite complexities in the 3-D flow field,
the total drag coefficients calculated fl'om modified axisymmetric results are very close to those obtained from the
3-D solutions. The aerobrake is shown to achieve total drag coefficients as high as 8.4 for a vehicle with panels
deflected to 60*.

Introduction Vehicle Design

An aerobrake uses aerodynamic forces, in
place of rocket propulsion, to decelerate and
maneuver, thereby achieving orbital modifications
or entry into the atmosphere. The aerobrake
concept examined here is intended for lunar return
missions (11 km/sec entry velocity). It is designed
so that, in a stowed configuration, it can be
launched into space using the proposed National
Launch System (NLS) or the Space Shuttle which
has a payload bay capacity of 4.57m x 18.28m.

Nomenclature

A referencearea,r_d2/4,m2
CD total drag coefficient, D/q**.A
D drag,N
d diameter, m
L lift, N
M mass, kg
q** dynamic pressure, N/m 2
r radius, m
8 panel deflection angle
7 specific heat ratio, Cp/Cv

An aerobrake is required to generate large
amounts of drag. Therefore, this initial design
study concentrates on the prediction of the drag
capabilities of the proposed vehicle. The aerobrake
vehicle, shown in Fig. 1, is composed of an hemi-
ellipsoidal nose (forebody), a nearly cylindrical
main-body, and four large, flat panels. The panels
are used mainly as braking surfaces; however they
are independently adjustable so that lift can be
generated for maneuvering within the atmosphere to
alleviate deceleration loads and heating. Desirable
L/Ds for lunar return are 0.25 to 0.3. The panels
can be stowed in the launch vehicle with zero
deflection, and the maximum width and length of
the panels is limited by the size of the launch
vehicle's payload bay. Initially, a vehicle with four
braking panels is examined. The optimum number
of panels has yet to be determined, and future work
may address this design feature. The panels can be
deployed at variable angles to the freestream
depending on the amount of drag required. Three
panel deflection angles are examined in order to
study how the panel angle affects the total drag
coefficient
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The radius of the main-body increases from
the forebody to the end of the main body.
However, parts of the main body are flattened to
provide a long hinge line for attachment of the
panels. Tapering of the lower portion of the panels
and the flattening of the main body allow for a long
hinge line so that loads on the panels can be
distributed along the hinge line without unduly
reducing the volume of the vehicle.



Thepanelsaremadelargetoyield a low
ballistic coefficient, M/CD-A. This permits the

vehicle to decelerate at higher altitudes thereby
reducing deceleration, structural loads and heating
rates. The hemi-ellipsoidal nose shape was chosen
to maximize drag and minimize heating to the
forebody region. The payload capacity of the
aerobrake is estimated to be 10,000 kg, and it has a
total volume of about 150 m3. The empty weight
of the aerobrake is assumed to be 6500 kg, and the
entry weight is 16,500 kg.

Approach

For initial design purposes, a general
understanding of the over all flow field
characteristics and the drag producing capabilities of
the aerobrake is required. For this initial study,
all four panels are maintained at the same deflection
angle (zero lift configuration), and three panel
orientations are examined: 8=50 ° , 55° , and 60° .
The range of panel angles was chosen based on past
drag brake studies 2 which showed that for similar
vehicles with no gaps in the braking surfaces, these
deflection angles yielded the highest drag while
maintaining good flow quality and relatively low
heating rates.

The freestrearn (fligh0 conditions used for
this study (see Table 1) correspond to the peak
pressure point along an aerobrake trajectory. A
ballistic coefficient, 13=250, and a maximum lift to
dragration, IdD=0.25, were assumed to calculate a
lifting trajectory for the aerobrake. For the _ and
entry mass assumed, the corresponding CD is
approximately 4. The L/D for this trajectory is not
held constant, and the maximum g-loading for this
trajectory is 8.3gs.

Note that for all calculations requiring a
reference area, the area is based on the largest main
body diameter (d=4.572 m).

The flow fields for these cases are
calculated assuming a laminar boundary layer and an
ideal gas having an effective constant specific heat
ratio. It is also assumed that the pressure in the
base flow region is very low and will not affect that
calculation of total drag coefficient. The panels
create compression corners that, at the hypersonic
speeds examined, will cause the flow to massively
separate. Because of the separation, Newtonian
flow or other inviscid methods are not applicable to
this problem, and full Navier-Stokes solvers are

A large portion of the aerobrake trajectory
is dominated by real-gas effects. These effects are
approximated by incorporating an effective value of
the specific heat ratio, 7, in the code. This method
has been shown to be suitable for the calculation of

drag and lift coefficients of blunt bodies in real-gas
flows.l, 2 At the chosen flight conditions the
stagnation pressure is nearly 0.4 aim; therefore the
flow is assumed to be in chemical and thermal

equilibrium. An effective specific heat ratio, 7, of
1.21 was used 3 based on the flight conditions.

Because the panels are flat and portions of
the main-body are flattened, the aerobrake geometry
is three dimensional. However, it is very nearly
axisymmetric, and therefore, an axisymmetric
geometry is used as a ftrst approximation to reduce
the time required for the flow field computations.
The axisymmetric geometry is created by generating
a body of revolution using a panel symmetry line.
The surface pressure field for this axisymmetric
geometry is then computed. The calculation of drag
is a function of the vehicle geometry as well as the
surface pressure field. Therefore, to better estimate
the drag on the 3-D vehicle using the axisymmetric
results, the axisymmetric pressure field is applied to
the actual 3-D geometry. In this way, the flatness
of the panels, the flattened portions of the main
body, and the gaps between the panels are taken
into account. The drag coefficient that is calculated
by integrating the axisymmetric pressure field over
the 3-D geometry is then referred to as a "modified"
axisymmetric value.

In addition, solutions are also computed
using the actual three-dimensional geomen),. This
geometry contains one octant of symmetry (45°
from the middle of a panel to the middle of a gap
region); therefore, only one eighth of the full
configuration is needed for the three-dimensional
calculations.

Numerical Methods

Two different CFD codes were used to
calculate the axisymmetric flow around the
aerobrake. The fnst code is an axisymmetric solver
developed by Candler. 4 This is a finite-volume
code that uses Steger-Warming flux-vector splitting
and Gauss-Seidel line relaxation to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations. This code has been used
previously for similar studies of hypersonic drag
brakes.2

The second code that was used is a 3-D
solver, FL3D, developed by Venkatapathy.5 This is
a finite difference code that uses a three-



dimensional,implicit time marching Navier-
Stokes solution procedure. This code has
previously been applied to axisymmetric and three-
dimensional nozzle-plume and blunt body flows 5.
The numerical method is a LDU-ADI scheme with
Roe's averaging and MUSCL differencing. High
order spatial accuracy is achieved by constructing
MUSCL extrapolation of flow variables with a
differentiable limiter. Roe averaged upwind fluxes
are constructed and the flux-difference from the
higher order fluxes are used in this formulation.
The LDU-ADI algorithm is a diagonal algorithm
requiring minimal CPU per iteration and is
applicable to steady flows. Both the codes are ideal-
gas solvers which incorporate an effective value of
T.

Since no experimental data exist for the
present flow field, solutions from the two codes
were compared against one another to assure that
the flow fields are calculated consistently. The flow
field solutions for an axisymmetric aerobrake with
panels at 50 ° were used for the comparison. The
general flow structures, including the size of the
separation bubble caused by the panels, compared
well, and the differences in calculated surface
pressures were less than 1%. The size of the
separation region is important because it affects the
efficiency of the braking panels. The pressure
within a separated region remains essentially
constant even when part of that region is a
compression surface such as the base of a panel.
Therefore, the portion of the panel contained within
the separated region contributes little to the total
drag.

For each set of panel angles, an
axisymmetric and a 3-D solution were calculated.
Although the 3-D solver could be used to calculate
the axisymmetric solutions as well as the 3-D
solutions, the axisymmetric solver was used
because of its speed and convenience. Each
axisymmetric solution was started from the same
initial conditions and required approximately 10-15
minutes of CPU time on a Cray Y-MP. The first

.... 3-D solution, the 50 ° panel case, was started from a
blunt cone solution and required approximately 1.75
hours of CPU time. Subsequent 3-D solutions
were started from the most similar preexisting 3-D

.... solution. For example, the solution from the 50°
panel ease was used as the initial conditions for the
55 ° panel ease. This reduced the CPU time to
approximately 45 minutes.

The grids used are 63x47x61 for the 3-D
calculations and 63x61 for the axisymmetric
calculations. A representative axisymmetric grid is
shown in Fig. 2. For the axisymmetric
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calculations, a solution-adapted6 grid technique was
used to ref'me the major flow features. Although 3-
D grid adaptation is possible with the same
procedure, it was concluded that solution adaptation
of the 3-D grid was not necessary. This conclusion
is based on the axisymmetric results which showed
that although the flow features became more
distinct, the calculated drag coefficient changed very
little from the non-adapted cases. For the 3-D
calculations, symmetry is taken advantage of and
only one octant (45 °) of the full 3-D geometry is
computed. The surface grid for the 3-D
calculations, shown in Fig. 3, consists of half of a
panel and half of a gap region. The forebody of the
aerobrake is truly axisymmetric at the zero angle of
attack cases considered here and is not influenced by
the downstream flow. Therefore there is no need to
compute the nose region using a 3-D formulation.
The portion of the flow field that is actually
computed by the 3-D solver begins at the end of the
forebody, and the inflow is fixed to the values from
the axisymmetric solution. This reduces the grid
size for the 3-D calculations to 46x47x61.

The outflow boundary conditions used for
the gap region of the 3-D geometry are of concern
because a portion of this region may be
recirculating, subsonic flow. The supersonic
portions of the outflow are extrapolated from
interior points. The pressure is fixed across the
subsonic region to the pressure that exits just as the
flow becomes supersonic. The remaining flow
variables are then extrapolated. Fixing the pressure
across the subsonic region is a fairly good
assumption because the pressure within separation
bubbles remains relatively constant. This is indeed
the case for the portion of the separation region
which affects the aerobrake surface pressure.

Results and Analysis

Colored pressure contours for a
representative axisymmeu-ic solution at 5=50 ° are
shown in Fig. 4. The pressure contours reveal that
the peak pressure on the panels occurs in the region
where the forebody shock interacts with the shock
formed off the panel. The separation and
re,attachment regions are also indicated.Notice that
the separation region is quite large. Consequently
the pressure on the panel surface remains low
within the separation zone and only begins to
substantially increase downstream of the
reattachment point.

A comparison of the axisymmetric and 3-
D calculations of surface pressure is made for an
aerobrake with panels at 50* (see Fig. 5).
Although the axisymmetric solution shows a



somewhat higher peak pressure on the panel, the
surface pressure profiles look very similar
indicating that, at least along a panel centerline of
the 3-D geometry, the axisymmetric solution
comes very close to the 3-D case. However, for
either case it is noteworthy that the multiple shock
interaction (see Fig. 4) increases the peak pressures
on the panels by about a factor of 2 over the
Newtonian impact theory value of nearly 23 kPa.

The limitations of the axisymmetric
solution become apparent when numerically
simulated surface oil flow for the 3-D solution is

examined (see Fig. 6). The surface pressure on the
body is indicated by colors; dark blue is the lowest
pressure, essentially freestream, and white the
highest. The oil flow is shown in yellow. The
separation on the main body indicated by the
convergence of oil flow fines is largest in the center
of the panel regions and decreases only slightly in
the centers of the gap regions. The patterns of the
oil flow indicate that a complex, multiple vortex
structure exists within the separated region.

Particle traces conslrained to a panel center
plane are shown in yellow in Fig. 7. The particle
traces indicate the size of the separated region and
show more clearly than the surface oil flow the
extent of the separation on the panels. Almost half
of the panel length is contained within the
separation region. The effect of the separation on
the panels is demonstrated by the painted surface
pressure contours which show a very low pressure
within the entire separated region. A cut away of
the outer shock region is shown in this figure as a
solid surface. The effect of the separation on the
outer shock surface is indicated by the slight
bulging of the surface in the region of the
separation. Because of the panel-gap geometry, the
shock structure in the flare region is truly three
dimensional. It retains a conical shape in the gap
regions and bulges out in the panel regions where it
reflects off the panels. The shock stand off distance
on the panels is greatest at the center of the panels.
As the flow expands around the edge of the panels,
the shock curves and the stand-off distance
decreases. This causes the peak pressure on the
panels to shift off the center line to a position
approximately midway between the panel center and
the edge.

Particle traces constrained to a gap center
plane are shown in Fig. 8. The particle traces
terminate at the end of the computational domain.
The separation in the gap region remains relatively
large and, as is indicated by the traces, the
recirculation region extends into the base area where
the flow field has not been calculated. The flow at
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the outflow boundary of the computational domain
remains mostly supersonic even within the
separation, therefore, the extrapolated boundary
conditions applied at the outflow region are
adequate. However, the effect of the base flow
region on the main body is not captured by this
representation.

It is assumed that the base flow region has
very little affect on the total drag that is calculated
for the vehicle, since the pressure in that region is
relatively low. However, because of the gaps, the
base flow may have some effect on the main body,
and it is not clear what these effects may be. To
capture the base flow region properly, the flow
behind the aerobrake needs to be calculated for a
distance equivalent to approximately four times the
panel's vertical height. This corresponds to the
approximate distance required for the flow to
reattach (if the reattachment point is not contained
within the computational domain, the error is not
eliminated). Increasing the grid size to incorporate
the necessary base flow region would increase the
solution time substantially. The major drag
producing areas of the vehicle are on the panels
where the shock-shock interaction occurs. It is
unlikely that including the base flow region in the
calculation would affect this part of the flowfield.
Therefore, the increase in solution time needed to
calculated the base flow region is not warranted in
this initial study.

A comparison of the total CD calculated
for the modified axisymmetric and 3-D solutions for
50°, 55° , and 60° flare angles is shown in Fig. 9.
Here the term "modified" indicates that the

axisymmetric CD is computed by first distributing
the axisymme_c surface pressure field across the 3-
D geometry, thus taking into account that there are
gaps and that the panels are flat. This configuration
is then used to calculate the "modified"
axisymmetric CD. The most notable feature of this
comparison is that, although the axisymmetric
solution is incapable of computing the complex
flow field revealed by the 3-D solutions, the total
drag coefficient calculated for the modified-
axisymmetric and 3-D solutions are very close.
This suggests that, for this particular panel-gap
geometry, it is not necessary to compute a full 3-D
solution in order to calculate drag coefficient.
However, it is not clear from this study whether the
relationship between the axisymmetric and 3-D
results would be maintained if the gap size was
changed, if the total number of panels was increased
or decreased, or if the panel angles were different
from those examined here. For the cases
considered, the general structure of the flow fields



didnot change substantially with the changes in
panel angle.

The main purpose of the panels is to
increase the total drag of the vehicle. Figure 10
shows how the (modified) drag coefficient changes
along the vehicle's length for all three panel
deflection angles. The base of the panels is at
x=11.23 m. Ber-,ause the vehicle's main body is
cylindrical for these axisymmetric cases, the main
body does not contribute anything to the total drag,
and the CD curve is flat in thisregion. The curve
does not begin to rise until x-15m. This indicates
that approximately (15m-ll.23m=) 3.77m or
53.5% of the panels are contained within the
separation region and contribute little to the total
drag.

The total drag coefficient of the vehicle
without the panels is CD=0.886. The vehicle with
panels at deflection angles of 50° , 55°, 60* achieves
total drag coefficients of 5.84, 7.24, and 8.39,
respectively. This corresponds to an increase in
total CD between 560% and 847% above the no-
panel configuration. Also note that the total CD
increases 24% from the 50° deflection case to the
55° deflection case, and the increase from the 55 ° to
60* case is 16%. The resulting changes in the
vehicle's ballistic coefficient are shown in Fig. 11.

The amount of the total CD increase can
be tailored by changing the panels' lengths and
deflection angles. The panels' length would be fixed
for a specific mission category (i.e. lunar return or
mars return) and the total CD variation needed
during a specific mission would be achieved by
changing the deflection angles.

The effects of turbulence were not
examined in this study; however a turbulent
boundary layer tends to decrease the separation
bubble size thus causing the total drag to increase.
Therefore, the laminar calculations of drag
coefficients are conservative estimates.

It was shown that, for the panel deflection
angles and panel length examined here, the total
drag coefficient could be increased to as much as8.4
times the CD of the same vehicle without panels.
The increase in total CD that is required for a given
mission can be achieved by changing the lengths
and deflection angles of the panels. It was also
shown that Newtonian impact theory predicted a
peak panel pressure one half of that calculated by
the present methods showing that the Navier-Stokes
meth_ was indeed necessary.

Questions were raised concerning the
possible effects of the base flow region and also
whether the agreement between the axisymmetric
and 3-D calculations would be maintained for
similar aerobrakes with different panel
configurations. These questions will be examined
in future work
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The 3-D calculations of a proposed lunar
return aerobrake show _at a major portion of the
main body as well as the braking surfaces are
contained within a large, complex separated flow
region. Despite the Complexity of the 3-D flow
field, modified axisymmetric solutions predicted
total drag coefficients very close to those that were
calculated from the 3-D solutions for aerobrakes
with panels at 50", 55* and 60 ° angles.

altitude 56.6 km

velocity
density

pressure

tem 
wailtemp.

9082 m/s

4.751xi0-4 k,g/m3

35.0 N/m2
256.6 K

2700 K

Table I Flight altitude, velocity, and ambient
conditions
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Figure 1. Lunar return aerobrake configuration
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Figure 3. Computational surface grid for
3-D calculations

Figure 2. Solution adapted computational grid for
axisymmetric calculations
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Abstract

An initial numerical/experimental investigation has

been done to better understand multi-dimensional flow

phenomena inside pulse facilities. Time-dependent

quasi-one-dimensional and axisymmetric numerical

simulations of complete shock tube flow are com-

pared with experimental pressure traces recorded at

the NASA Ames electric-arc driven shock tube facil-

ity (from cold driver shots). Of particular interest is

the interaction between the reflected shock wave and

the boundary layer. Evidence of the shock bifurcation

caused by this interaction is clearly seen in the present

experimental data. The axisymmetric simulations re-

produce this phenomenon and demonstrate how this

interaction can provide a mechanism for driver gas to

contaminate the stagnation region. The simulations

incorporate finite-rate chemistry, a moving mesh and

laminar viscosity.

I. Introduction

The duration of the test time provided by a shock

tube or shock tunnel is always less than the theoret-

ical value. In fact, it is not uncommon for the test

time to be only a fraction of what might be ideally

expected. The usual reason for this decrease is the

early arrival (or contamination) of driver gas in the

stagnation region, although there may also be other

causes such as the arrival of the rarefaction wave re-

flected off the driver end of the shock tube. Since

accurately knowing the experimental conditions pro-

vided by such facilities is important, many investiga-

test times. Several of these mechanisms are schemat-

ically presented in Figure 1 and include deformation

of the contact discontinuity caused by the diaphragm

rupture process, 1 mass transfer of the driven gas into

the boundary layer, 2 contact discontinuity diffusion

and instabilities, 3-5 and shock/boundary layer inter-

action after reflection of the incident shock off the end

wall. 6-1s Non-ideal performance may also be caused

by the shock tube/tunnel geometry. For example,

Jacobs 19 and Carnbier et al. _° have numerically pre-

dicted the formation of a vortex created during the

reflection of the incident shock off an end wall which

includes a nozzle entrance. This vortical flow may en-

hance the mixing of the driver and driven gases in

shock tunnels.

It is not clear which of the mechanisms mentioned

above limits test times most and it may be that the

dominant mechanism varies with the experimental fa-

cility or the run conditions. There is a large amount

of evidence, however, that suggests that the reflected-

shock/boundary layer interactionis often a major con-

tributor to the contamination process. It is well estab-

lished that under many conditions the reflected shock

will interact with the boundary layer causing it to bi-

furcate near the wall (see Figure 2). Mark s developed

a model to predict the characteristics of the bifurca-

tion and the conditions under which it will occur. He

showed that the flow in the energy deficient bound-

ary layer has a stagnation pressure that is less than

tions have been carried out to understand and quan-: the stagnation pressure behind the normal reflected

tify the ph);slcal mechanisms which cause shortened: shock_., and is prevented from passing under the re-
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fleeted shock. Instead, it separates and collects in a

bubble of gas next to the wall. Davies s,9 used Mark's

model to show that the bifurcated shock structure pro-

vides a mechanism for driver gas contamination of the

stagnation region. It can be seen in Figure 2 that the



gaswhichencounterstheobliqueshocksat thefoot
of thebifurcatedshockretainsahighervelocitythan
thegaswhichencountersthenormalshock.There-
sult is a jet of gasnearthewall. Clearexperimental
evidenceofthiswalljet canbeseenin therecentcolor
schlierenphotographsof Kleineet al. x2 which include

features such as the rolling up of the wall jet as it en-

counters the end wall. Davies showed that when the

bifurcated shock structure of Figure 2 interacts with

the contact discontinuity, cold driver gas is propelled

by this jet toward the end wall and into the driven gas.

He and others such as Bull and Edwards 1° have done

experiments which measured the time of arrival of the

cold driver gas, Davies by heat-transfer gages and Bull

and Edwards by "tagging" the driver gas with an in-

frared active gas. Both found that measured values

of the arrival time of driver gas in the stagnation re-

gion were in agreement with the analytical theory of

Davies. An interesting experimental work by Ligong

et al. TM attempted to reduce driver gas contamination

using boundary layer suction to eliminate the wall jet.

In the absence of optical data, the presence of shock

bifurcation can be inferred from side-wall pressure

measurements. Experiments show that the passage of

the reflected shock is not accompanied by a sharp rise

but by a rise of about one half the expected value fol-

lowed by a small plateau or drop in pressure. The post-

reflection pressure is then achieved after a pressure

overshoot (see Figure 3). Sanderson 15 used Mark's

model with a small modification to explain how the

bifurcated foot causes these pressure trace features.

The presence of reflected-shock/boundary layer inter-

action can also be deduced by noting the change of the

reflected shock speed compared to theory, n,16Jz

The description of reflected-shock/boundary layer

interaction presented above is adequate to explain

much of what is observed experimentally in shock

tubes. However, more complicated flow structures

such as a pseudo-shock (or shock train) can develop

when the shock/boundary layer interaction is strong.

Matsuo et al., 16 Strehlow and Cohen, 1_ and Brossard

and Charpentier is all show schlieren photographs of

the formation of multiple shocks after the reflection of

the incident shock. The effect of these multiple shocks

on driver gas contamination has not been studied.

There have been very few multi-dimensional sim-

ulations of shock tubes and shock tunnels that re-

solve wall viscous effects and none of them have looked

at the contamination of the stagnation region with

driver gas through the wall jet mechanism proposed

by Davies. The reason for this is surely related to

the small time steps caused by the fine grid needed

to resolve boundary layers and the resulting high cost

of propagating the flow features down the length of a

shock tube at those small step sizes. Jacobs 21 has sim-

ulated expansion tube flow of a perfect gas including

the boundary layer. Cambier et al. 2° looked at sev-

eral isolated multi-dimensional phenomena including

the diaphragm rupture process. Several other works

have simulated reflected-shock/boundary layer inter-

action by considering only the end wall region of a

shock tube and assuming a boundary layer profile for

the inflowJ 2,22

The approach taken in this work is to develop a nu-

merical methodology for time-dependent axisymmetric

simulations of the flow inside the NASA Ames electric-

arc driven shock tube (cold driver shots without the

arc-driver) starting from diaphragm rupture. The nu-

merical scheme is based on experience gained from

time-dependent quasi-one-dimensional simulations for

pulse facilities. 23 The high cost of resolving the bound-

ary layers and simulating the flow through the entire

facility is minimized by an efficient use of grid points,

highly vectorized code, and an implicit treatment of

the viscous terms. Experimental data is obtained from

the facility for comparison to the simulations. Starting

the simulations with the diaphragm rupture allows the

position of the contact discontinuity and the bound-

ary layer development to be computed. This, in turn,

makes it possible for phenomena such as the reflected

shock/boundary layer interaction and the reflected-

shock/contact discontinuity interaction to be investi-

gated numerically. Of particular interest is the ability

of the simulations to predict the driver gas contami-

nation by the wall jet mechanism proposed by Davies.

In this work, the contact discontinuity is assumed ini-

tially to be planar and the boundary layer is treated

as laminar. Comparisons of the axisymmetric simu-

lations with quasi-one-dimensional solutions help il-

lustrate the pressure trace features captured by the

axisymmetric solutions.

II. Experimental Facility

The NASA Ames electric-arc driven shock tube

facility. 24,25 has several possible configurations and has

a large hypervelocity operating range using its arc-

driver. However, this work only considers experiments

using a cold helium driver with nitrogen in the driven



section.Theseshotsweremadewith a cylindrical
driverof .76m (2.5feet)in lengthand10cm(3.93
inches)indiameter(seeFigure4). Thedrivensection
was4.02m (13.17feet)longwith thesamediameter
asthedriver.A single self-break diaphragm separated

the driver and driven gases.

For the current experiments the instrumentation

consisted of pressure transducers flush mounted at two

positions on the shock tube walls. One location was

.0254 m from the driven tube end wall and the other

was .445 m from the end wall. The transducers were

PCB Piezotronics, Inc. Model 113A21 with a circu-

lar surface area .218 inches in diameter. They have

a rise time of 1 microsecond. Heat-transfer data has

also been collected at the same instrument locations

and will be used in future work.

III. Numerical Method and Gas Model

The gas dynamic equations for both the quasi-

one-dimensional and the axisymmetric simulations are

solved by using an explicit finite-volume form of

the Harten-Yee upwind TVD scheme 26 which gives

second-order spatial and temporal accuracy. The gas

model includes the three major species present in the

shock tube for the present experiments (N_, N, and

He) and accounts for finite-rate chemical processes.

A separate equation for vibrational energy is included

so that vibrational nonequilibrium effects can be as-

sessed. The present work, however, enforces thermal

equilibrium. The full Navier-Stokes viscous terms are

included in the axisymmetric simulations.

In the quasi-one-dimensional computations, a track-

ing scheme is used for the contact discontinuity to

avoid the numerical difficulties associated with resolv-

ing this feature as it moves large distances. _3 The

tracking scheme is not used in the axisymmetric sim-

ulations so that mixing of the the driver and driven

gases can occur during the interaction of the reflected

shock with the contact discontinuity. Instead, the ax-

isymmetric simulations cluster grid points at the con-

tact discontinuity to minimize numerical diffusion and

convect this clustered grid with the gas interface as it

travels down the driven tube. This approach has the

additional benefit of compressing all of the cells asso-

ciated with the driven tube into the end wall region of

the shock tube as the driven gas is compressed thereby

providing a fine axial mesh during the shock reflection.

Because time accuracy is required, the global time

step is dictated by the smallest required time step in

the computational domain. The solutions for both the

one-dimensional and axisymmetric solutions are ad-

vanced at a CFL number less than 1 based on the

inviscid gas dynamics. In the boundary layer of the

axisymmetric simulations, this CFL number can be

significantly larger than the stability bound required

by the viscous terms. To avoid the more limiting time

step dictated by the viscous terms, they are treated

implicitly. This requires a block tri-diagonal matrix

inversion along each line of cells normal to the wall.

The cost of this inversion is more than offset by the

greater allowable time step. It is believed that the time

accuracy of the solution is not significantly effected by

this approach and without it the simulation becomes

impractical. The source terms representing the finite-

rate chemical kinetics and vibrational relaxation are

also treated implicitly. This implicit treatment reduces

the formal time accuracy to first order.

IV. Results

All of the numerical work in this paper is compared

with a single experimental condition in the NASA

Ames electric-arc driven shock tube. The initial con-

dition for the experiment was 3.96 MPa (575 psi) cold

helium in the driver and 100 torr nitrogen in the driven

section. This resulted in an incident shock speed of

approximately 1490 m/sec. The temperature in the

driver was not measured and so is not known precisely.

To illustrate the general character of the flow in the

NASA Ames electric-arc driven shock tube with the

cold helium driver, a computed x-t diagram of tem-

perature contours from a one-dimensional simulation

is given in Figure 5. The x-t diagram is for a flow at

a higher shock speed than the conditions mentioned

above, but the flow is qualitatively similar. This figure

clearly shows the time-varying positions of the incident

shock, contact discontinuity, and rarefaction. Included

in Figure 5 is an enlargement of the end wall region

of the driven section showing the reflected shock being

partially transmitted through the contact discontinu-

ity and partially reflected back toward the end wall.

This reflection occurs several times and each successive

interaction further slows the interface down until it is

brought to rest. This type of off-tailored interaction

(with reflected shocks) is referred to as an over-driven

case. Note that a vertical line of data from this plot

yields a trace over time at a given location.

Figure 6a shows experimental and computed one-

dimensional sidewall pressure traces .0254 m upstream



of the drivensectionendwall. Therearetwoone-
dimensionalsimulationsincludedin thefiguretoshow
thesensitivityofthesolutionsto theinitialconditions.
Eachof thesimulationsused350pointswithhalfin
thedriverandhalfin thedrivensection.Bothhavethe
sametheinitial conditionsexceptthatthedrivertem-
peratureis300K in onecaseand330K in theother.
A driverpressureof3.45MPa(500psi)waschosenfor
bothsimulationsto produce approximately the same

shock speed as measured in the experiment. The re-

quired driver pressure for the computations is less than

that used in the experiments because there are losses

in the experiment due to the diaphragm rupture and

viscous effects. The shock speeds for the 300 K and

330 K driver cases are 1495 M/sec and 1520 m/sec,

respectively. The driver at 300 K produces a smaller

incident shock speed compared the driver at 330 K

and nearly matches the measured experimental shock

speed. The driver at 300 K also slows the arrival of

the rarefaction off the opposite end of the facility by

reducing the speed of sound in the driver. Note that

a relatively small change in the initial conditions has

a significant effect on the pressure traces. Because

the exact time of the experimental diaphragm rupture

is not known, the experiments and computations are

temporally aligned at the shock arrival time at the lo-

cation .445 m from the driven tube end wall.

Several of the major events are labeled in the Fig-

ure 6a. These include the passage of the incident

and reflected shocks, the arrival of the rarefaction,

and the presence of reflected waves off the contact

discontinuity. The general changes in the pressure

traces due to off-tailored interactions with the con-

tact discontinuity are captured fairly well with tile

one-dimensional approach. As expected, the experi-

mentally measured features associated with the con-

tact discontinuity (such as waves which have inter-

acted with it) are smeared because the interface is

non-planar and diffuse while the same features in the

simulations are sharp because the interface is tracked.

The overshoot in the experimental trace just after the

reflected shock is from the bifurcation of the reflected

shock as explained by Sanderson. is

Figure 6b contains the pressure traces from the ex-

periment and the two one-dimensional simulations for

the location .445 m upstream of the driven tube end

wall. The main feature to consider in this figure is

the arrival time of the reflected shock at this station.

Both one-dimensional simulations significantly under

predict the reflected shock speed compared to the ex-

periment. The disagreement is expected because the

reflected shock is significantly influenced by the shock/

boundary layer interaction on the shock tube walls

and because the one-dimensional simulations cannot

account for this phenomenon. Figure 6b also shows

that the reflected shock speed is more strongly affected

by the shock tube initial conditions than the incident

shock (the 300 K and 330 K eases are quite different).

Axisymmetric simulations were then performed for

the 100 tort case using a driver pressure of 3.45 MPa

(500 psi) and a driver temperature of 330 K. It is

seen from the one-dimensional simulations that the

300 K driver temperature would give better agreement

with experiment but the expensive axisymmetric sim-

ulations were done before the experimental data was

gathered. Twodifferent meshes are used for the ax-

isymmetric investigations both of which contained 700

points along the length of the tube (350 each in the

driver and driven sections) and 112 points between

the tube centerline and an outer wall. The two meshes

differ in the grid spacing used at the wall. The points

were exponentially clustered near the wall with a min-

imum spacing of .075 mm at the wall for one case and

.0375 mm for the other case. These solutions will be

referred to as the "coarse" and "fine" solutions, respec-

tively. Both cases used a larger wall spacing of .15 mm

in the driver section and in the first half of the driven

tube. The specified finer spacing was present in the

final .75 meters of the driven tube after being linearly

reduced from the larger spacing. This approach eased

the computational cost by allowing a larger time step

early in the solution and also by allowing the same

starting solution to be used for_ both computations

since the grid was identical for approximately one half

of the driven tube. As mentioned before, the solutions

assumed an initially planar contact discontinuity and

laminar viscosity. A constant wall temperature of 300

K was also specified.

Figure 7 shows computed density and velocity con-

tours of the end wall region shortly after the reflection

of the incident shock on the fine grid solution (the con-

tact discontinuity is still far upstream at this point in

the simulation). The contours are very similar to the

schematic diagram in Figure 2. The boundary layer

ahead of the reflected shock is quite thin and contains

approximately 16 points. There is a region of sepa-

rated, recirculating flow under the shock bifurcation.

A slight curvature of the normal shock which is ob-

4



servedinexperimentsisalsoperceivablein thesimu-
lation. Alongthewall in thestagnationregionthere
isa layerofhighervelocityfluidthat curlsupwhenit
encounterstheendwall.Thisfeaturecomparesquite
favorablywith theschlierenpicturesof Kleineet al. 12

Figure 8a shows temperature contours of the end

wall region a short time before the the reflected shock

interacts with the contact discontinuity. The driver

gas is easily distinguished with temperature because

it is much cooler than the driven gas. Note that

the contact discontinuity is still planar. Because the

boundary layer in this portion of the tube has had a

: longer time to develop compared to the end wall re-

: gion, it is thicker and contains approximately 30 mesh

:, points. The reflected-shock/boundary layer interac-

. tion has significantly changed since the time at which

Figure 7 was recorded. Although the familiar shock

bifurcation is still present, there is now a secondary

shock structure behind the original reflected shock.

This phenomenon appears similar to the pseudo-shock

structure mentioned in the introduction. The sepa-

rated flow region under the foot of the reflected shock

has expanded so that it extends from the front foot of

the shock bifurcation to the area under the secondary

shock. Even with the modified structure of the pseudo-

shock there is still a wall jet originating at the oblique

shock of the bifurcated foot and extending all the way

to the end wall. The jet is visible with temperature

contours because the temperature rise experienced by

the gas passing through the oblique shocks of the bifur-

cated foot is 100-200K less than the rise experienced

by the gas passing through the normal reflected shock.

Figure 8b shows temperature contours a short time

afler the reflected shock interacts with the contact dis-

continuity. The figure indicates that the bifurcated

shock structure significantly deforms the contact dis-

continuity. Hot driven gas in the separated region un-

der the shock bifurcation has been carried into the

driver gas while the driver gas that passed through the

Figure 10a,b repeats the experimental data and the

1-D results with the 330 K driver of Figure 6 and

adds the results from the two axisymmetric simula-

tions. Figure 10a is from .445 m upstream of the

end wall and Figure 10b is .025 m from the end wall

(the order is reversed compared to Figure 6). As was

mentioned for Figure 6b, the 1-D formulation is un-

able to account for the shock/boundary layer interac-

tion and predicts a slower reflected shock arrival time

at the pressure transducer location. The axisymmet-

ric solutions include this phenomenon (with a laminar

shock/boundary layer interaction) and predict a faster

reflected shock speed and closer agreement to the ex-

periment. Strehlow and Cohen 17 also reported that

the reflected shock speed was increased by the pres-

ence of the shock bifurcation. By considering the rela-

tive change produced in Figure 6b by using a driver at

300 K rather than at 330 K, it is presumed that even

better agreement with experiment would result by us-

ing the lower driver temperature in the axisymmet-

tic simulation. Another factor that may influence the

comparison between the experimental and simulated

reflected shock speeds is the character of the bound-

ary layer. The presence of a turbulent boundary layer

in the experiment would cause a growth of the bifur-

cated shock different than the growth computed with

the laminar viscosity assumption.

The general features of the pressure traces obtained

near the end wall from the one-dimensional and ax-

isymmetric solutions in Figure 10b are fairly similar.

One difference is the presence of small oscillations in

the computed axisymmetric pressure traces (particu-

larly after the tailoring wave arrives). When looking

at the many flow features created in the stagnation

region in Figures 8 and 9, it is easy to understand

that any reflected waves interacting with these fea-

tures would produce very complicated pressure pat-

terns. Figure 10b also allows an opportunity to com-

pare the experimental and computed pressure traces

oblique shocks of the foot region has begun to pene- 2reated by the passage of the bifurcated shock.

trate into the driven gas (i.e. it is part of the wall jet).

There is also the additional feature of a reflected shock

due to the overtailored conditions.

Figure 9 contains temperature contours from a time

later than in Figure 8. The flowfield has become even

more complicated. The penetration of the driver gas

along the walls is now clearly seen and the bubble of

separated flow under the bifurcated shock has carried

hot driven gas with it far from the end wail.

An

enlargement of this region is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11 reveals that there are several significant

differences between the experimental and the compu-

tations. The largest discrepancy is the large computed

pressure drop under the bifurcated foot where the ex-

periments show more of a pressure plateau. This dis-

crepancy is reinforced by the fact that going from the

coarse grid to the fine grid increased the size of the

computed pressure drop. The explanation for this dif-



ferenceis not known.It is interestingto note,how-
ever,that theexperimentalpressuretracespresented
bySanderson15showadropinpressureunderthesep-
aratedregion(comparableto thecurrentsimulations)
andthatsimilarbehaviorissometimesobservedin the
currentexperimentalapparatusunderdifferentinitial
conditions.Theseobservationssupportthephysical
natureof apressuredropaswellasthetheabilityof
thetransducersto capturesucha phenomenon.An-
otherdifferencebetweentheexperimentandtheax-
isymmetricsimulationsis thesizeofthepressureover-
shootaftertheseparationbubble. Partof thedis-
agreementcanbeattributedto thewidthof thepres-
suretransducer(.21inches).Boththepressuredrop
mentionedpreviouslyandtheovershootarecreatedby
featureswhicharesmallerthanthewidthofthetrans-
ducersothatsomesmearingof theexperimentaldata
isprobablyoccurring.Toillustratepossibleinfluence
of thetransducersize,Figure12repeatsthepressure
tracein Figure11for thefinegrid axisymmetricso-
lutionandalsocontainsa pressuretracecreatedby
integratingthecomputedpressureoverthesurfaceof
thetransduceranddividingby thetotal transducer
surfacearea.Somesmearingin thecomputedtracesis
producedby thisaveragingbut significantdifferences
betweenthecomputationsandtheexperimentremain.

Thereisroomforimprovementin thecurrentsim-
ulations.Whilesufficientresolutionhasbeenachieved
in theboundarylayersforcomputinglaminarvelocity
profiles,thethermalboundarylayerisnotsufficiently
resolved.Futureworkwill exploremoreformallyex-
aminethetimeaccuracyoftreatingtheviscousterms
implicitly.Theaccuracyoftreatinginviscid terms im-

plicitly will also be investigated. It is hoped that if

an implicit time step at a CFL number greater than 1

based on the inviscid terms can be used for the small

cells near the wall (while still retaining time accuracy

in the regions away from the wall), then a much finer

wall spacings and lower computational cost may be

possible. Better resolution may explain some of the

differences seen in this work between the experiments

and computations.

The knowledge gained through the present research

will be used to design experiments so that data can be

acquired for validation of the predicted pseudo-shock

structures and the arrival of driver gas in the stagna-

tion region. Initial attempts at measdr[ng this latter

phenomenon will be done with heat-transfer measure-

ments. Further studies will also allow many of the

phenomena investigated analytically and experimen-

tally by earlier works to be investigated numerically.

These topics include shock bifurcation growth rates

and the effects of turbulent boundary layers.

Conclusions

Axisymmetric simulations of the NASA Ames

electric-arc driven shock tube have been done which in-

clude the wall boundary layer. The computed results

have been compared with experimental data. These

simulations have allowed the wall jet created by the

reflected-shock/boundary layer interaction to be inves-

tigated numerically for the first time. These simula-

tions support earlier analytical and experimental work

which indicate that this mechanism can contribute to

the reduction of the usable test time by allowing the

driver gas to contaminate the stagnation region. It was

also shown that even before any driver gas contamina-

tion, the wall jet creates a layer of lower temperature

gas on the shock tube walls which might effect the in-

terpretation of temperature measurements in the stag-

nation region. These results reinforce the fact that

the stagnation region in shock tubes and shock tun-

nels is a region of complex flow phenomena. There

were discrepancies between the experimental and com-

puted pressure traces under the bifurcated foot of the

reflected shock. The differences may be due to a lack

of grid resolution or turbulent boundary layers.

The present results show that multi-dimensional

simulations of shock tubes and tunnels are expensive

but also valuable. An implicit treatment of the viscous

terms was required to make the simulations practical.

The lessons learned from this initial work are being

used to determine future experimental and computa-

tional directions for the purpose of better understand-

ing shock tube flows. Future experimental work will

include gathering data at more locations to help ver-

ify the prediction of pseudo-shocks and the use of heat

transfer and visual data to further study the driver gas

contamination process.
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Computational Study of a Lunar Return Aerobrake Concept

Abstract for 31st Aerospace Sciences Meeting

Jan 11-14, 1993, Reno, NV

Susan Tokarcik*, Ethiraj Venkatapathyt, and Mike Tauber #

Abstract

The flowfield around a proposed lunar return aerobrake is computationally examined
using both axisymmetric and three-dimensional formulations. Aerobrake configurations with four
panel-shaped braking surfaces at 50°, 55°, and 60° to the freestream are calculated and the
complex nature of the three dimensional flowfield is examined. It is shown that, despite the
complexity of the three dimensional flowfield, the axisymmetric solutions give results very similar
to the three-dimensional solutions for total drag coefficient. The full paper will examine the effect
of changing the width of the braking surfaces on the relationship between the axisymmetric and
three-dimensional calculations for drag.

Introduction

Future space exploration holds many exciting possibilities not the least of which are
manned and unmanned missions to other planets. For this type of exploration, a lunar base may
be employed as a way station for personel and equipment between the target planet and Earth.
Transportation from a lunar base to Earth can be accomplished by an aerobraking vehicle. The
lunar return aerobrake concept examined here is essentially a blunt nosed cylinder that uses four
large, flat panels as braking and control surfaces, Fig. 1. The nose of the aerobrake is an ellipsoid
so that drag from the nose region is maximized and heating is minimized. The radius of the body
increases linearly from the beginning of the main body,where the nose ends, to the end where
the panels attach. The main body is flattened where the panels attach such that the width of the
main body in that region is equal to the nose diameter. The tapering of the lower portion of the
panels and the flattening of the main body allow for a long hinge line so that the bending loads on
the panels can be distributed along the hinge without unduly reducing the volume of the vehicle.
The four panels are extended at angles of attack to the flow and are independently adjustable so
that desired angles of attack and lift to drag ratios can be achieved (L/D = 0.3 for lunar return). The
panels are large so that the ballistic coefficient (M/CDA) is reduced thereby reducing the total
heating to the vehicle. However the width of the panels is limited so that they can be stowed at 0°

deflection while inside the launch vehicle. The 3Payloadcapacity of the aerobrake is estimated to
be 10,000 kg and the total volume to be 150 m . The vehicle is designed such that it could be
launched from Earth aboard the proposed National Launch System (NLS), and it can also fit within
the Space Shuttle payload bay (4.57 m x 18.28 m).

A large portion of the aerobrake trajectory will be dominated by real-gas effects. These
effects can be approximated for initial design purposes by using an ideal-gas assumption which
incorporates an effective value of specific heat ratio, _,. This method has been shown to be
suitable for the calculation of drag and moment coefficients of bodies in real-gas flows. 1,2 The
trajectory point chosen for the study corresponds to the peak pressure trajectory point, Table 1.
At these freestream conditions the stagnation pressure is nearly 0.4 arm. and the flow is assumed

* Research Scientist, Eloret Institute,Mailing Address: NASA Ames Research Center MS 230-2, Moffett
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tobein chemical and thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the effective value of "y,7=1.21, is chosen to
be the specific heat ratio that corresponds to equilibrium conditions at the given speed and
altitude.

Numerical Methods

The laminar flow about an aerobrake with all four panels at three different orientations,
consisting of 50 °, 55°, and 60°, is examined computationally. Because of the flat panels and the
flattened portion of the main body, the aerobrake has only one octant symmetry (45 ° from the
middle of a panel to the middle of a gap region). Therefore, a code that is capable of solving a
three-dimensional (3-D) problem is required. However, the geometry is very nearly axisymmetric
and can be estimated by creating a body of revolution using a line that runs from the nose of the
aerobrake down the center of a panel. For this approximated geometry, an axisymmetric solver
can be used. Solutions are computed for both the 3-D geometry as well as the axisymmetric
geometry. Although the axisymmetric case runs much faster it has the disadvantage that the gaps
that exist between the panels are neglected and the braking surface becomes a solid cone
shape. Therefore, the effect of the gaps on the aerobrake flow cannot be examined using the
axisymmetdc geometry.

Two different CFD codes were used to calculate the axisymmetric flow around the
aerobrake. The first code is an axisymmetric solver developed by Candler.3 This is a finite-volume
code that uses flux-vector splitting and Gauss-Seidel line relaxation to solve the Navier-Stokes
equations. This code has been used previously for similar studies of hypersonic drag brakes.2
The second code used is a 3-D solver, FL3D, developed by Venkatapathy.4 This is a finite
difference code that uses a three-dimensional, implicittime marching Navier-Stokes solution
procedure. This code has previously been applied to axisymmetric and three-dimensional nozzle-
plume and blunt body flows. The numerical method is a LDU-ADI scheme with Roe's averaging
and MUSCL differencing. High order spatial accuracy is achieved by constructing MUSCL
extrapolation of flow variables with a differentiable limiter. Roe averaged fluxes are constructed
and the flux-difference from the higher order fluxes are used in this formulation. The LDU-ADI
algorithm is a diagonal algorithm requiring minimal CPU per iteration and is applicable to steady
flows, and the ADI sweeps of this formulation are quite efficient. Both the codes are ideal-gas
solvers which can incorporate an effective value of 7.

Since no experimental data for this type of flowfield exist, the two codes were compared
against each other to assure that the flowfields are calculated in a consistent manner. The codes
were used to calculate the flowfield around an axisymmetric aerobrake with panels at 50°. The
general flow structure, including the size of the separation bubble caused by the panels,
compared well, and the differences in calculated surface pressures were less than 1%. The size
of the separation region is important because it impacts the efficiency of the braking panels. The
pressure within a separated region remains essentially constant even when part of that region is a
compression surface such as the base of a panel. Therefore, the pressure increase that would
exist if no separation occurs is not realized due to the separation.

For each set of panel angles, an axisymmetric and a 3-D solution were calculated.
Although the 3-D solver could be used to calculate the axisymmetric solutions as well as the 3-D
solutions, the axisymmetric solver was used because of its speed and convenience. Each
axisymmetric solution was started from the same ini_tialconditions and required approximately 10-
15 minutes of CPU time on a Cray Y-MP. The first 3-D solution, the 50° panel case, was started
from a blunt cone solution and required approximately 1.75 hours of CPU time. Subsequent 3-D
solutions were started from the most similar preexisting 3-D solution. For example, the solution
from the 50° panel case was used as the initial conditions for the 55° panel case. This reduced
the CPU time to approximately 45 minutes.

The grids used are 61x47x63 for the 3-D calculations and 61x63 for the axisymmetric
calculations. A representative axisymmetric grid is shown in Fig. 2. For the axisymmetdc
calculations, a solution-adapted 5 grid technique was used to refine important flow features. This
technique will also be used for future 3-D calculations. For the 3-D calculations, symmetry is taken





advantageofandonlyoneoctant(45°) of the full 3-D geometry is computed. The surface gnd for
the 3-D calculations is shown in Fig. 3. Because the nose of the aerobrake is truly axisymmetric at
the zero angle of attack considered here and is not influenced by the flow downstream, there is
no need to compute the nose region using a 3-D formulation. Therefore, the portion of the
flowfield that is actually computed by the 3-D solver begins at the main body. The inflow of the 3-D
calculation is fixed to the values from the axisymmetdc solution for the nose region. This reduced
the grid size for the 3-D calculations to 46x47x63.

The assumption is made that the base flow region has very little affect on the total drag on
the vehicle, since the pressure in that region is relatively low. However, because of the gaps, the
base flow may have some effect on the main body. It is not clear what these effects may be, and a
study of the full flowfield including the base flow is reserved for future work.

Results and Analysis

A comparison of the axisymmetric and 3-D calculations of surface pressure is made for an
aerobrake with panels at 50°, Fig. 4. Although the axisymmetric solution shows a somewhat
higher peak pressure on the panel, the surface pressure profiles look very similar indicating that,
at least along that one line of the 3-D geometry, the axisymmetric solution comes very close to the
3-D solution. However, the limitations of the axisymmetric solution become apparent when
simulated surface oil flow for the 3-D solution, Fig. 5, is examined. The surface pressure on the
body in Fig. 5 is indicated by colors; dark blue is the lowest pressure, essentially freestream, and
white the highest. The oil flow is show in yellow. The separation on the main body is largest in the
center of the panel regions and decreases only slightly to the smallest size in the centers of the
gap regions. The patterns of the oil flow indicate that a complex, multiple vortex structure exists
within the separated region. This structure will be examined to a greater extent in the full paper.

Particle traces constrained to the plane that lies on the center of a panel are shown in
yellow in Fig. 6. The particle traces indicate the size of the separated region and show more
clearly than the surface oil flow the extent of the separation on the panels. Almost half of the
panel length is contained within the separation. The effect of the separation on the panels is
demonstrated by the painted surface pressure contours which show a very low pressure within
the entire separated region. A cut away of the outer shock region is shown in this figure as a solid
surface. The effect of the separation on the outer shock surface is indicated by the slight bulging
of the surface in the region of the separation. Because of the flare-gap geometry, the shock
structure in the flare region is truly three dimensional. It retains a conical shape in the gap regions
and bulges out in the panel regions where it reflects off the panels. The shock stand off distance
on the panels is greatest at the center of the panels. As the flow expands around the edge of the
panels, the shock curves and the stand off distance decreases. This causes the peak pressure
on the panels to shift off the center line to a position approximately midway between the panel
center and the edge.

Particle traces constrained to the plane that lies in the center of a gap region are shown in
Fig. 7. The particle traces terminate at the end of the computational domain. The separation in
the gap region remains relatively large and, as is indicated by the traces, the recirculation region
extents into the base area where the flowfield is not calculated. The flow at the outflow of the
computational domain remains supersonic even within the separation, therefore, the
extrapolation boundary conditions applied at the outflow region are valid. However, the effect of
the base flow region on the main body is not captured by this representation.

The area of a circle with a radius equal to the outer radius of the base of the aerobrake
main body is used as the reference area for calculating drag coefficients For the axisymmetric
solutions, the total CD is computed by calculating the drag assuming the panel to be solid and
then subtraction out the portion of the drag that is produced where the gaps occur in the 3-D
geometry. Since the 3-D flares are flat and not rounded as is assumed for the axisymmetric
solution, the flare size for the axisymmetdc solution is determined by assuming that the width of
the flare is the base of a triangle with its vertex at the symmetry line. The angle opposite the base





.

of the triangle is then used to determine the arc length of the "axisymmetric flare". The tapered
portion of the 3-D flare is assumed to be straight for the axisymmetric calculations.

A comparison of the total CD calculated for the axisymmetric and 3-D solutions for 50°,
55° , and 60° flare angles is shown in Fig. 8. The most notable feature of this comparison is that,
although the axisymmetric solution is incapable of computing the complex flowfield revealed by
the 3-D solutions, the total drag calculated for the axisymmetric and 3-D solutions are very similar.
This suggest that, for this type of geometry, it is nol necessary to compute a full 3-D solution in
order to calculate drag. Presently, calculations are being performed to compare different "flare-to-
gap" ratios in order to determine whether the similarity between the axisymmetric and 3-D drag
calculations is maintained. For these calculations, the flat-flare 3-D geometry is replaced by a
geometry that would be axisymmetric if there were no gaps between the braking surfaces. This is
done so that a one to one comparison of drag can be made between the 3-D and axisymmetric
solutions. The results form these calculations will be given in the full paper.

Conclusions

The 3 D calculations cf a proposed lunar return aerobrake show that a large portion of the
main body as well as the braking surfaces are contained within a large, complex separated region.
Despite the complexity of the 3-D flowfield, axisymmetric solutions predicted total drag
coefficients very close to those calculated from the 3-D solutions for aerobrakes with panels at
50 °, 55 ° and 60° . It is presently being determined whether different "flare-to-gap" ratios, i.e.
different flare widths, will change the relationship between the axisymmetric and 3-D calculations
of drag.
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altitude

velocity
density ....

pressure
temperature

wall
temperature

56.6 Km
9082 rn/s

4.751 x10 -4
35.0 N/m2

256.6 K

2700 K

Table 1 Freestream Conditions
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Numerical Study of the Transient Flow in the Driven Tube and the
Nozzle Section of a Shock Tunnel

Susan Tokarcik and Jean-Luc Cambier
Eloret Institute

ABSTRACT

The initial flow in the NASA Ames 16" shock tunnel is examined numerically.

A finite-volume total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme is used to calculate
the transient flow in the region of the driven-tube/nozzle interface. The flow
is assumed to be inviscid and non-reacting. Two types of calculations are

presented: a series assuming that the flow is axisymmetric, and a calculation
assuming the flow is two dimensional. The differences between the 2-D and

the axisymmetric flows are examined. The axisymmetric solutions predict that
a vortical structure is formed in the driven-tube/nozzle interface region and

propagates into the driven tube along with the reflected shock. Several
_ parameters are examined in order to determine their effect on the vortex

structure: 1) varying throat size, 2) changing the shape of the juncture
between the driven tube and the nozzle, and 3) changing the shape of the
driven tube's end wall.

INTRODUCTION

The Ames 16" facility, shown schematically in Figure 1, can be considered as a

typical example of a shock tunnel for hypersonic flows. The shock tunnel is
about 70 meters long and is composed of a driver section (17" diameter) filled
with a light combustible mixture, a long driven tube (filled with the test gas at
low pressure), a supersonic nozzle, and finally a test section. The test times of
this facility are typically 5 to 20 milliseconds, and the time for the main shock
to propagate from the main diaphragm to the end of the driven tube is on the
order of 7 millisec. The shock partially reflects at the driven tube end-wall

bursting the second diaphragm and initiating flow in the nozzle. The reflected
shock eventually interacts with the contact discontinuity (CD) which separates
the test gas from the driver gas. More detailed information about shock tunnel
operations can be found in ref. [1]. The test time is measured from the time the
flow conditions in the nozzle stagnation region become steady, until the CD
reaches the end of the driven tube, and the nozzle flow becomes contaminated

with the driver gas.

The initial, unsteady flow in the shock tunnel is important because it directly
affects the quality of the resulting test flow. Because the initial flow is
difficult to examine experimentally, numerical analysis is used to simulate the
start-up process. Recent numerical studies, ref. [2] and ref. [3], have predicted
that the flow in the region of the driven tube and nozzle interface is quite

complex. A particularly important feature is a vortex system which is formed
in the center of the driven tube. This vortex may have an impact on the

quality of the test flow as well as the overall test time; it is therefore examined
in more detail in this study.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A finite-volume, explicit, total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme developed
/_ by Cambier is used to calculate the flow which is assumed to be inviscid and



non-reacting. The code has first order as well as secondorder spatial accuracy
capabilities. Most calculations were performed using second-orderaccuracy;
calculation which used first-order accuracyare noted as such. This code has
been employed previously to calculate similar transient flows, see ref. [2].

90 deg Expansion Corner Flow

A validating exercise was performed to show that the code is capable of
adequately resolving transient flows which are highly vortical in nature. A

schematic sketch of the shock tube experiment, which was conducted by
Mandella [4], and Mandella and Bershader [5] is shown in Figure 2. The shock
tube, which has a 5cm x 5cm cross section, produced a planar shock wave with
a Mach number Ms=2.0. The end of the shock tube was open to ambient

conditions. Two parallel plexi-glass plates were attached to the end of the
shock tube in order to keep and shock wave and the rest of the flow field two
dimensional. The planar shock wave starts to diffract as soon as it leaves the
shock tube and forms a curved shock wave. The experimental interferogram

--(Figure 3) show that, as the shock wave propagates into the test section,
vortices are formed in the vicinity of each of the 90 deg expansion corners.
Also seen are the contact surface, slipstream, and Prandtl-Meyer fan which
interact with the vortices.

Figure 4 shows computed density contours at approximately the same time as
the experimental interferogram. Comparing the two figures demonstrates that
the computations are able to predict all the major flow features mentioned
above with good accuracy.

Shock Tunnel Driver/Nozzle Flow

The starting conditions used for all the shock tunnel calculations correspond
to the point in time when the main shock has reached the driven tube's end
wall and the secondary diaphragm has ruptured. The flow conditions in the
driven tube at this initial point are calculated taking into account chemistry
and correspond to the conditions for a main shock with a speed of 12 km/sec
and a driver tube pressure of 6000 lbs/sq, in: P=50.76 ATM, T= 3674 K, U=27|0

m/s, N=0.6042x10 -4, 0=0.04091, N2=0.7341, O2=0.1456, NO=0.07934 (unit of mole

fraction). The initial conditions in the nozzle correspond to air with a 79% N 2

and 21% 02 mixture at a pressure of 1.3x10 -4 ATM and a temperature of 298 K.

As mentioned earlier, chemical reactions are not considered in this study, and
the flow is assumed to be chemically frozen.

As was mentioned earlier, the initial flow in the region of the driven-
tube/nozzle interface is quite complex. Numerical calculations have predicted
that a vortex forms at the center line of the driven tube and propagates with
the reflected shock into the driven tube. The vortex can cause the reflected

shock to bulge at the center line (Figure 5) which may cause premature
contamination of the test gas by the driver gas thus decreasing the test time.

Several aspects of the calculated transient flow are examined: 1) the effects of
the numerical method on the resulting flow field, 2) the effects of geometry, 3)
the effects of time (how the flow field changes as the reflected shock and
vortex structure continues to propagate into the driven tube and 4) an
axisymmetric versus two-dimensional flow field.



(Note: the full paper will also examine the interaction of a bulging, reflected
shockwith a CD.)

Numerical Effects

Two components of the numerical technique are examined: 1) grid effects and
2) first order versus 2nd order spatial accuracy. Figure 6a shows a second-
order solution on a uniform grid at a time t=80 I.tsec after shock arrival at the
driven tube's end wall (80 I_sec from starting the calculation). This figure
shows that the reflected shock has formed a coned shaped at the centerline.

Figure 6b shows a solution at the same time (and same accuracy), however the

aspect ration of the grid is AX:AY=3:I. In other words, the grid is clustered at
the axis. Comparing these two figures it becomes evident that the jetting
effect at the axis has been aggravated by the aspect ratio of the grid. This

peculiar formation can also be seen in the results of P. Jacobs, ref. [3]. This
structure is possible if an intense and high velocity jet of gas is produced and
maintained on the axis, which is a highly singular and unphyslcal behavior.

_ One explanation of this phenomenon, which is described in ref. [2], is that the
jetting is caused by the numerical representation of the singular axis in the
axisymmetric formulation. It was assumed in ref. [2] that the problem arose
from the axisymmetric pressure correction term which is not part of the
monotonic (TVD) fluxes and acts as a non-conservative momentum source that
behaves as 1/(Ar) near the axis. Therefore clustering points near the axis
(thus accentuation the 1/(Ar) term) aggravates the jetting. However, further

study has shown that the jetting phenomenon can also occur off the axis as__.
well as in solutions which have two-dimensional formulations. Therefore,

although the pressure correction term is still believed to be a contributing

factor in the axis problem, it has become clear that there is still an, as yet,
unknown cause for the jetting in other cases.

Despite not fully understanding the cause of the problem, it has been
determined that coarsening the grid in the radial direction alleviates the
problem in all instances. Figure 6c show the same case as computed in Figures
6a and 6b, however the grid aspect ratio has been changed so that AX:AY=3:1

(near the axis). Comparing Figures 6a, 6b and 6c shows that the unphysical
jetting effect, which is present in both the AX:AY=3:I and the uniform grid, is
eliminated in the third solution by the proper choice of grid aspect ratio.

Another way to somewhat alleviate the jetting problem is to compute the

solution using only first order spatial accuracy. This essentially causes the
numerical scheme to become more dissipative which in turn mitigates the
jetting effect. Using a first order formulation does have some serious
consequences, however. Figures 7a and 7b compare two solutions, each at
t=200 _tsec and each on the same AX:AY=I:3 grid. The first solution employed
first-order spatial accuracy while the second used second-order accuracy.
These figures show that as the reflected shock continues to propagate down
the driven tube, the dissipative, first-order scheme loses any trace of the
vortex structure while the second-order solution clearly shows that the vortex

structure not only remains but has increased in size. Therefore, it is clear
that the study of this transient flow must be conducted using at least second-
order accuracy and employing grids which are coarsened in the radial
direction. All flow solutions presented in the remainder of the study employ
the latter two criteria.



Effects of Geometry

Assuming that all major numerical effects have been removed from the
problem, the effects of changing the geometry in the driven-tube/nozzle
interface region is now studied. Several parameters are examined: 1)
changing the throat size, 2) changing the shape of the juncture between the
two sections, and 3) changing the shape of the driven tube's end wall.

The area ratios of the nozzle throats examined are A/A*=100, A/A*=190, and

A/A*=570. Figures 8a, 8b, and 8c show temperature contours for these three
throat sizes at t=120 ltsec. A comparison of the temperature contours indicates
that, while the flows within the nozzle sections are somewhat different in each

case (in particular, the shock interaction in the subsonic portion of the throat
is intensified by the smaller throats), the vortex structures in the driven tubes
are identical. Therefore, it is concluded that the size of the throat has at most
a minimal affect on the formation of the vortex in the driven tube.

The affect of the size of the aperture at the end of the driven tube is now
examined. The size of the hole in the driven tube was increased by 35%, Figure
9, and the flow was recomputed for the A/A*=I90 throat. The temperature
contours show that for this case the flow in the nozzle section is unaffected,
and the flow is the driven tube is somewhat affected. The central vortex

structure is unchanged, however the length of the "arms" on either side of the
central vortex have increased causing an overall size increase of 16% over the
case discussed above (which is significantly less than the 35% increased in
aperture height). From this it can be concluded that increasing the aperture
height increases the overall size of the affected area of the reflected shock,
however the increase is not one to one.

Another change that can be made to the driven-tube/nozzle juncture is
rounding the interface. Rounding the interface resulted in an aperture
which was slightly larger that the 35% increase case discussed above. Again,
the overall structure and size of the central vortex was unchanged, however

the size of the affected area increased significantly (43% larger than for the
original geometry). Another important difference was that the center vortex
observed in this case protruded slightly further into the driven tube than for
any of the other cases (all of which protruded to the same distance). Also, the
flow field in the nozzle section is affected in this case. In the subsonic portion,
the shocks emanating from the juncture comers are no longer present, and
compression waves have appeared downstream of the throat.

The last geometric change that is examined is altering the shape of the end-
wall of the driven tube. Figure 10 shows how the end-wall has been angled
outward from the juncture so that it is no longer vertical and, again, the
juncture between the two section is rounded. This flow field (t=120 [tsec) looks
considerably different than those examined so far; there are strong shocks in
both the subsonic and supersonic portions of the nozzle, and the character of
the vortex structure has changed. The overall vortex structure is much larger

than for the original geometry, and the central structure extends
significantly further into the driven tube than for any of the other cases.
Also, the central vortex itself is significantly larger than in the other cases
where the height of the overall structure changed but the central structure

remained virtually unchanged.



For the bulging of the reflected shock to be of importanceit would have to
persist as the shock continued to travel up the driven tube to the CD where the
bulge would cause the driver gas to be prematurelymixed with the test gas.
The original A/A*=190 casewas continuedfor a significant time (t= 400_tsec),
and it was found that the vortices did appearto dissipateas the reflected shock
continued to propagatedown the driven tube. Therefore, the likelihood of
prematuremixing will dependon how much time elapsesbefore the CD and the
reflected shock interact.

A question that arises is whether the formation of the vortex is an
axisymmetric phenomenon. Figures l la and lib show temperature contours
for a 2-D calculationusing the original A/A*=190 geometryat t=120 _tsecand
t=160 I.tsec. For the two-dimensionalcases,the centerline vortex does not form;
furthermore, the portion of the reflected shock near the centerline actually
lags behind the rest of the shock. Even at t=160 ttsec the centerline region of
the shock has not caught up with the rest of the shock.

The behavior of the flow field for a three-dimensional formulation may be

presented in the full paper.

CONCLUSIONS

It was found that refining the grid in the radial direction (such that Ax:Ay > 1
produced an unphysical, jetting behavior in the solution. A partial
explanation was given, and changing the grid aspect ratio such that Ax:Ay >_ 3
was presented as a solution to the jetting problem. Spatially first order
accurate solutions were found to be too dissipative to resolve the vortex
structure in the driven tube.

Several geometry changes were made to both the nozzle section and the driven
tube to determine their effect on the flow field. It was found that 1) changing
the throat area had an unobservable effect on the flow in the driven tube and

relatively minor effects on the nozzle flow, 2) increasing the height of the

aperture in the driven tube increased the size of the overall vortex structure;
however the size increase was not one to one and the size of the core structure

was unchanged, 3) rounding the juncture between the nozzle and driven
sections caused the size of the vortex structure to increase markedly, and also

caused the reflected shock to bulge slightly more 4) changing the shape of the
driver tube's end-wall such that it was no longer vertical caused a more
intense vortex to form in the driver tube which caused a significantly larger

bulge in the reflected shock, and 5) the vortex structure eventually dissipated
at the reflected shock continued to propagate into the driven tube.

Solutions assuming that the flow was two dimensional showed no that no
vortex existed in the driven tube, and the reflected shock near the centerline

actually lagged behind the rest of the shock instead of protruding ahead of it.
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Computation of Unsteady Shock-Induced Combustion

Using Logarithmic Species Conservation Equations
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and
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Numerical simulations are used to investigate periodic combustion instabilities observed in ballistic-range
experiments of blunt bodies flying at supersonic speeds through hydrogen-air mixtures. The computations are
validated by comparing experimental shadowgraphs with shadowgraphs created from the computed flowfields
and by comparing the experimentally measured instability frequencies with computed frequencies. The numerical
simulations use a logarithmic transformation of the species conservation equations as a way to reduce the grid
requirements for computing shock-induced combustion. The transformation is applied to the Euler equations
coupled to a detailed hydrogen-air chemical reaction mechanism with 13 species and 33 reactions. The resulting
differential equations are solved using a finite volume formulation and a two-step predictor-corrector scheme to
advance the solution in time. Results are presented and compared for both a flux-vector splitting scheme and an
upwind "I'VD scheme. The computations add insight to the physical processes observed in the experiments and
the numerical methods needed to simulate them. The usefulness of the ballistic-range experiments for the

validation of numerical techniques and chemical kinetic models is also demonstrated.

Introduction

ALLISTIC-RANGE experiments performed in the 1960sand early 1970s j-7 provide excellent data for studying the
coupling between supersonic fluid dynamics and nonequi-
librium chemical kinetics as well as for evaluating combustion
flow codes. In these experiments, small projectiles were fired
at supersonic speeds into a variety of premixed combustible
mixtures. Shadowgraphs of the flowflelds exhibit two distin-
guishing features: one is the bow shock ahead of the projectile
and the other is an energy-release front created by the ignition
of the heated mixture behind the bow shock. Both features can

be seen in Fig. 1 in the shadowgraph by Lehr 5 of a steady
ballistic-range experiment at Mach 6.46. The region between
the bow shock and the energy-release front is called the induc-
tion zone, and it exists because there is an ignition delay caused
by chemical nonequiIibrium. The induction zone is character-
ized by near-constant values (the postshock values) of temper-
ature, density, pressure, and velocity. The size of the induction

zone is determined by the fluid speed downstream of the shock
and the ignition time corresponding to the postshock condi-
tions. When ignition occurs, the energy is released over an

interval much shorter than the ignition delay time and appears
as a discontinuity that is referred to as the energy-release front.
Across the energy-release front the pressure is nearly constant,
the temperature rises, and the density drops. This can be seen

in the shadowgraph where the shift from light to dark across
the bow shock corresponds to the density increase across the
shock whereas the shift from dark to light across the energy-re-

lease front indicates a drop in density.
Depending on the conditions of the experiment, one will

observe either steady or unsteady flow. Projectile speeds
greater than the detonation wave speed tend to induce steady
flows whereas speeds Iess than the detonation wave speed can
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produce unsteady flows. The unsteady flows are characterized
by two different regimes. One is called the regular regime, and

the other is called the large disturbance or irregular regime. All

of the unsteady simulations presented in this work are in the

regular regime (see Alpert and Toong 7 for more on the large

disturbance regime). Figures 2a and 2b show an unsteady bal-

listic-range experiment with the same freestream conditions as

in Fig. 1 except that the projectile speed is Mach 4,79. The

shadowgraphs reveal remarkable high-frequency oscillations.

The frequency of the instability is approximately 720 kHz as

deduced from the projectile speed and counting the number of
oscillations that occur over a known distance. Figures 2a and

2b are from the same ballistic-range shot but show different

view angles. The view axis of Fig. 2a is perpendicular to the

Fig. 1 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at Mach
6.46 in a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture (courtesy of H. F. Lehr).
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Fig. 2 Shadowgraph of a spherical nose projectile moving at Mach

4.79 in a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture: a) side view, h) off-axis

view (courtesy of H. F. Lehr).

flight axis, and Fig. 2b is off axis and reveals some of the
three-dimensional structure of the flowfield. Although com-
plex in many ways, the physics of these ballistic-range flows
are predominantly driven by reaction kinetics and convection
phenomena; therefore, the complications and uncertainties of
diffusion and mixing are removed from the problem. As a
result, differences between the experimental data and numeri-
cal simulations can be attributed either to numerical errors or
to improperly modeled chemical kinetics.

An earlier work by Wilson and MacCormack 8 focused on
the steady ballistic-range experiments and demonstrated the
physical and numerical modeling requirements for accurate
computations of these flows. It was shown that a primary
requirement is adequate resolution in the induction zone be-
tween the bow shock and the energy-release front. Fine grid
resolution is needed because the mass fractions of the impor-
tant radical species change exponentially in this region. Adap-
tive grid techniques offer one way to efficiently distribute
points; however, such techniques are not always adequate. The
induction zone may cover such a large region of the flowfield
that grid requirements still remain large. Furthermore, the
small grid spacings in the adapted regions may result in unde-
sired time step limitations. Additional difficulty is added by
the presence of the complex flow structures seen in the un-
steady ballistic-range cases because there is no primary direc-
tion for adapting.

As an alternative to adapting the grid, the simulations pre-
sented in this paper use the logarithmic transformation of the

species conservation equations presented by Sussman and
Wilson? Other researchers have realized the potential advan-
tages of such an approach because the exponential growth of
the radical mass fractions that occurs in the induction zone can
be accurately represented with fewer points if a logarithmic
transformation is used. The formulation of Sussman and
Wilson is unique because it can be implemented in modern
shock-capturing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) schemes.

The use of the logarithmic transformation allows accurate
simulations of both steady and unsteady ballistic-range exper-
iments on grids more coarse than have been used in prior
works. 8,_°The reduction in grid size, and thus computational
resources, permits the use of a detailed chemical model, which
enables direct comparisons of the simulations to the experi-
ments to be made for the first time. In particular, measured
oscillation frequencies are compared with those predicted by
the computations.
-- :I'he simulatf0-nsin thiswork add insight into-the combustion
instabilities observed in ballistic-range experiments and allow
previously proposed mechanisms for the instabilities to be as-
sessed. In particular, this work considers the wave interaction
mechanism of McVey and Toong 6 and the modified mecha-
nism proposed by Matsuo and FujiwaraJ ° McVey and Toong
developed their mechanism by using experimental data and
analytical calculations. Matsuo and Fujiwara used modern
computational fluid dynamics techniques, fine grids, and a
two-equation, two-step combustion model to do qualitative
simulations that led them to propose their modified mecha-
nism. In addition to adding greater physical understanding,
the current method also provides a tool to validate and possi-
bly "tune" proposed chemical kinetic models.

The chemical kinetic model used in this paper can be found
in Wilson and MacCormack. 8 It is the mechanism proposed by
Jachimowski l_containing 13 chemical species and 33 reactions
except that one of the reaction rate expressions (the expression
most influential for ignition times) has been replaced by an
expression recommended by another source. This modifica-
tion was found by Wilson and MacCormack 8 to give better
agreement with experiment. Additional details on the chemical
kinetics are found in Wilson. _2

Logarithmic Form of the Species Conservation Equation

This section gives an overview of the logarithmic transfor-
mation of the species conservation equations as presented by
Sussman and Wilson. 9 The transformation is based on the
definition _ -

_rs -_ Pf-(_)_Pg_(G) (1)

where p is the total density, p_ is the density of species s, and
c, is the mass fraction of species s. A special property of the
relationship in Eq. (1) is that it can be iased along with the total
mass conservation equation, " • =:........

to transform the_species mass conservation equation (neglect-
ing diffusion), "_ _........

a

p, + _ p,uj= w, (3)

into a transformed species equation,

0 O p

at r, + axj r,uj = w_--p_ (4)

where uj is thejth component of velocity, and w, is the chem-
ical source term for species s. The transformation from Eq. (2)
to Eq. (4) retains conservation form.
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In theory, all of the species mass conservation equations can

be replaced with a corresponding transformed species equation

in the form of Eq. (4). In practice, however, this is not done•
Although Eq. (4) is in conservation form, its use does not

guarantee conservation of mass or conservation of the individ-

ual elements• Enforcement of these constraints is achieved by

including element mass conservation equations in the form

O , O

p, + = 0 (5)

where p*_is the total density of element e contained in all of the

species (the * is used to avoid confusion between element and
species densities; p_ # ON). There are as many of these equa-
tions as there are elements in the chemical model• The total

density is given by

Netem_t_

p = ]_ p* (6)
e=I

The chemical reaction mechanism used in this work involves

13 species: N2, 02, H2, NO, OH, NO2, HNO, HO2, H20,

H202, N, O, and H. Since three elements are present in the

mechanism (N, O, and H), three equations of the form of
Eq. (5) are required• The densities p_, p_, and p_q are defined

using expressions that are the sum of the contributions from

each of the species containing the element of interest• For

example, the expression for p_ depends on the densities of N2,
NO, NOz, HNO, and N and is written

P--_'_.=.2 pN'_L+ _ + _ + -- (7)PNO + _ PHNO PN
MN Ms2 MNO MNO2 MHNO Ms

where M, is the molecular mass of species s. The choice of

which three species conservation equations to replace with

element mass conservation equations is not unique. The selec-
tion of N2, 02, and H2 seems appropriate because these species

do not exhibit exponential mass fraction growth. The remain-

ing 10 species conservation equations (for species NO, OH,

NO2, HNO, HO2, I'I20, 1-I202, N, O, and H) are written in the
form of Eq. (4)• The densities of N2, 02, and H: are computed

from relations of the type of Eq. (7).

Numerical Formulation

This section presents the Euler equations with the logarith-

mic form of the species conservation equations. The 13 species

• Experimental Shock Position

O Experimental Energy Release Front

a) • b) *

Fig. 3 Density contours from a numerical simulation of the Mach
6.46 experiment in Fig. 1: a) flux-vector splitting, b) upwind TVD.

mass conservation equations of the conventional formulation

have been replaced by equations of similar form except that 3
are elemental mass conservation equations [see Eq. (5)] and 10

are in the logarithmic variable xs [see Eq. (4)]. The momentum
and energy equations in the logarithmic formulation are the

same as they were in the conyentional formulation. In vector
notation the governing equations are written

cgU OF c3G
-- + = W (8)

where U is the state vector, F and O are the convective (invis-

cid) flux vectors in the x and y coordinate directions, respec-
tively, and W is the vector of source terms. These vectors are

given next:

:p_"
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i
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p_v

p_v

_NO V
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_HV

puv
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vEv
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puv

uE,
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0

0

0

WNo/ Cr_o

wH/CH

0

0

1/%

0

(9)

where Ev is vibrational energy per unit volume, w_ is the sou_._rce
term representing vibrational relaxation, E is the total energy

per unit volume, and p is pressure. A separate vibrational

energy equation is not required for the present computations
but has been retained from previous work. For the cases

presented here, thermal equilibrium is simulated by using a
small time constant for vibrational relaxation' _ i? :_

In Eq. (8), pressure is a homogendoiJf function of degree

one in the conserved variables U_ar!-d'_h_'_flux Jacobians (OF/

t3U and 8G/aU) have th___Jes asthat of the
formulation with the c0n_ent_form-_'-_-_of the species mass

conservatmn equatmns:2The_ore, exastmg numerical tech-
niques can be appli_!_]ightforward manner. In this
work, two corn__@l___d_h'dck-capturing numerical tech-
niques are employed _on6:is a modified Steger-Warming flux-

vector sphttmg tee limque based on work by MacCormack t3
and Candler _4(this method shall be referred to as the flux-vec-

tor splitting scheme) and the other is the Harten-Yee upwfnd

total variation diminisliing (TVD) (non-MUSCL) scheme _s
(referred to as the upwind TVD scheme). Both techniques are

spatially second order and solved in a point-implicit manner.

That is, the convective terms are treated explicitly whereas the
source terms are treated implicitly in time (because of the

small time scales of the combustion chemistry and vibrational

relaxation). Therefore, a block inversion is required at each

point at each time step. Details about the flux-vector splitting
scheme using the logarithmic formulation can be found in
Wilson. t2
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Several practical details of the logarithmic formulation are
addressed next. Because zero mass fractions are not allowed in

the transformed equations, the mass fractions of the radical

species must be set to small arbitrary values in the freestream
(10-_0 for this work). One-dimensional calculations show that

the solutions are relatively insensitive to the freestream radical

mass fractions, as long as they remain sufficiently small. An

advantage of using logarithms is that mass fractions remain

positive. Limiters are required to prevent the mass fractions of

species not represented by a logarithm from becoming negative
(N2, Oz, and H2). In practice, the logarithmic formulation is no

less robust than the conventional formulation for the flows

presented here. The cost per time step is increased by 10-20°70

over the conventional formulation due to the cost of comput-
ing logarithms and exponentials and also due to the increased
complexity of the Jacobian of the chemical source terms.

The logarithmic formulation has limitations at interfaces

(contact discontinuities) separating gases of different chemical

composition. The inherent numerical diffusion for each spe-

cies across such an interface is modified by the logarithmic
transformation in such a way that the interface is distorted.

The use of the transformation is advantageous in this work
because the effect of this distortion is small. In simulations of

other flows (e.g., the interface in a shock tube), such distor-
tions may not be tolerable, and the use of the logarithmic
transformation may not be warranted.

Numerical Simulations

This section presents numerical simulations of ballistic-

range shadowgraphs from experiments by Lehr. 4.s The partic-
ular experiments of interest used spherical-nosed projectiles
with cylindrical afterbodies of 15-mm diameter. The cases in-

clude a range of Math numbers so that both steady and un-
steady flows are represented. All of the cases to be considered

have freestream with a temperature of 292 K, a pressure of 320

mm Hg, and a premixed stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture.

At these conditions, the detonation wave speed was reported
by Lehr to be Mach 5.1 I.

Before the unsteady cases are considered, a simulation of the

steady Mach 6.46 case in Fig. I is shown to demonstrate the

advantage of the logarithmic formulation and to give an un-
derstanding of why it is practical to use this formulation for

the unsteady cases. Figure 3 contains density contours for

computations of the Mach 6.46 case using flux-vector splitting

and the upwind TVD methods, respectively. Both computa-
tions use the 52 x 52 grid shown in Fig. 4. The experimental

bow shock and energy-release front positions are overplotted
on the density contours and show that both numerical methods

provide good agreement with the experiment. A numerical

simulation using the conventional form of the species conser-

Fig. 4 52× 52 grid used for the calculations presented in Fig. 3.

b)

Fig. 5 Density contours from a numerical simulation of the Mach
4.79 experiment in Fig. 2: a) flux-vector splitting, b) upwind TVD.

a) b)

Fig. 6 Computed shadowgraphs from a numerical simulation of the
Mach 4.79 experiment in Fig. 2: a) flux-vector splitting, b) upwind
TVD (shadowgraphs computed by Yatest6).

vation equations can be found in Wilson and MacCormack. s

Good agreement with experiment was found in that work as

well, but it required an adapted 321 x64 mesh (321 points

around the body and 64 points normal tothe body). The grid
for the calculation using the logarithmic formhlation is more
than eight times smaller because th_ih-dfi-cti0n zone is ade-

quately resolved with fewer grid:p_bififsT_:_ _ :

Simulations of Lehr's tiii_ste--_iJ3/:÷Nlhch_4.79 case shown in

Fig. 2 are now presented.: D_e--.n_it),rc0ntour plots for both the

flux-vector splitting ahd'_p-ffifi-d TVD methods are presented
in Figs. 5a and 5b;:(_s_e_tively: The figures represent one

point in time and_onepoint in the period of the instability (the

two solutions fir_(n-6t at exactly corresponding points within a

period) and show that both computational methods predict
unsteady behavior. As in the steady computation of Fig. 3, the

density contours exhibit an outer bow shock followed by an

induction zone and an energy-release front. The most obvious

difference between the unsteady calculation and the steady one
is the pulsing structure of the energy-release front. These

pulses are seen in the experimental shadowgraph with the off-
axis view in Fig. 2b. The computations were started from a

flowfield that was initially set to freestream conditions every-

where and advanced in time without chemistry until a bow

shock was established, at which time the combustion chemistry
was turned on. No other special procedures were used. The
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Fig. 7 Enlargement of the Mach 4.79 ballistic-range shadowgraph in
Fig. 2a (courtesy of H. F. Lehr).

Cam!mx-'s sio n Waves

Con[acl_

Fig. g Schematic diagram of the periodic flowfield structures seen in
shadowgraphs of ballistic-range experiments.

computations used a nearly equally spaced 375× 161 grid.
Computations on a 375 x 81 grid yielded similar overall flow

features and an oscillation frequency near that predicted by the
375 x 161 grid. _2 (Note that the grid required to resolve the

complex unsteady flow structures negates some of the advan-

tage that the logarithmic transformation provides. The useful-

ness of the transformation is the relative grid independence of

the induction zone length and the instability frequency. This
allows practical grid refinement studies to be done and adds

confidence in the accuracy of the predicted frequencies.) The

code uses approximately 2.8 x 10 -4 CPU s per time step per
grid point on a Cray Y-MP. Depending on the grid, the simu-
lations required between I0,000 and 20,000 iterations and be-
tween 16 and 70 h of CPU time.

Figures 6a and 6b contain shadowgraphs computed from the

flux-vector splitting and upwind TVD flowfields, respec-

tively. 16 A comparison of these computed shadowgraphs with
the enlargement of Fig. 2a presented in Fig. 7 clearly shows

many similarities. Note that the pulses in the energy-release

front create the vertical line pattern when the axisymmetric

flowfield is projected onto a plane. There is a larger stream-

wise separation between the vertical lines in the computed
shadowgraphs compared with the experiment, and thus the

computations predict a lower frequency than the experiment.

Both numerical methods predict an instability frequency of

approximately 530 kHz compared with the measured value of
720 kHz. The primary difference between the flux-vector split-

ting and upwind TVD solutions is the resolution of the flow

structures near the shoulder region of the projectile. The flux-

vector splitting smears these features to a larger degree.

Further support of the computations is provided by examin-
ing the experimental and computed shadowgraphs in more

detail. A schematic diagram of the flowfield that labels the

different structures is found in Fig. 8. An analysis of these

structures by McVey and Toong 6 identified the waves extend-

ing from each pulse of the energy-release front to the bow

shock as contact discontinuities (McVey and Toong refer to
them as entropy waves). Their identity was established by ob-

serving that they are convected with the local fluid speed.

Compression or expansion waves would move faster than the

local flow with a relative speed that depends on the speed of
sound in the mixture. The waves that look like reflections of
the contact discontinuities off the bow shock do move at a

speed greater than the local flow and were identified as com-
pression waves. The dark-light shadings across the waves sup-
port their asserted identities. All of these features can be ob-

served in both the'experimental and simulated shadowgraphs.
Investigation of other flowfield quandiies-acl-ds-ifff-orm-dtl_ff

that cannot be deduced from the shadowgraphs. Pressure con-

tours reveal that each pulse of the energy-release front creates
a compression wave that travels both upstream toward the bow

shock and downstream toward the projectile body. Figure 9

shows the pressure contours at one point in time. The wave

patterns between the bow shock and the projectile appear quite
complicated but can be understood by noting that there are

primarily two families. One family is made up of compression

waves originating directly from the energy-release front and

the other family is made up of compression waves from the

first family that have reflected off the projectile body.

Instability Mechanism

The mechanism that causes and sustains the combustion

instabilities observed in the ballistic-range has not been ob-

served experimentally. Therefore, plausible explanations for
the unsteadiness have been developed by extrapolating data

from outside the nose region (mostly from the shadowgraphs)
and by transferring knowledge from other flow situatio_I's. It

was not until the work of Toong and his associates that plau-
sible detailed mechanisms for the regular s and large'distur-
bance 7 regimes were proposed. :

,ression Wave

Frorn Previous Period

toward bow shock)

pression Wave

(moving toward bow shock)

Compression Wave

(moving toward body)

Energy-Release

Projectile Surface

Bow Shock

Fig. 9 Pressure contours for the Mach 4.79 case a! one point in an
ose|llation period.
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The work of McVey and Toong 6 is discussed further here

because it is supported by the present numerical simulations.

McVey and Toong used what they called a wave-interaction
model to explain the oscillations observed in the regular

regime. All of the important processes in this model occur

between the energy-release front and the bow shock in the

subsonic region ahead of the projectile nose. As an aid to
understanding the model, several of the primary components
of the model are isolated and described first.

A major component in the McVey and Toong model is the

interaction between the bow shock and a compression wave.

Figure 10 depicts a one-dimensional flow at several different
times (time proceeds from bottom to top). Initially there is a

stationary normal shock and a compression wave downstream

of the shock moving toward the shock. At a later time the

compression wave overtakes the shock, strengthening-4t and
causing the shock to move forward. The strengthened shock
causes a change in the fluid properties behind it. Most impor-

l

F=_.

+=,,
/Contact Discontinuity

IFlow Direction

=

Bow Shock _ _ Compression Wave

Fig. 10 Schematic diagr,,m of a one-dimensional bow shock/com-
pressionwave interaction.

Time

ContaCt Disconiinuity_.,..t i ..... .,ii.,_-Rarel'action Wave

Hot Side Cold Side

Contact D i....tinuil_

a)
Bow Shock _j_" _ Compression Wave

Time

T
Rarefaction Wave

Contact Discontlnuily -_

Bow Shock

b) _x

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of a bow shock/compression wive inter-
action with shock-induced combustion: a) series of one-dimensional
diagrams, b) x-t diagram.
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Compr_sion Wave I / ;2;
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Fig. 12 McVey and Toong _ wave Interaction model.

tant for (he instability is a higher fluid temperature. This
higher temperature fluid is separated from the fluid that has

crossed the shock at the original strength by a contact discon-

tinuity that convects downstream. Additionally, a rarefaction
wave is created that travels downstream.

Interesting flow features are created when the interaction of

Fig. 10 is combined with the flow of a combustible mixture.

This is the situation presented in Fig. 1la. As in Fig. 10, there
is initially a stationary normal shock wave with a compression

moving toward it from the downstream side. Now there is also
burned fluid downstream of the shock at some induction

length. As before, the compression wave overtakes the bow
shock, strengthening it and creating a contact discontinuity

and a rarefaction wave. Because the fluid on the upstream side

of the contact discontinuity is hotter, it has a shorter induction

time and burns more quickly. The result is that for a time there
are two regions of burning, one at an induction length corre-

sponding to the original postshock conditions, and the other at

the shorter induction length corresponding to the strengthened

shock. Figure 1lb is an x-t diagram corresponding to the inter-

action in Fig. 1 la. The general features of this diagram are
recognizable in the McVey and Toong mechanism presented
next.

The McVey and Toong mechanism is schematically depicied

in the x-t diagram in Fig. 12. The diagram shows time evolu-

tion of the features along the stagnation streamline and is

explained in the following four steps. = ........
l) A compression wave on the downstream side of the bow

shock overtakes the bow shock, causing: the bow shock to
move forward, thus creating a reflected rarefaction (which is

weak and is ignored in the m6d_i)_ai_d a contact discontinuity.
The gas on the upstreamTside_of tt/e contact discontinuity is

hotter than on the:do'_w__-F_a_ side because it has passed

through the strengtllcn'_d_ i_' :shock.

2) The rarefa&ic)n_,li_e propagating upstream from the

energy-release front Overtakes the bow shock, weakening it

and restoring it to its original strength. The origin of the rar-
efaction wave is discussed in step 4.

3) The contact discontinuity created in step 1 convects

downstream. At a point between the bow shock and the en-

ergy-release front, a new energy-release front is produced by
the hotter gas on the upstream side of the contact discontinu-

ity. The creation of a new zone of combustion, in turn, creates

compression waves that propagate both upstream toward the
bow shock (this is the wave that overtakes the bow shock in

step 1) and downstream toward the projectile. It can he shown

that the upstream and downstream compression waves are

necessary to match the fluid velocity jumps across the new
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Contact I_ ndnulty Pro_tile Sur face

Comprer_ion Reflected

Front _ (_aW_ng ..... Compression

=hOck) . Wlve

_(ff_ _ R.trefaction (mo_ng toward

X body)

Bow Shock -f"

I_ _I- p[
y-' \

a) Induction Zone Burned C4s _)

Fig. 13 Computed x-t diagrams of density and pressure along the
stagnation streamline for the Mach 4.79 case using flux-vector split-
ting: a) density contours, b) pressure contours.

energy-release front and satisfy conservation of momentum
(see Alpert and Toong7).

4) The contact discontinuity (with burning on the upstream

side) eventually reaches the position of the original energy-re-
lease front. This extinguishes the original energy-release front

and creates rarefaction waves that propagate in the upstream

and downstream directions. The energy-release front then be-

gins to recede toward the location of the original front as

colder gas (through the bow shock of original strength) reaches
the front.

From Fig. 12 it is seen that the period of an oscillation is the

time required for the contact discontinuity to convect from the
shock to the reaction front and then for an acoustic wave to

travel back to the bow shock. If the postshock conditions are

known, an analytical expression for the period of observed

experimental oscillations can be found. Given a period of os-

cillation provided from an experiment, McVey and Toong
were able to use the expression to predict the induction time

for the gas mixture. Their predicted induction times agreed

with previously published data. Figure 13 contains computed

x-t diagrams of density and pressure along the stagnation
streamline for the Mach 4.79 case (the flux-vector splitting

algorithm was used to produce all of the computed x-t dia-

grams in this paper). A comparison of these diagrams with the
McVey and Toong mechanism in Fig. 12 reveals many similar-

ities. The density contours show a changing position of energy-

release front in time that is identical to the pattern predicted by

the wave interaction model (note the jagged edge of the energy-
release front that appears in both Figs. 12 and 13a). In the
region between the bow shock and the energy-release front,

density contours also show that a contact discontinuity is cre-

ated at the bow shock when a compression wave originating

from the energy-release front overtakes it. The hotter gas on

the upstream side of the contact discontinuity reduces the igni-
tion delay time and causes a newenergy-release front to be
created. The new energy-release front is the source of the

compression waves traveling in both the upstream and down-

stream directions. These compression waves are clearly seen in

the pressure contours of Fig. 13b. The identity of the contact
discontinuities labeled in Fig. 13a is verified by their absence in

the pressure contours of Fig. 13b because a contact discontinu-
ity has no pressure jump across it.

A phenomenon seen in the computations that was appar-
ently not anticipated by McVey and Toong is the existence

and/or importance of the compression waves reflecting off the
projectile nose. Figure 13b shows that a compression wave

created at the energy-release front travels toward the projectile
nose, reflects, and eventually overtakes the bow shock. In this

particular calculation, the compression wave reflects off the

nose and moves toward the bow shock, overtaking it at nearly

the same time that the most recently created compression wave
arrives at the bow shock. The coordination between the corn-

pression wave and the reflected compression wave is not al-
ways exact, and therefore the two waves sometimes hit the bow

shock at slightly different times. This tends to deform some of

the structures. The importance of the reflection of the com-

pression waves off the projectile has been recognized in the

recent work of Matsuo and FujiwaraJ °

Figure I4 contains comphted x-t diagrams of density and

pressure from a ease at Mach 5.04. As in the Mach 4.79 case,

the interactions between the bow shock and energy-release
front correspond to the model proposed by McVey and Toong.

This case is interesting because the interaction of the wave

reflected off the projectile is significantly different than that

seen in the Mach 4.79 case. During the time that a compression

wave travels from the energy release front to the projectile

body and back, two new compression waves are created (i.e.,
two periods have passed). The computed frequency is 820 kHz

whereas the measured frequency is 1.04 MHz. A thorough

discussion of this case is given in Wilson n along with an addi-
tional simulation of an experiment at Mach 4.18 with a much

lower oscillation frequency.

Frequency Sensitivity to the Hydrogen-Air
Reaction Mechanism

The nearly constant values of the instability frequency pre-
dicted by the numerical simulations using different grid sizes

(375 x 321,375 x 161, and 375 x 81) and two different numeri-

cal schemes suggest that the underprediction of the frequency

in the computations is not caused by numerical error but by the
chemical kinetic model. Wilson and MacCormack 8 established

that the blunt body exotherrnic flowfields are quite sensitive to
the following chain-branching reaction:

H + O2-OH+ O

In that work, flowfieids were computed with two different rate

expressions for this reaction. One was the original expression
from the Jachimowski ]' reaction model, and the other was

from Warnatz.17 The rate expression recommended by War-

natz was adopted because it gave better agreement with exper-

iments for the steady cases (this is the rate expression that has

been used for all cases presented in this paper). To investigate
the influence of the chemical kinetic mechanism on the fre-

quency of the oscillations, the Mach 4.79 simulation is re-

peated using the Jachimowski rate expression. This rate ex-

pression gives shorter ignition times at high temperatures
(T> 1400 K) than the rate constant recommended by Warn'atz.
This change should lead to an increase in the oscillation fre-

quency because the induction zone is smaller and therefore the

travel time between the energy-release front and the bow shock

is reduced. Consistent with this expectation, the computed

frequency of the oscillations increased from approximately
530 to 820 kHz. Since the experimentally-determined fre-
quency is 720 kHz, it is concluded that the uncertainties in the

Contact Dtscontin uily ." profile Sut'fF*Ce_ .

• _* Rire__ • Compression

Wave _ Wave

Front

i

Compression _" _, _

T (moving to

shock) _ock_ WaveCornpreg,sio_

(moving tow*rd

a) ],d_t_ _ _ur_ c_, b)

Fig. 14 Computed x-t diagrams of density anti pressure along the
stagnation streamline for the Mach 5.04 case using flux-vector split-
ling: a) density contours, b) pressure contours.
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rate constants for the reaction mechanism could explain the

differences between the experiments and the computations.

The sensitivity of the oscillation frequency to the chemical
reactions make the simulations a useful validation tool for

kinetic models. The unsteady cases appear to provide a better

measure of a kinetic model than the steady eases because the

oscillation frequency can be determined with greater precision
than the positions of the bow shock and energy-release front.

Finally, note that the arrival times of new compression

waves and reflected pressure waves at the bow shock some-

times differ significantly (this occurred in the Mach 4.79 case
with the Jachimowski rate expression12). The separate interac-

tions between the bow shock and each wave lead to separate

contact discontinuities and cause the x-t diagrams to appear

less organized. Further investigations are required to assess the

precise contribution to the combustion instability of the com-

pression waves reflected off the projectile nose. In the present

calculations they appear to have a secondary effect, but it is
possible that they are more important to the instabilities seen

in the large-disturbance regime investigated by Alpert and

Toong. 7

Conclusion

The successful simulations of both steady and unsteady

exothermic ballistic-range experiments have added to the un-

derstanding of shock-induced combustion and have led to im-

provements in the numerical techniques for these types of
flows; namely, proper grid resolution is a primary challenge of

simulations with combustion phenomena, and these grid re-

quirements are reduced by the use of the logarithmic transfor-

mation of the species conservation equations. The accuracy of
the simulations is supported by grid refinement studies and the

use of two different numerical methods, a flux-vector splitting

scheme and an upwind TVD scheme. Further validation is

provided by comparison to past analytical and numerical pre-
dictions of the instabilities. Finally, the simulations have reaf-

firmed the value of ballistic-range experiments as a source of

data for high-speed flows with combustion and have demon-
strated their usefulness for validating numerical methods and
chemical kinetic mechanisms. It is shown that differences in

the experimental and computed instability frequencies are

probably due to uncertainties in the chemical reaction rates
and therefore the experiments provide a means of validating

proposed chemical kinetic models.
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Hypersonic Aerodynamic Decelerators Design Using CF]D

Part II- Turbulent Computations
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Abstract

Aerodynamic and heating predictions for a variety of hypersonic decelerators have been per-

for_ned with a number of Computational FIuJd Dynamic (CFD) solvers in order to determine the

desio_n parameters. Sample results from the computed solutions are presented for a number of

design. In addition to thermo-chemical non-equilibrium effects, turbulen_ effects are significan_ in

determining the efficiency of the decelarator design. Efficient approximation of treating the thermo-

chemical, non-equilibrium gas as an idealized gas has been proven to have significant advantage in

the decelerator design and the use of well established algebraic turbulence models are explored in

this study. The accuracy of the computations are evaluated by comparing the flow-field solutions

and aerodynamic coefficients with experimental measurements.

Introduction

The use of supersonic and hypersonic drag-devices or decelerators have been experimentally

investigated for many years with applications ranging from high-performance re-entry vehicle re-

covery to booster-payloadcobs[on avoidancesystems.Supersor/cand hypersonicdrag-devicecon-

fig_arationsthat have been examined in the past includeattachedand tetheredbal/ute,1-s which

isa combination balloonand parachute,and rigidflare,T-l°among others.Recent advances made

in model/ing hypersonic non-equilibriumflowsand flow solvershave significantlyimproved the

designof complex dra_ devices.11-13 The drag devicedesignedinvestigatedand designedby the

presentauthors usingthe CFD solversincludebaHutes and flaresl_-forsolidrocketmotor (Silk'[)

casing earth-capture mission and petal-flares for Lunar (and Mars) return vehicles (LRV) 13 . These

designs are shown in Figure 1 - 3. In the case of bailu_e and flare design for the SLIM, the CFD

solvers were used to determined the size and shape parameters that will produce sufficient drag and

R.esearch Scientist, Eloret Institute. Mailing Address: NASA Ames Research Center, -MS

230-2, Moffett Field, Ca 94035. ALkA Member..



survivereentryspeeds of 9 Km/sec during reentry.The drag coefficientrequiredwere prescribed

based on the b_stic coef_cientfor a no-skipreentrytrajectory.Computations were performed

forthe LI_V deceleratorto determine the drag and heatingfora varietyconfigurationsand shapes.

At re-entryspeedsaround 8 km/sec and atfreestrearnconditionscorrespondingto an altitude

of 80 km, the flow around the fore-body and the deceleratorsectionrern_insin thermo-chemical

non-equilibrium.The flowfieldaround the deceleratorsectioncan be highlycomplex _nd often

a separated flow regionis established.In addition to the separatedzone, the inviscid-viscous

interactionmay produce eitherm strongor an obliqueshock wave and the cornershock interacts

with the fore-body shock. The hypersonic forebody isnot expected to be turbulent,but the flow

fieldnear cornerregionsofthe decelarator,due toflowseparation,can be dominated by turbulence.

The computed flowfieldaround the threedifferentdeceleratorsareshown in Figures4-6.The non-

equ/Hbrium issuesare addressedin Part I ,one of two papersproposed to be presentedtogether.

The effectivenessofthe deceleratordepends on the strengthofthe cornershock and thesizeof the

separateddomain] Turbulentmi:dng can signi_cantlyaffectthecornerflowdomain and hence the

e_ciency of the dece!arator.In addition,iflocalheatingisimportantto the design,validatedCFD

solversare needed to be used in the desig-nprocess.The viscous-inviscidinteractionisnon-Hnear

and complex and the effectofthe non-equilibrium,turbulentstateofthegason the inviscid-viscous

interactionisdifficLdtto quantify.In additionto the flowin the decel_ator section,the flow in

the base re,on of the deceleratormay influencethe upstream flow.In the c_e of theballuteand

_xisymmetric flares,the base flowisnot significant.But in the caseof the LPSv"decelerator,the

base flow interactionwith the upstream flowismgmncant and the complete flowfieldincluding

the ba_e regionneed to be solvedduring the designcycleand the turbulentmLxing and modell/ng

becomes sig-nJficant.In the caseof the LIIV dece!arator,par:of the flowise_panded through the

gap intothe b_e regionand base recirculationissetup. Complex vortexpazternsare se_up due

tothe three-dimensionalityofthe flowand the three-dimension-./computationalpredictionsare of

_eat significanceto the design.

A number of CFD solversused by the presentauthors12,!3and others11,15,I_,IT incomput-

ing the hypervelocitydeceleratorscan be classifiedintotwo c_.tegories,namely thermo-chemical.

non-eqtfilibriumsolversIs,IBand effectivereaJ-g_ssolverJI,i-.,ITin the thermo-chemJc_: non-

equilibriumsolvers,the Nav_er-Stokesequationsincludingthe then'no-chemistrymodel equations,

representedby the speciesand energy conservationequations,are solved.In the e_ectivereal-gas

solver,the gas model isB.ppro.'dmatedby an idealizedg_ with an effectivespecificheat ratio

approximating the globalnon-equilibriumstateof the gas and the Navier-Stokesequationsalone

are solved.The effective-real-gassolveriscomputationallymore efficientbut lessaccuratecom-

pared to the fullthermo-chemicalnon-equilibriumsolver.The three-dimensiona/non-equilibrium

solversareprohibitivelyexpensiverequiring40-60CPU hourson CIL-LY-2forone three-dimensional

2
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solution 15 , but the effective-rea/-ga_ solvers 1= ,17 require very reasonable amount of computer time

( 1 - 2 CPU hr.). The non-equilibrium issues will be addressed in another paper and in this p_per,

the turbulent model issues, for the idealized-real-gas solver, are explored.

Numerical Method

Effective-=_ Ideal-Gas Solver

The use of CFD in the design often requires a number of solution to be computed. These

solutions are used to evaluate the impact of various design parameters on the aerodynamic and

heating and to choose the best of the design variables. In order to calculate solutions in a time!y

and_ost effective manner, an ideal-gas solver with an effective specific heat ratio, "L,, has been

used in the design process. 12 .1_ The underlying assumption is that the global effect of a real- gas

flow'fie!d can be simulated su_ciently accurate , by using an effective value of 7. This technique

has been used successfully to predict drag and moment coefficients produced by blunt bodies in

real-gas flows 17 using the effective-7 ideal-gas solver developed by the first author. This solver uses

an implicit, finite-difference, flu.x-difference splitting method due to Roe and is suitable for both

a.x.isymmetric and fully three-dimensional flow problems. The idealized solver is very robust and

requires only 10 to 15 minutes of CPU time on Cray-2 for an axisymmetric calculation and between

1 and 2 CPU hours for full a-D solution.

To model turbulence, algebraic models 19 were used for wall layer region and a modified mi.'dng

length model was utilized in the base reg,:on. The algebraic models are well suited for simple

2-dimensional and axisymmetric flows, but require carefull fine tuning for complex 3-dimensional

flows. Work is currently in progress to include a compressible 2-equation modet. :° FuLl detail

regardingthe the turbulencemode_ng effortwillbe given in_he _mal paper.

Sample Results and Discussions

A number of design studies have been performed with the effective-v ideal-gas solvers I: ,13 by

the present authors. So_me of the computed solutions were shown in Figs. 4-6. The fore-body

region in these cases is dominated by the non:_quilibrlum effects and ihe flow remains Iaminar.

The computational studies performed with the effective-?' ideal-gas solver _7 were validated by com-

paring the computed results with ballistic range measurements of drag, aft and moment coefficient

for a three-dimensional Aero- Orbital Transfer Vehicle geometry. These comparisons prove that

the effective-7 approach was reasonably accurate in predicting aerodynamic forces at moderate

hy'personic speeds for blunt fore-body flows.

The aerodynamic decelerators, in addition to the blunt forebody, have the added compleMty

of the corner flows, where turbulent mbdng will. affect the flow field. To validate the present solver,



computed solutions to 2-dimensionaI corner flow problems are compared with experimental 1"esults.

A laminar 2-d corner flow comparison is shown in Fig. 7. In this experiment, the flow upstream

of the corner remained laminar cad through the separation bubble, the flow transkioned fl'om

Iaminar to turbulent. The heat transfer comparison shown in Ffg. 7 agrees wed in the laminar

region and as expected, the difference between the computations and the experiments are in the

turbulent region. Computed results using a a number of turbulent models and comparisons will

be presented in the finalpaper.

In addi_ton to validating the solver for the corner region, the solution accuracy isneed to be

_sesed for flows with complex 3-d effects.The computed LRV dece[arator flowfiled_oiutlon are

shown in Fig. 8. The figureon the top leftcorner shows the simulated surface oil-flowpatterns

al6n_with the surface pressure. The vortical_recirculating_ow near the compression-corner region

can be seen to be highly complex. The invscid-viscous interactioneffectscan be visualized from

the figureon the top right corner. In this figure,the particle _:aces along the symmetry plane

and _he shape of the outer shock surface are shown. The comoression corner re,on produce

corner shocks and this shock interact with the outer shock. The corner shock, in addition to

r_sing the surface pressure, causes local heating and the local heating levels are of paramoun_

si=_nJficanceto the design. 0nly a limited amount of experimental resultsare avaJ1ahlefor similar

flows. Computations are underway to simulate and compare with _hese results. The experimental

drag coef_cient 14 is shown in Figure 9. The effect of the gap ratio on the drag coe._cien= is seen

to be non-linear and 3-d and turbulent effects are heleived to be the cause. Validation efforts and

final comparisonswill be reported in the final paper. In addition: design efforts carried out for the

LRV decetarator will be discussed.

Summary

The use of CFD in the design of hyper'/elocity6ece!er_._orshave proven to he very _ttractive.

In the final paper, turbulent computations for a number of dece!erator design wi// be repor:ed

and the preliminary resultsindicate that the effective-7approach provides a re_onab[v accurate

computational procedure for the design of complex, hyperve!ocir:"decelerators.
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Figure 1. SRM with Flare Decelerator
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Figure 3. LRV with Petal Decelerator
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Abstract

Comparison is made between the results obtained from a state-of-the-art flow and

radiative model and bow shock vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) data obtained the recent Bow

Shock 2 Flight Experiment. An extensive data set was obtained from onboard rocket

measurements at a reentry speed of 5km/sec between the altitudes of approximately 65-

85kin. The data, a description of the NO photoionizafion cell used, and interpretation of

the data will be presented. The primary purpose of the analyses is to access the utility of

the data in the context of a radiation model appropriate to the flight conditions of Bow

/ _3hock 2. Theoretical predictions based on flow modelling discussed earlier and a new

radiation model are compared with data.

The first bow shock flight experiment (April 1990) measured the ultraviolet radiation

from shock-heated gas in the nose region of a 0.1016m nose radius rocket traveling at

3.5krn/sec at altitudes from 40 to 70kin. Papers providing details on the instrumentation 1

and analyzes of results 2 for the ultraviolet sensors have been presented. The second bow

shock flight experiment (February 1991) provided similar types of ultraviolet data but for

reentry at 5 km/sec between the altitudes of about 100 to 65kin. 3,4 In this paper we

examine vacuum-ultraviolet data (VUV) obtained from the resonance atomic transition at

i304/k. Such data is available only from the second flight. This data has recei_ved lower• . . i_ilL .

priority than that of the ultrawolet instruments; however, as will be shown herdZis crucial to

understanding the shocklayer modelling in its entirety• The reduction of this data was

complicated by rocket precession during reentry caused by incomplete second stage
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separation. Use of onboard navigational data has permitted us to correlate sensor -

stagnation streamline angle as a function of time.

For early time portions of the reentry the atomic oxygen concentration in the shock.layer

may be sufficiently low such that the resonance radiation is optically thin. In this case the

radiation obtained is directly proportional to the amount of atomic oxygen in the flow. The

degree to which theory can match the density dependence of the data indicates the fidelity of

the flow thermochemical modelling. For example, atomic oxygen colliding with N2 is the

precursor process to the formation of NO for the flight conditions of the bow shock flight

experiments. In Ref. 4 we have discussed the _greement between theory

and experiment for the 2300,_ NO radiation, particularly a!/a,,hitudes abov_ 70kin. Th_ S

..die,ag_.,:r,._.,,_ _tween '...hec_t may be due to__'i._t-pr,edict_

¢/" ,_ NO concentration, its temperature, old'choice of the appropriate governing temperature

in the radiation model. Of these possibilities the first is considered the most likely source

of difficulty. Since the kinetic processes of NO and O are closely coupled it is unlikely that

a correct flow solution will be obtained unless both the 2300 and 1304 radiation data sets

can be modelled.

At later time portions during reentry 0ower altitudes) the atomic oxygen concentration

may increase so that self absorption becomes significant. For these conditions the

modelling of the shocldayer spatial O concentration and temperature dependence, especially

in the boundary layer, becomes important. Unlike the 2300,,_ radiation which depends

primarily on the spatial portion of the shocldayer corresponding to the peak radiation in the

flow, these conditions would further test the ability to model the boundary layer.

.........
The radiation model that has been used here _ t,a_o key _assumptions_-C_- ,_

Excitation of atomic oxygen to the 3S resonance state is aclfieved by colli._ons wath nl_fftrffl ...v. •

species rather than electrons. There are sufficient numbers of collisions such that a steady

state assumption for the upper state population is assumed and self absorption of 1304,_

atomic oxygen resonance radiation is treated by classical radiative transport theory. The

NEQAIR 2 model with certain modifications (which wiU be enumerated) was the analytic

tool used to compute resonance radiation. 5
i

Experimental Set-up

Atomic oxygen 1304J, radiation measurements were planned for the first flight

experiment with an NO-filled, CaF 2 window ionization chamber located in the stagnation

region of the rocket. Due to quartz window spectral cut-off, the sensor diode was sealed
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directly to the inside of the payload dome arid viewed the ionized gas through a small hole

of 0.5mm diameter. The VUV gas diode was compared against an NBS calibrated VUV

diode to yield an absolute calibration for the 1304J, radiation measurement. The total

dynamic range of this device was limited by uncertainties in the amplifier baseline drift that

occurred due to the proximity of the electronics with the telemetry transponder and

unanticipated shielding requirements. Thus 1304/_ radiation data obtained from the first

Bow Shock flight is considered unreliable.

VUV measurements were taken during the second Bow Shock flight with an NO

photoionization cell in a configuration similar to the first flight. Major design changes to

the preamplifiers from the first flight permitted data to be obtained from 85 to 65kin

altitudes. Figure 1 shows the cell and its geometry relative to the rocket payload axis.

Figure 2 shows the spectral response of the CaF 2 window which can be seen to be much

broader than the O transitions. Since there is essentially no atomic nitrogen present in the

shocldayer under these flight conditions the radiation obtained from this measurement is

assumed to be solely that due to atomic oxygen.

12.<9cl6e
Fig. 1. NO pkotoionizauon
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Fig. 2. Spectral response of the CaF 2 cell window

Data

Figure 3 shows a summary of the atomic oxygen 1304A radiance data that was

obtained during the reentry portion of the second flight along with the corresponding

altitude of the rocket. The atomic oxygen sensor was located 37 ° from the rocket

longitudinal axis. The highly oscillatory nature of the signal is due to rocket precession

which changes the location of the stagnation point as a function of time during the flight

and is more noticeable in the data collected from off-axis sensors. To permit quantitative

comparison of data with models, the angle between the sensor and the effective stagnation

strearrfline ('y) must be known. Using the onboard navigational data supplied by Sandia

National Laboratories and transformations of the sensor location into the onboard

navigational coordinate reference frame 6 ,Tcan be computed as a function of time. Figure

4 shows an example of radiance correlated with ? during a time region selected at ~7._.

The radiance peaks at small ',/(i.e. closer to the stagnation point) and is reduced at the

largest values (i.e. towards the wake). The time correlation appears to be good and can

provide detailed information on the .angular variation in the flow.

005/012
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Radiation Model

Modelling of 1304A resonance radiation has been considered by Whiting and Park 5 to

evaluate heating rates for a blunt body reentry at 10km/sec (Aeroassist Flight Experiment).

The major excitation processes under AFE conditions are produced by electron collisions

with O. For the Bow Shock 2 Flight experiment the atomic radiation observed is due to

neutral - O collisions. If it is assumed that there are enough collisions such that the

electronic states are i.n a Boltzmarm distribution at the heavy particle translation temperature

orders of magnitude more radiation is predicted than was observed. Therefore a rate

equation approach must be considered. A new model is proposed that accounts for neutral

excitations with O; but, assumes that the upper state 3S population can be obtained from the

steady state solution of the appropriate rate equations.

Table 1 shows the atomic oxygen energy levels for the f'u'st five electronic states. 7

Rates for neutral collisional excitations among the fLrst three states have been measured and

are high for the temperatures obtained in the shocklayer. Therefore these levels are

assumed to be m a Boltzmarm distribution at the heavy particle translation temperature. The

strongly allowed dipole resonance 3p_3s transition can be modelled as the three level

system shown in Fig. 5. Collisions of the O(iD) state with neutrals will produce a

transition to the 3S state, although this rate has probably not been explicitly measured. An

estimate of that rate will be used based on data given in Ref. 8.

......... Table 1_ Atomic Ox_ygen Spec.tral Properties

State Number Term Symbol Degeneracy Energy Level (cm-1)

1 3p 9 78.

2 1D 5 15,868.

3 IS 1 33,792.

a 5S 5 73,768.

5 3S 3 76,795.

In the optically thin limit the rate equations for this three level system are

d[O(1D_ = kf[O(3S)][M]-kr[O(1D)i[M]-k2f[O(1D)][M] +k2r[O(3p)] [M] (1)
dt

d[O(3S
-kf[O(3S)][M]+kr[O(1D)][M] -A[O(3S)] (2)dt =

Under steady state assumptions the derivatives in Eqs. (I) and (2) are set to zero and an

expression for the upper state 3S concentration is obtained,

6
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[O(3p)]Qs/Qlntkf [O(3p)]Qs/Qlntkf

[O(3S)]qss = = (3)

where nt is the total free stream density of species M, A represents the Einstein coefficient

of 3,8xl08sec "] for the resonance transition, Qi represent the partition functions of the

states given in Table 1, and kf is the quenching rate from the 3S to ID state. It is interesting

to note that since the Einstein A coefficient is about a factor of 1130greater than that for NO

2300/_, radiation, 130,4A radiation is collision limited whereas for NO collisional quenching

dominates.

Since the production of atomic oxygen is second order in n t, Eq. (3) predicts that the

atomic oxygen radiation should be proportional to nt3. To test this hypothesis the density

dependence of the data can be examined. Figure 6 shows data taken at altitudes between

80-70kin sorted to include measurements that occurred at an angle of 36:k0.2 ° from the

stagnation streamline. The oscillations can be further reduced with tighter sorting;

however, the third law dependence in nt can be seen to give the best fit.

[5> 3 S

l I
I

I f" r
I

12>

I1>

r I D

*k
_, 2f I 2r p

Fig. 5 Three Level Atomic Oxygen System

The computational technique that has been used to simulate the stagnation region

flowfield is that given in Refs. 2 and 4 which discusses enhancements to the original flow

modelling of Candler and MacCormack. 9 Briefly, the shock heated air is modelled by

eight chemical species (N 2, O2, NO, NO +, N2 +, N, O, and e-) that are allowed to react

with each other at finite rates. Three independent temperatures in the flow are modelled:

heavy particle translational, molecular rotational, and a combined molecular vibrational and

7
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Fig.6 Comparison of Atomic Oxygen Dam and Density dcpcndenc¢,

electron tra,nslational temperatures. The atomic oxygen concentration and heavy p_.rticl¢

temperature obtained at each point in the flow have been used to compute the 1304,_

rac!3afion, Two flow models have been considered, a _crrnochcmic_J "baseline" version

and a modified solution based on ¢ltcrnadve reaction rates suggested by Wray, 4 These

solutions differ substantially in the concentration of ground state O prexficted between 70-

80km, At 80kin there arc factors of 100 difference in atomic O concentration between the

two solutions,

Equation (3)has been L'_corporatcdintotheNEQAIR 2 model. The calculationshave

modelled the dependence of the upper state population on optical thickness through the use

ofthe escape coefficient. This aspect of thecalculation may be refined furl.her in [.he final

version of this paper, The full radiative transport capability of the NEQAIR model has

been used to evaluate 1304A r_iation at altitudes of 85, 80, 75, 71, and 65k.m with both

flow solutions, A value of kf of 8xl0"llcm3]sec at 300K obtained from Rcf.8 was used,

Although the actual value of the quenching coefficient still needs to b¢ obtained, it is fairly

constant ovct the altitude nmgc considered here. Hence if one flow mode! is superior to the

other, the shape of its predict_ radiance should be in better agreement with the data.

Figure 7 shows the results of the calculations for the full radiative transport radiance at

the body (i.e., the location of the 1304 sensor). For convenience the corresponding

8
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altitudes arc also indicated. The data points at 85 and 65kin should have large error bars

associated with them. At the highest altitude, the data is becoming shot noise limited

making it difficult to correlate exactly sensor viewing location as a function of time in the

precession period. At 65kin there remains uncertainties r_garding the performance of thephotoionization ceLl, which"still necdg to b¢ clarified, These error bars will b¢ specified in

the final version of this paper, Boih flow models prodict the shocklayer to b¢ opticidly thin

for altitudes(_75km, At 71kin the baseline model predicts self absorption in the

shocklayer to be more important than the Wray flow modeIl.ing, Both flow models predict

the self absorption in the shocklayer to b¢ substantial by 65k.m, If the comparison between

theory and data is restricted to altitudes between 70 to 80km where all models predict the

flow to be optically thin and the data density dependence _d radiation modelling are

consistent (i.e,,.Fits.6) neither calculation predigts the co rrec.t radiation density /

should be further examined,

The disagreement with theory and data for the 65kin altitude of' orders of magnitude

may be due to problems in modelling the atomic oxygen concentration and temperature in

the boundary layer, Since the NO 230rim radiation was optically thin, the radiation

computed at the body in that case would be less sensitive to errors in the boundary layer

f
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modelling. Grid refinement techniques to emphasize boundary layer modelling will be

discussed in the final version of this paper.

Conclusion and Add|rio_hal Work

A radiationmodel has been successfullyproposed to describeneutralexcitationsof

atomic oxygen thatproduce 1304A resonance radiation.The magnitude of the specific

quenching rate or the ability to calculate it will be discussed further in the final version of

thispaper. Selfabsorptionhas been included in the calculationsshown here;but,the

approximate escape coefficientformalism willbe replaced with an improved Iterativ,

treatmentof theradiationfieldinthefinalversionof thispaper.

The differencein densitydependence discrepancythatwas obtainedforthe 2nd flight

comparison between the0° viewing 230rim photometersand calculationsareseen herefor

theatomic oxygen calculador_sas well. This dataisimportantsincea rlgomus testof any

flow soludon should irtcludecomparison withthe 1304 as wellas 2300A radiation.Since

atomicoxygen isa precursortoformationofNO thecorrectcalctdationof itsconcenaation

is crucial in modelling 23Ohm radiatlon.
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Abstract

Radiation from Nitric Oxide (NO) band systems in the free-stream of NASA Ames

20MT.V arc-jet wind tunne] was measured and computed. The emission measurement was

conducted with a 0.3 meter McPherson spectrograph using photographic films in the wave-

length region from 185 nm to 300 nm. The NO band systems consist of the following bands;

iVO,_, NOa, NO¢, and NO._. The analysis of data indicated that only the ground vibrational

level (v' = 0) of NO.y and NO6 band systems are present.

Excitation temperatures in the free stream of arc-jet flow were deduced by comparing

the measured spectra with the calculated spectra using the nonequilibrium radiation code

NEQAIR. The deduced rotational, vibrational, and electronic temperatures are: T, = 660 ±

50°K, T. _< 850 ± 50°K, and T¢ = 7560 ± 340°K, respectively. The results indicated that

the free stream flow was in thermal nonequilibrium.

The Three-Temperature Nonequilibrium Nozzle Flow computer code (NOZaT) was used

to predict the arc-jet nozzle flow. The code assumes the early portion of the nozzle flow

to be in equilibrium. The rest was solved assuming three-temperature nonequilibrium flow.

Comparing the computed temperatures of T_, T_, and T_ to those extracted from the experi-

mental spectra the following two important parameters were determined; the cross section for

transfer of vibrational energy to electronic energy, and the ratio of true vibrational relaxation

rates to Milikan and White vibrational relaxation rates.

Experiment

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up. The operating conditions of

the 20MW arc heater were the following: chamber pressure 2.4arm, flow rate O.0864kg/.qec,

current 2000A and voltage 26001/. Spectral data were taken in the free-stream flow 14 inches

downstream of the nozzle exit[l].

A McPherson spectrograph model 218 with a camera attachment was used to collect

the data. The spectrograph has a speed of//5.3 and 0.3 meter focal length. The set-up

used is known as Criss-Crossed Czerny-Turner optical system[2]. It is an unconventional

1Graduate Research Assistant, Stanford University, Stanford, California. Member Ai'AA.
-"Research Scientist, Eloret Institute, Palo Alto, California. Member AIAA.
aResearch Scientist, NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. Associate Fellow AIAA.





mounting arrangement where the light beam from the two mirrors and the plane grating are

crossed in order to obtain the f/5.3 optics. A Joyce Loebel microdensitometer model ._IK III

CS was used to measure the optical densities recorded on the film. The microdensitometer

traces were transferred to a computer to be analyzed and compared with the theoretical

predictions. Detailed description of the experimental set-up, instrumentation, and data

collection and calibration procedures will be given in the full paper.

Data Analysis

The uncatibrated densitometer trace of the second order spectra is shown in Fig. 2.

The wavelength calibration was performed using commercial mercury (Hg) and argon (At)

spectral lamps. The mercury lamp was used in the 400r_m to 650r_m spectral range and the

argon lamp was used in the 650urn to $50nm spectral range. From the densitomcter traces

of the mercury and argon spectra and from the known locations of their spectral lines, the

relation between the lamps spectra and the actual free-stream spectra was developed.

The relative intensity calibration was done in two parts. First the film was calibrated

for the relative intensity at specific wavelengths. Second the film was calibrated for the

spectral sensitivity changes due to the film sensitivity, the spectrograph grating, and the

entire optical set-up. This calibration was done using a natural density step-wedge filter.

The resulting intensity trace, corrected for the film response is shown in Fig. 3.

The excitation temperatures (rotational, T_, vibrational, T_, and electronic, T_) were

determined by comparing the calibrated experimental and the calculated spectra. The cal-

culated spectrum was obtained using the Nonequilibrium Air Radiation code (NEQAIR)

[.3,4]. The upper limit of vibrational temperature was determined by finding the vibrational

temperature in the calculations that extinguishes the radiation from the v _ = 1 level. The

electronic temperature was deduced from the relative intensities of NO-y and NOs. The

temperature determination methodology is iterative in nature and will be discussed in the

full paper.

Theory

The computer code NOZ3T[5,6] was used to predict the free-stream flowfield through the

convergent-divergent nozzle of the arc-jet wind tunnel. The entrance and the begining section

of the nozzle were assumed to be at equilibrium, The rest of the nozzle was solved assuming

three-temperature nonequilibrium flow. The equilibrium thermodynamic conditions required

at the entrance of the nozzle are: pressure, velocity, estimated temperature, and enthalpy.

These parameters were computed using Arc Heater Flowfield computer code (ARCFLO)

F,s].
With the operating conditions of the arc-jet wind tunnel given in the preceding section,

the ARCFLO predicted the following center line values at the exit of the are-column: T =

12189°K, V = 226m/see, and h = 60MJ/h9. The corresponding mass averaged values were:

T = 8918°K, V = 185m/sec, and h = 223fJ/1c 9.

The results of calculation were compared with the rotational, vibrational, and electronic

temperatures obtained from the experiment. Two important parameters; the cross-section

for vibrational-electronic energy exchange between various species, and the ratio of true
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vibrational relaxation rates to Millikan-White vibrational relaxation rates[9],were adjusted
to reachto an agreementbetweenthe two setsof temperatures.

Results

The spectral bandsdetectedby the spectrographwereidentified as the NO.y and -V06

band systems in second order. The .hrO_ band system is denoted by A2E + _ X2FI, where

A2E + is the upper electronic state and X2II is the ground state of the Nitric Oxide (,VO)

molecule. The NOs band system is denoted by C2II --+ X2FI where C2II is the upper

electronic state and X2II is the electronic state of the NO molecule.

The NOz band system, which is denoted by (B21-I _ X2H) and lies in the same spectral

region as the NO-,, was not present in the data. The absence of this band system indicates

that the B_II electronic state was not populated to a significant amount, although it is

located at nearly the same energy level as the A2E + state (see Fig. 4). The B21-I state

does have a slightly larger internuclear distance than the A2E + state, however this will not

affect their population ratio under equilibrium conditions. This phenomenon suggests that

the-upper electronic states of the :'_'0 molecule was populated in a nonequilibrium manner

due to a possible selective population mechanism.

The d\rO, band system denoted as (D2_ + ---+.V'FI) lies very close to the NO5 band system

in the energy potential curves. However the strong bands of the NO_ lie in the X:'acuum

Ultra Violet (VUV) region and only few of the weaker bands are in the spectral region

of our experiment. These weak vibrational bands of NO_ system (vibrational-rotational

levels (0,5), (0,6), and (0,7)) lie under the much stronger vibrational bands of NO_ systems

(vibrational-rotational levels (0_0),(0,1), and (0,2)) (see Fig. 5). To verify the existence of

NO_ in the free stream flow, further emission measurements are needed in the VUV spectral

region where NO., band system does not exist.

The deduced excitation temperatures are T_ = 660 4- 50°K, T,, _< 850 4- 50°K, and

T_ = 7560 4- 340°K, and the population ratio of the C21-I state to the A 2p, state of the

Nitric Oxide (NO) molecule is 0.42 + 0.04. The study showes that the cross-section for

vibrational-electronic energy exchange is in the order of I0-1Scm, where as the dividing factor

to Millikan-White relaxation factor is at least in the order of 10 s. The enthalpy deduced

from this work is .3SMJ/kg. Figure 6 is a plot of the computed excitation temperatures

using NOZaT.
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